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Montana Newspaper Hall o f Fame
Martin J. Hutchens, who worked for Dana's Sun, Pulitzer's
World and Hearst's Journal, served as editor of the Missoula
Missoulian and the Sentinel from 1917 to 1926. He also held
editorial positions with the Helena Independent, the Butte
Miner and the Butte Free Press.
Mr. Hutchens was born Jan. 1,1867, in Redwood, N.Y. He
was graduated from Hamilton College in 1888 and began his
newspaper career on the Rome (N.Y.) Sentinel that year.
In 1889 he came to Montana to become city editor of the
Helena Independent, a position he held until 1893 when he
joined the editorial staff of the New York Sun. From 18% to
1898 he worked on the New York World and from 1898 to
1902 on the New York Journal. In 1902 he went to Chicago to
become the first city editor of the American. Subsequently,
he was city editor and managing editor of the Chicago InterOcean and managing editor of the Chicago Evening Journal.
Among those who worked for him in Chicago was Ben
Hecht.
In Montana Mr. Hutchens became known for his candid
editorials. Larry Dobell of the Butte Free Press wrote that Mr.
Hutchens “ had a natural talent for politics and as an editorial
writer held an exceedingly high place in this state.” A writer
for the Missoulian commented: “As an editorial writer, he
stood in the first rank in this state for years. He was widely
informed on many subjects and interested in state and
national politics. His editorial columns never failed to
interest his readers with the diversity of subjects, the intimate
knowledge he possessed of the things he wrote about, a
quiet but trenchant humor sometimes verging into irony,
and a serious concern with everything human.” A reporter
for the Watertown (N.Y.) Times said: “ As an editorial writer,
Mr. Hutchens was considered without a peer in Montana.
His editorial columns were of the vanishing type of militant
editorial comment. He was held in reverent esteem by the
men who worked under him, each of whom held him in
considerable awe because of his metropolitan experience in
the days before standardized newspaper methods.”
After leaving the Missoulian, Mr. Hutchens became editor
of the Butte Miner and later editor of the Butte Free Press, a
newspaper that stridently opposed the Anaconda Company
and its control of most Montana daily newspapers. As Free
Press editor, he was assaulted, shot at and warned to leave
Butte within three days— a threat he did not heed. In 1929
illness forced him to leave the Free Press.
Mr. Hutchens' son, John K. Hutchens, worked for the
Missoulian and for eastern newspapers. He became
nationally known as editor of the New York Times Book
Review and as a book-news columnist and reviewer for the
New York Herald Tribune. He is author of the book One
Man's Montana and numerous magazine articles.

Martin J. Hutchens
1867-1929
Twentieth M em ber
The Montana Newspaper Hall of Fame, established Aug.
16,1958, is sponsored by the Montana Press Association and
the Montana School of Journalism. A committee comprising
six members of the Press Association and the dean of the
School of Journalism recommends one person for the Hall of
Fame each year. A candidate may be nominated five years
after his death.

Mr. Hutchens died Jan. 12,1929, in Salt Lake City at age 62.
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The Story of a Press Aide
By KE N R O B E R T S O N

The writer, a 1970 graduate of the Montana School of Journalism, is
managing editor of the Helena Independent Record. He was editor
of the University's student daily during the 1969-70 academic year,
and he subsequently studied for two years at the University of
Alberta in Edmonton. In this article, requested by Montana
Journalism Review, Mr. Robertson describes and examines the
events that led to his resignation in November, 1974, as press aide to
the governor of Montana.

If two professions are irreconcilable, they are
politics and journalism . The practitioners of either, to
rise above the local ward heeler or breathless police
reporter, must be dedicated to what are certain to
become conflicting aims.
Each operates in much the same atmosphere,
playing to a mass audience and, frankly, reveling in
the results of a fine perform ance. The friction begins
when the independent journalist and the partisan
p o litic ia n beg in to e xa m in e o n e a n o th e r's
interpretation of the events: The journalist, ideally,
without prejudice; the politician, naturally, with
prejudice.
To align them in that simplistic fashion, w hich is
admittedly allowing each to be only black or w hite,
indicates the answer to an often-asked question of
1974—w hy couldn't Jerald F. terHorst function as
W hite House press secretary to President Gerald R.
Ford? Although Ford stands out like a Cato when
compared to the Caligula who preceded him , he
remains a politician, w ho must be devoted to
something other than the truth— devoted instead to
the official version of what passes for the truth.
M y own experience, w hich includes three months
as a speechwriter and press secretary to Montana's
now-embattled Gov. Thomas L. Judge and about
2
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three years as a reporter for the Helena In depen den t
R eco rd , confirms my observation. After only two
months in the governor's office, I found my position
untenable. It was not because many aspects of the job
w ere unrewarding; not because I greatly disagreed
politically w ith the man I served; and not because I
was unable to perform the job. It was simply because
as a journalist I had dealt with facts. As a press aide, I
found I also would have to deal with the partisan
interpretation, and often subsequent distortion, of
those facts.
In just three months, I found w orking as a press aide
to an effective and, so far as I knew, essentially honest
politician distasteful and becoming repugnant. (I add
the "h o n e st" because no accusations about his
honesty had been raised w hen I left his staff in early
Novem ber, 1974. He later was accused by Atty. Gen.
Robert L. Woodahl of failing to report about $20,000 in
1972 campaign contributions, as required by Montana
law.) Three events had convinced me that the
standards required of me as a journalist w ere being
perverted by serving this politician.
W hen I went to w ork for the governor August 5 , 1
thought I understood him , at least as a public person,
and I liked most of what I saw. His stands on the
environm ent—such as coal developm ent—were

Montana Journalism Review
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re fre sh in g and p ro g re ssiv e co m p a red w ith
Neanderthal governors such as Stanley Hathaway of
Wyoming, a man who was willing to supply the
Vaseline for the energy giants' statutory rape of his
state. Governor Judge's attempts to improve
conditions at Montana's decrepit institutions were
genuine and seconded sincerely by his w ife, Carol; in
reply, such Republican curmudgeons as Rep. Elmer
Schye of W hite Sulphur Springs could offer only
criticism, not constructive comment. The governor's
efforts at property-tax reform to aid low-income
persons had been partially successful and seemed to
promise long-overdue reforms. .
And, like any good politician, the man, with others
in his administration, had cultivated me a bit with
flattery that should have been suspect, instead of
accepted. The promise of being part of an
administration that was going to push for and get a
better Montana was attractive to me, because my
work as a journalist, I thought, had aimed at the same
ends. In a sense, the new job as press secretary and
speechwriter would allow me to continue in much the
same direction.
The first incident that caused me to reconsider
came after the controversial appointm ent August 12
of former District Judge Victor H. Fall to fill the Public
Service Commission seat vacated by the death of Louis
G. Boedecker. The appointm ent, w hich made Fall one
of three Montanans with final say in setting utility
rates, caused quite a stir. Judge Democrats had
thought the honorw ould g o to o n e in their ranks. And
customers of the power companies rightly feared that
Fall would have a sympathetic ear for further rateincrease requests.
Even some members of the governor's staff w ere a
bit surprised by the choice. W hen it was announced,
though, they found support for their hopes that Judge
Fall might serve the consumer w ell, citing a case in
which he had ruled against M ontana Power C o. plans
to expand into certain rural areas and drive out the
rural-electric cooperatives already established there.
One aide optimistically noted that Judge Fall had
called the Montana Power Co. “ econom ic pirates'' in
an opinion that tem porarily blocked the expansion
but later was overturned by the M ontana Supreme
Court.
Six days later, a Lee Newspapers State Bureau news
analysis suggested that Fall was appointed on the
recommendation of form er Gov. Forrest H. Anderson
in a continuing series of “ paym ents" for political
debts Governor Judge owed his predecessor.
The article, written by Arthur FHutchinson, seemed
plausible to me, because I had been in the governor's
office just after the decision apparently had been
made. Governor Judge called me into the office to
discuss how to announce the appointm ent, and he
and Anderson still were talking it over— and
apparently had been for some time.
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Disgruntled Democrats fed Hutchinson their
complaints about the choice during the next few days,
pointing out to him that Fall was an Anderson crony,
which led to the news-analysis article that asked,
“ Does the present state administration belong to Gov.
Thomas L. Judge, or is it really the holdover
administration of form er Gov. Forrest H. Anderson?"
The speculation, I knew from my privileged
position, was legitimate, and hardly harmful. Because
Fall was a retired judge, he had reasonable
qualifications to assume a quasi-judicial post. The
question did not challenge that aspect of the
appointment. All that was asked was whether Fall was
a Judge supporter, which was not an unfair question.
Nevertheless, the governor and some of his staff
obviously were upset by the article.

angry phone calls
Lee Bureau C hief Gary Langley and Hutchinson
both received from the governor angry telephone
calls berating the article. Some of the staff grumbled
for days that the piece painted Governor Judge as
“ Forrest's flu n ky."
I was surprised by those reactions, because I
thought that persons dealing constantly with the press
should have known that the article was fair comment
that was not without foundation and consequently
legitimate, however uncomplimentary.
The incident indicated that the governor and some
of his aides had a somewhat distorted view of what the
role of the press should be, but I thought it perhaps
could be explained as over-reaction to what was
obviously a sore spot with the governor and those
closest to him. Though Judge served as lieutenant
governor under Anderson, he had been at best an
uneasy ally before the 1972 election. To his staff,
Governor Judge indicated he considered himself no
real friend of Anderson's; often he boasted that his
successful campaign had been waged without
mentioning any ties to Anderson.
I nearly had convinced myself that the reaction was
atypical, a quirk that I could live w ith, when about two
weeks later I was jolted with the most disturbing
incident of my brief tenure. O n August 21, a routine
news release had been distributed, drafted by the
governor himself and never passed through me
because I was scrambling to write speeches to keep up
with his hectic pace of speechmaking. The release
stated simply that form er Governor Anderson had
quit his job as a $15,000-a-year consultant to the Old
West Regional Commission.
The commission, which Anderson had helped set
up w hile he was governor, is a five-state organization
(M ontana, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota
and Wyoming) established with federal funding to
allow the region to study its problems.
“ Anderson's resignation, effective September 1,
3
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was announced in a letter to Gov. Thomas L. Judge/'
the Associated Press reported in its summation of the
news release. "A nderson said his mission with the
five-state organization has been com pleted.
"Judge said part of the decision involved
Anderson's plans to begin spending w inter in
A rizo n a."
On September 1, Hutchinson had another
bombshell to drop on the governor's credibility, and I
got a substantial dose of the fallout. The story revealed
that Anderson's resignation letter had said much
more than G overnor Judge had released. He had
resigned, as Hutchinson put it in his story about the
contents of the letter, "to spare his fellow Dem ocrat
su c c e s s o r, G o v . T h o m a s L. Ju d g e , p o litic a l
embarrassment. . . ."
In Anderson's own w ords, it was put this w ay:
It seems that it may prove embarrassing to your
administration if I were to stay in service as a consultant to
the Old West Regional Commission.
»
To the extent that I have been able, I Well earned my salt.
However, there are those who think that you are paying off
a political obligation. Public thought of this kind puts
neither of us where we can do a job.
The people of Montana have been kind and good to me
through a long and varied political life and I would be
among the last to want in any way to have folks think that,
at this stage of the game, I was not serving. This sort of
thinking could unwittingly happen so as to give the loyal
opposition unfounded opportunities.

I had been out of the state for three days and
returned the evening before the Hutchinson story
appeared in the morning papers. Before the day
ended, although it was a Sunday, I received an angry
call from one of the top officials in the Departm ent of
Intergovernm ental Relations, M artin T. M angan.
"H o w the hell did that get out?" he asked, in the
next breath inquiring w hether I had had a hand in it. I
told him that I knew nothing about the letter or the
story, that so far as I knew , the only inform ation passed
to the press had been the governor's release of August
21. (Mangan was concerned because his agency had a
file copy of the letter, w hich he feared had been
leaked to the press.)
I re-read the article and, on M onday, dug out a copy
of the governor's press release. After reading the two,
I knew how other press aides had felt after being
ambushed at "C red ib ility G a p ," the non-geographic
site w here Bill M oyers, press secretary to President
Lyndon Johnson, had been shot up in 1965. During the
w eek that follow ed, I w ent around to the newsmen I
had to live w ith, ate some hunks of crow sliced from
the optimism I had earlier voiced to them , and
apologized for my boss.
I also had a long talk with Keith C o lb o , who had
become the governor's chief aide only a few days
before. I told him that, in one sense, w hether the
governor had accidentally misled or intentionally lied
in the press release didn't m atter: How ever the press
4
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and the public chose to interpret the matter, the
governor's staff looked like conspirators, if it was
interpreted as a case of the staff going along with
suppression of the letter, or like buffoons, if the staff
had been misled—evidence that the governor viewed
us not as advisers but as court jesters.
Colbo agreed with my assessment, admitting that
neither of us, as men new to our jobs, had been
helped in the least by even the best possible
interpretation of the fiasco. I asked him to convey my
feelings to the governor and to set up a meeting
during which I could explain my fears that a repetition
of the incident would occur. I told Colbo that I wanted
to discuss the matter privately with the governor or, if
Colbo preferred, with both him and the governor.
Repeatedly, I stressed that a continuation of such
practices w ould make me a noncredible source
distrusted by reporters— a Ron Ziegler mocked by
newsmen— which would render me useless as a press
aide. But the meeting I requested never was arranged.
After analyzing the matter with aides in the
governor's office and newsmen w ho w ere close
friends and realizing that my meeting was not a
priority item to the governor, I decided I no longer
could serve in the job. A third incident helped me
make up my mind—the w idely publicized shooting of
an illegal elk by the governor during the early hunting
season for branch-antlered elk.
The elk was shot on the first day of the season,
September 15, a Sunday. The incident was announced
M onday afternoon. The governor returned to Helena
Tuesday and left on a tour of Colstrip W ednesday
m orning, by chance, not design, being absent when
reporters started asking tough questions.
I had flown to Colstrip with the governor, so the
other press aide, George C o le, w ho specialized in
radio and television services, had to start asking for
answers to the questions. Cole later told me that he
had to fight to get even basic answers to routine
questions. Kent Klein kop f, an aide w ho had been on
the ill-fated hunt, was reluctant to give C ole even the
names of the members of the hunting party and,
tem porarily, misled Cole about w ho participated and
their names.

questions remained unanswered
For the next month and a half, because the
governor w ould not sit down with the press and
explain the hunting incident fu lly, a lot of questions
remained unanswered. O nly a M issoula justice of the
peace, who had presided over the governor's case and
tried to use it to his advantage in a tight campaign,
finally forced the governor to call a newsman and talk
over the matter fully so the J.P.'s rather wild
accusations could be answered.
During September and into O cto b er, C o le , a
form er broadcast newsm an, and I had several talks
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about the problems we w ere facing, but w e could find
no solutions. Because I openly had questioned some
of the decisions, I believe that I, at least, was not quite
trusted. I apparently was viewed as potentially
disloyal, because I felt that, given the facts, most of the
reporters I was dealing with w ould be fair in the
articles they would w rite.
I would attribute much of the wariness that
developed toward me to K lein ko p f, w ho often
expressed his mistrust of the press in three simple
words, “ Screw the press/' (He had some justification
for that attitude. Frank Adams of the Great Falls
Tribune Capital Bureau took obvious delight in
needling Kleinkopf, once referring to him as the
governor's chauffeur and bodyguard, w hich was
hardly adequate to describe the variety of jobs that
Kleinkopf actually perform ed.)
The three incidents had, by the end of Septem ber,
convinced me that if I stayed longer, I w ould be totally
compromised—an ex-newsm an, 26 years old, with no
future in the M ontana media because I w ould have
been a consenting part of an adm inistration that could
not level with the press. I started job-hunting, sweated
out a n o th e r fe w w e e k s and a n n o u n c e d my
resignation O ctober 31, subsequently taking my
present job with the In d ep en d en t R eco rd .
My resignation letter, w hich I turned in to C olb o,
was brief, containing only four paragraphs. O n ly one
commented on what had caused me to q uit:
“ In the past few months, I have become
increasingly aware that I am not the man for the job as
it is presently envisioned by the governor and by some
of the staff; my philosophy in dealing w ith the press is
not that of my superiors.''
Colbo and I discussed my resignation at length
November 1, but G overnor Judge did not discuss the
matter with me until four or five days later. He asked
me to explain why I had quit, and I recited the three
incidents recounted above, especially stressing the
Anderson resignation.
As I recall, he defended himself only in the matter of
Anderson's resignation, saying that he had not really
seen the form er governor's letter but had talked with
him only by telephone and was awaiting arrival of the
letter when the resignation was announced.
To me, it was a lame excuse, given two months too
late. I could not accept what G o vern o r Judge was
saying—that a political pro like Anderson w ould say
one thing by telephone and another in his letter— but
I did not challenge the governor's story. I had made
my decision to get out and any more explanations
could only strengthen it.
I had entered the job with optimism. Eighty-seven
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days later, I had resigned, certain that no newsman
can work for a politician without compromising
himself.
The three incidents illustrate some of the major
problems I faced, and they are sim ilar to the problems
any press aide w ill face.
The first shows a lack of understanding of what a
“ fair" role for the press is. In G overnor Judge's case,
that lack of understanding may be com pounded by
his background in advertising, although he views it as
an asset in dealing with the press. An advertising man
must concern himself with projecting an image, which
the governor has done w ell. H ow ever, the fact that
advertising has created a need for the Federal Trade
Commission to regulate it indicates that advertising
does not always deal in truth. Four years at Notre
Dame University studying advertising, w orking as an
advertising salesman for the Louisville C ourierJournal and owning his own advertising agency
helped create G overnor Judge and apparently gave
him the sometimes distorted rules of advertising to
live by.

embarrassment for both
No newsman can operate with success by those
same rules. Challenging them results in the type of
incident characterized by the Anderson resignation.
The politician decides that the press aide doesn't play
by his ru le s and c irc u m v e n ts h im , m akin g
independent announcem ents. This “ end ru n " results
in embarrassment for both if such an announcem ent
turns out to be less than truthful. (And, almost
invariably, it is, since it seldom w ould have to be
independent w ere it the unem bellished truth.)
Such a discovery leaves the press aide undercut in
his credibility with both the press and his boss, which
means he might as w ell close up his office. No one is
going to come to him for answers again.
The third incident was a case of obfuscation
through the press aide. Because the aide wasn't given
enough information to operate, the press could have
only two conclusions: Either the aide did not know
because he was not trusted with the information or he
had the information but was muddying the story and
holding it up by request of his superiors.
To lie, mislead, obfuscate or delay, each a tactic that
a press aide may be expected to em ploy, is in direct
conflict with the values a newsman must inculcate in
himself to be good at his job. Consequently, a good
newsman, or a newsman who thinks he is good,
cannot function asa press aide w ithout compromising
personal integrity in favor of political loyalty.

5
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Toward a Revitalized
Weekly Newspaper
By S T E V E

HUNGERFORD

Mr. Hungerford has been publisher of the Hardin (M ont.) Herald
since he bought the weekly newspaper in September, 1973. In 1974
the Herald won the General Excellence Award and five other
awards from the Montana Press Association. The writer earned a
B.A. in journalism at the University of Nebraska and an M.S. in
journalism at the University of Oregon. Prior to buying the Herald,
Mr. Hungerford was a copy editor for the Des Moines (Iowa)
Register. He is a director of the Montana Press Association.
W hile criticism of the press in Am erica continues to
fill space in a variety of publications— as it
should— relatively little attention is being paid to one
segment of the press—w eekly (or, if you w ill, non
daily) newspapers.
For exam ple, the 1974 M ontana Journalism R eview
included an article entitled "M ontana's M edia: Areas
for Im provem ent." W e have no idea how the w riter,
Jerry H olloron, feels about M ontana's w eekly
newspapers, for his discussion of the state's "p ress"
centered entirely on radio, television and daily
newspapers.
Criticism is one thing—to be totally ignored is
infinitely worse.
Yet Holloron is not the only critic whose definition
of “ p re s s " e x c lu d e s n o n -d a ily n e w sp a p e rs.
Periodicals such as Colum bia Journalism R eview ,
(M O R E) and others regularly lambaste incom petence
w ith o u t e ve n b o th e rin g to in c lu d e w e e k ly
newspapers for consideration. (A notable exception is
Ben Bagdikian, w ho occasionally critiques w eeklies
fdr Colum bia Journalism Review .)
Such use o f th e co ld s h o u ld e r m ay be
understandable. For one thing, non-daily newspapers
(especially in M ontana) account for relatively little of
the total newspaper circulation. Their statewide
influence as a group is less. They're not e xp e cte d to do
6
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a good job. As a matter of fact, often they're so bad
that a critic doesn't know quite w here to begin.
Yet w eeklies here greatly outnum ber dailies. And
more im portant, they do have a profound influence
on their readers (what other publication is quite so
close to its audience as the county-seat w eekly?).
But if M ontana w eeklies are unlike the dailies in the
attention they receive from press critics, they are
sim ilar in one sense— they continue to insist on being
lured by the mystique of spot-news reporting.
G enerally, you can pick up any w eekly in the state
and see a replica of daily-newspaper style. Both the
daily and non-daily are intent on reporting accounts
of a recent meeting,news event, athletic contest.
For thenon-daily, this has b eco m eth eO rig in al Sin.
Non-daily newspapers should approach their loss of
timeliness as an advantage, not a disadvantage. So
what if w eek after w eek they're "la te " w ith spot news?
W eeklies can turn this to their advantage by
concentrating on in-depth, background, analytical
and feature stories.
If daily newspapers maintain that their advantage
over the broadcast media lies in the papers' ability to
explain in detail breaking news stories, weeklies
should carry this one step further. They should take
the daily's spot news and develop and explore it for
their own local audience.
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But w eekly newspaper editors probably have heard
all this before. So why the reluctance to shift gears
from spot to in-depth reporting?
Reasons may rang e fro m stu b b o rn n e ss to
incompetence, but there's one reason we might
discuss here. That's the mistaken emphasis being
placed on daily newspapers by the nation's schools of
journalism.
I've attended three such schools, and it's invariably
the same—students are prepared for w ork on daily
newspapers but are not taught to be w ell-rounded
journalists.
To a certain extent this is defensible. As a
spokesman for the Los A ngeles Times noted recently,
there is a growing need for w riters to specialize in
economics, science, engineering, etc., so they can
better explain such areas to an increasingly
bewildered audience. Yet at the same time this trend
to specialization is overshadowing the need to
produce journalists trained in the over-all operation
and goals of w eekly and small daily newspapers. Very
few journalism school graduates w ill interpret finance
for the Wall Street Journal. Far more w ill cut their
teeth on general assignments for the Hometown
News.
In M ontana, another drag on good w eekly
journalism is the state Press Association, w hich is
doing precious little to change the spot-news
concept. At present, there are no seminars or
workshops to aid newsmen in the field. At a recent
meeting of the group's Board of Directors, attention
was devoted to the social activities of next year's
annual press convention, but nothing was said about
useful topics on the convention agenda.
O ne need look only to the association's Better
Newspaper Contest categories to judge w here the
emphasis lies. There are awards for spot-news
reporting and spot-news photography— there are no
awards for in-depth or investigative reporting.
Typical of the state Press Association's philosophy is
the publisher who remarked recently, “ News is
something you have to have to wrap around the ads."
The type of hard news the w eeklies could be
delivering to their readers is the in-depth story that
goes beyond the few bare facts that the area daily
would devote to the story. In particular, there are
three types of hard-news stories that we rarely see.
One is the story that tells w hy, that goes beyond the
press release to explore the causes or im plications of a
news event.
Last summer, for exam ple, the Hardin H erald was
handed a press release announcing the closing of Big
Horn Carpet M ills, a private enterprise renting a C ro w
Tribe-owned plant and employing about 80 Crow s.
T h e r e le a s e e v e n g a v e a p e r f u n c t o r y
explanation—transportation costs had risen, making
the business no longer profitable.
But in fact the reasons why the mill was closed w ere
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far more complicated. It took calls to the tribal
c h a irm a n , the lo cal E c o n o m ic D e v e lo p m e n t
Corporation and finally to New York State to talk with
a vice president of the carpet-manufacturing firm .
And some of the reasons that ultimately emerged
were ones that had been denied by local officials.
Another example grew out of a news handout by
Westmoreland Resources (a coal-mining company)
and the Crow Tribe. The release announced that final
agreement had been reached on a W estmoreland
coal lease on or near the Crow Reservation. W e had
carried this story quoting tribal sources in the previous
week's issue and indeed had covered the lease
negotiations all along. But now that an agreement had
been reached—an agreement that included opening
a new mine in our county by 1982— we explored what
the agreement would mean to the Crow s' economy
and way of life, to Hardin's growth, to landowners in
the mining areas.
The point: A press release or even the basic facts
gathered by a news staff don't tell all that the readers
want or need to know. If the events w ill have an
impact on the paper's area, in-depth coverage of the
topic is needed.
A second type of story that rarely appears in
Montana w eeklies is the account of what happens
after—after a decision is made, after a project has
begun, after an official is sworn in. Aftermath stories
are not nearly so visible, not nearly so well
publicized— not nearly as easy to do. Yet they may
well be far more important than coverage of the event
itself.

the followup
Suppose, for instance, that a leash law is passed in
your town, as one was recently in Hardin. That story
probably got plenty of coverage at election time or
whenever the law was voted in. But what about later?
Even more important can be the follow up: How many
dogs are being picked up? How are residents
reacting? What is happening to the animals that are
apprehended? How many dog licenses are being
issued?
If the aftermath is unsatisfactory, no one involved is
about to call that to the newspaper's attention. Such
was the case of a contract for more than 100
government-financed Indian homes on the Crow
Reservation. The story no doubt was reported at the
time the contract was let, but a year later the H erald
ran a n o th e r a rt ic le — w hen the hou ses w e re
completed. It told how one contractor was putting up
shoddy houses and how the new residents were
complaining. That kind of aftermath never may be
publicly known unless the newspaper goes out of its
way to report it.
Third, and perhaps most difficult, w eeklies need to
report stories before they get official attention, before
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they reach the crisis stage, before they become
events. If state sanitarians condemn the town's landfill
site or report that the water supply is contam inated,
that obviously is news. But the newspaper should have
been reporting those stories long before, as part of its
watchdog coverage of the area's problems.
O ne example was the H erald's front-page
investigative story about the sudden appearance and
growth of a private school in a nearby county town—a
school with inadequate space and supplies, uncertain
financing, uncertified teachers, and dangerous health
and fire hazards. The school later became a topic for
several local school board meetings, as administrators
tried to decide what action to take. But the
newspaper's com prehensive report told far more than
even the board members knew at first, and, as a matter
of fact, the story served as the board's primary source
of information about the school.
All these stories take tim e, many phone calls and
interviews, and sharp questions. And you can't fill the
paper with such exhaustively researched material. But
the in-depth approach is warranted for major stories
happening around your area.
O ur readers have responded well to such stories.
But, because most w eeklies are small-town papers,
most readers also want news about people—their
neighbors. Most non-dailies satisfy this need by
printing long columns of grotesque locals that don't
tell much beyond who visited whom .
W e have eliminated locals from the H erald and
replaced them with at least two or three profile stories
each w eek. In other w ords, feature stories. W hat's it
like to teach in a one-room school? How does a
woman run a big ranch when her husband, an invalid,
can't help? What comments pass back and forth
between two local businessmen who serve as
linesmen at high school football games? How about
the local sportsman who organizes hunting trips for
eastern dudes?
W e include many historical pieces on past and
present residents of Big Horn C ounty, plus much
coverage of agriculture— how three farmers and
ranchers handle hay-making today, the life of a
traveling custom com biner who has $500,000 in
equipment and an entourage of em ployes, the labor
savings of a new electronic beet thinner as told by a

local beet farmer. In fact, each month we devote one
section of at least eight pages to agriculture in our
area.
Such stories probably get the highest readership of
any in our paper. And w e'll never run out of them as
long as people are living here.
There are other steps the w eekly publisher can take
to enhance his product. For exam ple, we have color
on two pages in nearly every issue. W e can afford this
because we offered color to a steady advertiser at less
than cost. W e run his ad on one page in color and use
the corresponding color page for editorial purposes.
He pays part of the bill, we the other part.
Each week we include an editorial-page cartoon by
a local artist—the high school art teacher, who
receives $5 for each one. This month [February, 1975]
we are devising a plan to have some of his students
illustrate news stories.
On the editorial page—and we devote a full page to
opinion each w eek—we offer staff-written editorials,
a column contributed by the local mental-health
center, letters to the editor, the cartoon and Art
Buchwald's column (it costs $6 a w eek).
By using local cartoonists, columnists—the mentalhealth center colum n and others—we are using the
talents at hand and involving as many people as
possible in the newspaper.

designing the paper
Finally, we spend a great deal of time laying out and
designing the paper. This is done partly because we
enjoy doing so and partly because we view the H erald
as something of a newsmagazine. W e believe that
since the paper often stays in the home for several
days, it can and should be as attractive on the inside as
on the front page. And since our readers are not
pressed for time in reading the paper, we don't feel
the pressure to put as many stories as possible on the
front page.
Perhaps the most important fact we have learned at
the H erald belies the axiom that to make money
requires skimping on news content. O n the contrary,
we have found that editorial excellence and good
profits go hand in hand. Thank God.

I have a great hope of disturbing the
public peace in various directions.
—John Ruskin
8
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Japan's Press in the Mid-1970s
By W I L L I A M

H.

FORBIS

Mr. For bis, a 7939 graduate of the Montana School of Journalism,
visited Japan in 1972 and 1973 to do research for his book Japan
Today: People, Places, Power, which will be published by Harper &
Row. This article is based on a chapter in that manuscript. Mr. Forbis
is a former senior editor of Time magazine and a former visiting
lecturer in the School of Journalism. In 1972 he completed Inside
Australia, a book begun by the late John Gunther. He also wrote the
text of The Cowboys, the first of the Time-Life Book series on the
Old West.
A couple of blocks off Tokyo's Ginza stands a grimy
eight-story building that houses the headquarters of
Asahi Shim bun, a newspaper with a mission like none
other in the world. Asahi Shim bun (meaning “ Rising
Sun Newspaper") is serious, literate, intellectual,
deliberately unsensational—and for this brainy
package of news it manages to find readers enough to
swallow the astonishing total of 10 million copies a
day.
Asahi combines the sobriety and responsibility of
low-circulation serious newspapers such as the N ew
York Times (circulation 830,000) or Britain's Guardian
(326.000) or France's Le M o n d e (347,000) with a
readership vastly beyond popular and pandering
newspapers such as the N ew York Daily News
(2.103.000) or London's Daily M irro r (4,316,000).
Asahi calls itself “ the newspaper of the mass e lite ."
But if it can with justification boast of itself, Asahi must
boast principally about taking advantage of built-in
opportunity. First, the homogeneity and geography of
Japan—the concentration of reader interest on the
country as a whole—favor national newspapers.
Second, the economy is still at a level where newsboys
can profitably provide intensive home delivery; only a
tenth of Japanese readers buy from newsstands. Third,
the massive growth of universities supplies readers
who demand news of depth and intelligence.
The double goal of making a quality newspaper and
doing it on a gigantic scale requires a huge
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organization. Asahi employs 8,500 persons, 3,000 of
them in the editorial process. Editors can pour
hundreds of their 1,000 reporters into top stories,
often using the paper's 10 airplanes and three
helicopters.
Asahi has nearly 300 news bureaus in Japan and 15
abroad. All except the ranking reporters have to
consider themselves lucky to get a few sentences a
w eek into the paper. A typical Asahi reporting tool,
used for riots, is a van with a telescoping mast that can
lift a closed-circuit television camera high enough to
look down on the tum ult; editors in the vehicle need
only punch a button to produce printed photographs
of what they see on the TV screen, and they can send
these photos, as well as reporters' stories, by radio to
the newsroom. O ne hundred and sixty presses, all
over Japan, print the paper; remote plants get
facsimiles of pages sent by radio.
Asahi starts its day before noon with the first of
three editions of its evening paper, and goes on
through nine more editions to be read in the morning.
Two-thirds of its subscribers get both morning and
evening editions, and the rest a combined edition.
W ith all these permutations, 120 different editions are
produced daily. A reader who gets two editions is
counted as one subscriber, and Asahi's circulation,
calculated this way, comes to 6 m illion. O nly the
Soviet Union's Izvestia (8,500,000) and Pravda
(9,200,000) have more readers.
9
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With unimportant variations, everything just said
about Asahi can be said again about M ainichi
Shimbun, which has 4,700,000 subscribers, of whom
2.900.000 also get the evening edition. Its enormous
Tokyo office, separated only by a boulevard from the
outer moat of the Imperial Palace, is the most elegant
newspaper building I ever saw, a pair of long, low
(nine-story), glass-faced slabs set side by side,
interlinked with two cylindrical towers for the
elevators, and finished inside in stainless steel and
edge-grain wood. In the newsrooms, as at Asahi,
hundreds of writers and editors sit shoulder to
shoulder as their flying pencils write the news with
about 20 Japanese characters per small sheet of copy
paper. M ainichi's new Hamada presses in the
cavernous basements of this building print, at a rate of
40 a second from each press, 3,500,000 copies of the
paper a day; the rest come from other plants. The
date on the paper's first issue read: “ No. 1, February
21, 5th Year of M eiji. March 29,1872, by the Western
calendar." (Asahi was begun in 1879.) At the paper's
founding, the name of M ainichi (meaning “ Every
Day") was Tokyo Nichi-Nichi (also meaning “ Every
Day").
O ne more huge daily, Yomiuri (“ N ew s-crier"),
completes the trio of great national newspapers, with
5.800.000 subscribers, of whom 3,500,000 also get the
evening paper. Below the Big Three stand 150 regional
and local dailies. Japan ranks just after the U.S. and the
U.S.S.R. in aggregate circulation of newspapers, and
grabs off an easy first in intensity of readership, with
550 copies per 1,000 of population. The Big Three also
run English-language editions— M ainichi Daily News,
Asahi Evening News, and Daily Yomiuri—and with the
independent Japan Times they supply Tokyo residents
with a choice of more dailies with general news in
English than even New Yorkers get. These papers,
catering to foreigners, are edited by staffs that contain
a sprinkling of Nisei but are mostly Japanese who have
learned English well. The writing is surprisingly (but
not entirely) free of Japlish, and the papers make far
fewer typographical errors than American papers.
They carry much Am erican, British and other
international news, but their stance is Japanese;
editorials criticize the government in the apparent
expectation that politicians will read them. Foreigners
often suspect that the big publishers take one attitude
in their Japanese editions and another in English, but
Asahi's M ichio Nagai assured me that his paper, at
least, tried to make the Evening News a faithful,
though condensed and not literal, reflection of Asahi
Shimbun. The Japan Times, founded in 1897, is widely
accused of having Foreign O ffice links that are too
close for the health of its objectivity.

a healthy criticism
Most Japanese papers, and Asahi and M ainichi in
particular, have for years opposed the government
10
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with criticism generally deemed to be healthy, sound
and moderate. A thoughtful and high-ranking
businessman made the point to me that the papers are
a “ force against w ar." Another plus: They open their
columns to readers; letters to the editor are a serious
outlet for public opinion. Economic journalism in
Japan wins high marks for depth and intelligence. The
International Press Institute says that the Japanese
press is “ free, powerful and conscious of its
responsibilities to the life of society."
The salient defect of the newspapers is their
unwillingness to rock boats. Editors do not demand
investigative reporting—they think that's a job for the
police. In part, their very pride in their tools and
techniques, in all those helicopters and field radios,
seems to make newsmen forget the need for oldfashioned, hard-boring exposure. O ne disgruntled
editor told me how his former paper played down
stories of labor disputes in banks because the paper
was so deeply in hock to the banks. The exaggerated
need to be politically impartial provides an excuse not
to dig too hard at one party or another's scandals;
similarly, editors seem happy to believe that libel laws
prevent them from exposing wrongdoers. Asahi
frequently appeased China to keep its correspondent
in Peking, even as the New York Times was doing
without rather than accept China's conditions. In
1973, M ainichi Shimbun made a great fuss about the
public's “ right to know " in defending one of its
reporters who had obtained some secret Foreign
O ffice cables by seducing the secretary of the deputy
foreign vice minister. The reporter's trial was billed as
the Japanese version of the Pentagon Papers case.
Forgotten in the furor was the fact that Mainichi
editors had refused to print their reporter's scoop,
and he was forced to give the cables to an opposition
member of the Diet before the press got interested in
the scandal. The reporter was acquitted, the judge
ruli ng that freedom of the press took precedence over
the necessity of guarding official secrets. But the
secretary got a six-month prison term for disclosure of
the cables.
Japanese editors sometimes delude themselves in
stressing the need for hordes of young reporters, who
swarm all over a story, instead of older, more
experienced, and better-connected journalists who
can get deeper into the news. At prolific news sources,
such as the government ministries, reporters use the
deplorable syndicate system: They have wellorganized and exclusive clubs that pool questions and
give them to a “ captain" to ask, with everyone sharing
the answers, and all enterprise or digging made
unnecessary, so that the members are left with lots of
time to play mah-jongg. The reporters mutually
decide what, and what not, to use from interviews and
stipulate which edition a story will break in.
All the clubs exclude foreigners, even the Kasumi
Club at the Foreign M inistry.
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Newsmen regard reporting as an apprenticeship
and editing as the prestige role. O ne editor told me
with some regret that too many of his profession "play
golf every day, won't mix with the man on the street,
have no focus on the common people. The editor-inchief doesn't even read the paper— he's too busy
going to the weddings of zaibatsu fam ilies." Another
result of complacency is sameness. Editors copy the
most successful papers, rather than strike out to create
something new— perhaps like a Japanese Rolling
Stone. M oreover, Japanese papers, though vast in
circulation and resources, are small in pages: 24 at the
most, 12 for evening editions. Nothing in Japan
provides such a newsprint feast as the commonplace
106 pages of the Los Angeles Tim es, or the theater,
travel, sports, business, education, m edicine, book
reviews, and commentary of the Sunday N ew York
Times and its magazine.
A piece of hypocrisy common to both the United
States and Japan is the myth that editors can resist
pressure from advertisers, but I found Japanese
hanky-panky to be more blatant. I asked one adman
what editors do when the message of a story conflicts
head-on with the message of an advertisem ent, and I
got one of those unsettlingly soothing Japanese
answers: “ The editors usually feel that the paper must
have harmony, so they remove the story."
The agency that dominates Japanese advertising,
Dentsu Advertising Ltd., is the biggest in the w orld, its
billings of nearly a billion dollars having recently
surpassed those of the Am erican giant, J. W alter
Thompson. Five thousand employes w ork in and out
of Dentsu's spectacular, 15-story building near the
Ginza, and at 7 o'clock on the evening I visited the
agency, most of them w ere still on the Job in
enormous, open offices, beehives of paper and
telephones. Yukata Narita, director of the print media
division, told me something of Dentsu's history.
Modeling itself on France's once darkly powerful
Havas agency, Dentsu began in 1901 as a news service
(the name is a contraction of the words for
“ telegraphic com m unication") supplied to papers in
exchange for space that the agency sold to advertisers.
This setup became onerous in 1936, w hen Japanese
militarists demanded control of news, so Dentsu

shucked off the reporting end of its operation to the
agency called Dom ei, which was virtually the voice of
Japan during the war. At the war's end, Domei died of
overidentification with Japan's defeat, to be replaced
by Japan's present news services, Kyodo and Jiji,
which together—cozily enough—own one-half of
Dentsu's privately held stock. After the w ar, Dentsu
diligently fostered the birth of commercial radio and
television in Japan, which greatly helped the agency in
its clim b to the top. Dentsu so dominates national
newspaper advertising among regional and local
papers that each must maintain a man in Tokyo to
perform a function that translates as “ Dentsuw orship." Dentsu, whose accounts include not only
Toyota but also D atsun and M a zd a , runs a
so p h istic a te d , p o lish e d , te c h n ic a lly e x c e lle n t
operation, and I did not get the impression that it
interferes directly in the editorial affairs of
newspapers. But a leading magazine editor told me
that when the business establishment became
worried that the press was abetting the anti-American
riots of 1960, Dentsu was used to warn editors to cool
it.

the foreign correspondents club
Foreign correspondents in Tokyo run one of the last
vigorous, enterprising, colorful press clubs in the
world. A sign on the wall in the bar says: “ O LO R D ,
h e lp m e to keep my big mouth shut until I know what I
am talking about." A decorous Mitsubishi Real Estate
Co. building in the financial district houses the
Foreign Correspondents Club of Japan, but the club's
mythical address, honored by the post office through
several moves, is “ No. 1 Shimbun A lle y ." James
M ichener lived at No. 1 just after the war, in a
bedroom with a Turk, a Nationalist Chinese, a Korean,
an American black, a Frenchm an, and five girls
cooking fish heads on hibachis. “ This was thought to
be im m oral," he recalls, “ so the hibachis were
banned." Too many pseudo-journalists hang out in
the FCCJ, and too many members use it to gather news
by picking the brains of real reporters over drinks, but
the club does provide a good library, informative
luncheon speakers and useful minor services.

He was born with a gift for laughter
and the sense that the world was mad.
—From Rafael Sabatini's Scaram ouche
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Watergate As a Catalyst
By H O W A R D

SIMONS

Mr. Simons, managing editor of the Washington Post, gave this
speech May 16, 1974, at the 18th annual Dean Stone Night
journalism banquet at the University of Montana. Mr. Simons
earned a bachelor's degree from Union College and a master's
degree from the Graduate School of Journalism at Columbia
University. In 1958 and 1959 he was a Nieman Fellow at Harvard
University. He served as a science reporter, assistant managing
editor and deputy managing editor at the Post before being named
managing editor in 1971.
Two years ago next month [in June, 1972] I was
awakened and told that the Dem ocratic National
Headquarters in the Watergate com plex had been
burglarized. I thanked my tipster, hung up, and
immediately called Harry Rosenfeld, the Post's
metropolitan editor, and told him to get some
reporters to the Watergate. It was 8:30 a.m. By 10 a.m .,
when I arrived at the office, we already were
assembling bits and pieces of the burglary.
A fantasy a few of us still entertain is that by late
afternoon on that Saturday, June 17, w e kn ew th atthe
break-in was part of a larger, elaborate and
clandestine effort by the Com m ittee to Re-elect the
President and members of the W hite House staff to
spy on and sabotage the Democrats, as well as to
engage in other nefarious activities. Alas, I wish it were
so.
In reality, I called Katharine Graham that same June
17 afternoon and said, in effect, "K atharine, you w on't
believe what is happening today." Then I proceeded
to tell her about the break-in and about a car that had
plowed into a house and disturbed a couple in bed. So
much for news judgment.
M uch already has been told about the Watergate
break-in. W e, at the W ashington Post, at first treated it
as a police story. O n the average there are roughly 50
burglaries daily in the District of Colum bia. A few are
reported at length. Most are reported in agate in a
crim e colum n. O bviously this burglary was different.
12
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T h e b u rg la rs had so p h istic a te d e le c tro n ic
equipm ent. It was the headquarters of a national
political party. It was in a complex of buildings on the
Potomac River. Until that time and because of some of
its occupants, the complex was known colloquially as
the "Ship of Fools." John and Martha M itchell have
since moved out. As has the Dem ocratic National
Com m ittee. Ben Bradlee has moved in.
From that day to this, the reporting by two young
and intrepid reporters— Bob W oodward and Carl
Bernstein— has come to represent the best in classic
journalism . Not the Xerox variety in which sheets or
pounds of duplicated documents are dumped on us.
But rather the Roto-Rooter kind of reporting.
"W o o d stein," or the "K id s ," or "T h e Bobbsey Tw ins,"
as they are variously called in the office, began a
painstaking, time-consuming investigation.
It was then and has remained a seven-day-a-week,
12- to 18-hour-a-day effort. It has meant knocking on
strange doors. It has meant endless phone calls. It has
meant spending hours waiting for sources—some met
surreptitiously in a manner reminiscent of the best
Len Deighton or John Le Carr6 spy thriller. Indeed,
there is one source who is unfailingly accurate and to
this day is known only to Bob W oodward. To others of
us at the W ashington Post, he's "D eep Throat."
O nce the link with the W hite House was made, it
became imperative to penetrate the cocoon that a
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small band of Nixon loyalists wrapped tightly about
the President and the Presidency. Again, this
required—and still does— days of running down tips,
some true, some false; traveling up blind alleys and
down promising pathways; and pasting together bits
and pieces. In marvelous hindsight, it is now apparent
how little we knew about the W hite House, its
operations, its personages, its atmosphere and its
motivations.
For several months after the initial burglary, the
Washington Post was very nearly alone in disclosing
the wider implications of the Watergate break-in. And
it was a lonely time. M ore often than not, there is a
herd instinct in journalism . A good story by one
newspaper or magazine or television station brings
the rest of the media to it like bees to a spilled
honeypot. Not so in early Watergate. O nly a few other
media organizations began dipping into the story
before the election.
I don't think it's all that difficult to understand why
many editors ignored the story. Here was the
Washington Post, a newspaper not especially notable
for empathizing with the up-trodden, publishing on
its front page incredulous stories im plicating the
W hite House and basing its reporting on anonymous
sources w hile the W hite House vigorously denied all.
At the Post we soon learned to interpret the official
denials with all the skill of the Krem linologist
deciphering a Pravda pronouncem ent. But to most
everyone else the denials w ere convincing. This is so
for at least three reasons that I can determ ine. I am
certain there are more. First, we in the press had
minimized the effectiveness of Spiro T. Agnew's
attacks on the credibility of the press in general and
the Washington Post in particular. The attacks had a
deeper sympathetic im part than I, for one, credited
them. Second, in any adversary relationship between
a newspaper and the W hite House it is an
asymmetrical affair—the W hite House has most of the
high ground. Thus, it is naive to think that any
newspaper or collection of newspersons can get
behind every handout, every statement, every
activity, every pronouncem ent. Finally, it was the
President's spokesman, and thus the President, w ho
was flatly denying what was being reported.
But we persisted and we w ere right.
It is helpful, I think, to tell you a bit about our
attempt at a fail-safe system for Watergate stories.
Remember, we w ere dealing with sources who had to
remain anonymous; with two young reporters; and
with material that, if w rong, could massively damage
not just the W ashington Post but our profession.
Accordingly, from the beginning and even today w e,
the editors, adopted three rules—they evolved
really to govern the publication of a W atergate story
in our newspaper. The first is that any set of significant
facts must have come from at least two independent
sources. As a result of this rule we never carried some
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information. This was so simply because we had it (still
have it) from one source only. The second rule is that
one or more of the top editors of the newspaper must
read and approve the story before publication. M any
was the evening that I or Ben Bradlee decided to hold
a story on deadline because we w ere not satisfied.
And the third rule is that a story on Watergate from
another publication must be independently verified
by our own reporters before we give the story
prom inence. As a result of these rules, w e've been
more error-free than even we had a right to expect.

post publicly ridiculed
For our efforts we were not only denied but publicly
ridiculed. Indeed, there was one memorable day, O ct.
16, 1972, when Clark M acGregor, director of the
Comm ittee for Re-election of the President, said,
“ The Post has maliciously sought to give the
appearance of a direct connection between the W hite
House and the Watergate—a charge the Post
knows and a half dozen investigations have
found to be false." And Ronald Ziegler said, “ I w ill
not dignify with comment stories based on hearsay,
character assassination, innuendo or guilt by
association. . . ." And Sen. Robert D ole, chairman of
the Republican National Com m ittee, said, “ In the
final days of this campaign, like the desperate
politicians whose fortunes they seek to save, the
Washington Post is conducting itself by journalistic
standards that would cause mass resignations on
principle from the Q uicksilver Times—a local
underground newspaper."
W hen people ask me what kind of pressure we were
under because of our persistence on W atergate, I cite
the above kind of attacks. M ore than the attacks,
however, what bothered us at the W ashington Post
was the cum ulative attack on our credibility, one of
the most precious commodities we have in the news
business.
I thought then and I think now that the other kinds
of p re ssu re — su b tle and b la ta n t— w e re less
threatening. W e could and did, for exam ple, shrug off
the crude attempt to keep our reporter from covering
W hite House social events. And we could and did
dismiss the retaliatory attempt right after the election
to spoon-feed the competition newspaper with
exclusive W hite House interviews. We could even
understand the orders to Adm inistration officials to
boycott invitations to the dedication of our new
building O ct. 16, 1972, at w hich Secretary of State
W illiam Rogers spoke. It was a bit harder to ignore the
four license challenges to our two television stations
in Florida, especially when over the four previous
years only 11 such challenges had been lodged against
any of the 701 com m ercial television stations in the
country. And no other challenges w ere made against
the 34 other Florida stations up for renewal that year.
And the fart that the challengers to our stations
13
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included several persons who had achieved political
prominence mostly with some tie to the Nixon
Administration.
But the critical pressures still were the attacks on our
credibility and the internal pressures—were we right?
Had we been victims of a gigantic hoax to discredit the
W a sh in g to n P o st? W o u ld the tru th e ve r be
forthcoming? Or would it be like the Reichstag fire
whose origins historians still debate?
So much for the impact of the Watergate on the
newsroom psyche at the Washington Post.
There have been impacts of Watergate on our
profession, some good, some not so good, some
obvious, some not so obvious.
Let me discuss a handful as I see them.
As a result of Watergate almost any tip to a
newspaper now must be taken more seriously than
before Watergate. I have been a Washington
newsman for 20 years. If a year ago someone had
called me breathlessly from a telephone booth and
offered me a story tip about a faked State Department
cable implicating John F. Kennedy in the death of
Diem , and if that person said two high W hite House
officials had given the cable to the head of the FBI to
be destroyed, and that the FBI head had kept the cable
in a closet and then put it in a burn bag w hich ensured
its destruction, I would have thanked the caller and
put that tip in the kook file with those tips from
persons who receive messages from Mars. Now,
however, one must make the initial assumption that
anything is believable—save a W hite House denial.
As a result of Watergate everyone wants to be an
investigative reporter. That's good and that's bad. It's
good because there's a lot that needs investigating. It's
bad because not everyone can be an investigative
reporter and newspapers have other roles. Not the
least of these roles is what I term the modified journal
of record. Simply put, I think it is the newspaper's
responsibility to record what the subcom m ittee,
committee, conference or other pathway to action
does at each step of the process. It is not enough to
record only final action. This is so because there is no
way for the citizen to intervene if he chooses unless
we tell him what is happening. Radio does not do it.
Television does not do it. Magazines do not do it.
M oreover, I don't think everyone can be an
investigative reporter. Those dozen or so successful
investigative reporters I have known share some
common traits, traits unshared by other competent
reporters. The singular most important trait is the
uncanny knack of linking A to Z to F to Y all by reading
Yiddish footnotes or eye movements. Investigative
reporters, too, all begin to mimic the persons they are
investigating. That is, in my experience, they begin
whispering, view the world (even their editors)
conspiratorially, and write in turbid fashion.
Finally, investigative reporting is expensive. W e can
and do afford the luxury of keeping a half dozen such
14
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reporters on stories, not necessarily at the same time,
for months at a time. And we don't always find what
we were looking for.

the danger of overreacting
As a result of Watergate the media are in danger of
overreacting—that is, looking and seemingly finding
scandals everywhere. I worry a tad, for exam ple, that
every political campaign in Am erica this off-election
year w ill be subjected to such m icroscopic scandal
churning scrutiny that w e'll miss more than we hit.
In the same vein I w orry a tad more that w e w ill
choke on big bites of big stories. What I mean by this is
that I regard Watergate and related stories now as a
kind of bloody body in the water and, therefore, an
invitation to a shark frenzy during w hich reporters will
take bites of the body and rather than carefully chew
over them, swallow the bites w hole. Some of this
already has happened, resulting in some loss of
credibility as the press has had to correct, retract,
refine and recoup.
As a result of Branzburg and Watergate some of us
editors are practicing more law than journalism . This,
in my view , is a very subtle but real threat to the First
Amendment. This is so because it is costing us time
and money. In 1973 managers and reporters at the Post
were twice subpoenaed, once by CREEP and once by
Vice President Agnew's lawyers. In both cases it
seemed clear that the purpose of the subpoena was to
ferret out sources. Both efforts failed. But it cost the
Washington Post $100,000 in legal fees to fight these
subpoenas and more than a dozen lesser attempts to
force Post reporters to divulge their sources. W e can
afford these fees though I would rather spend the
money on news-gathering. But what happens to
smaller, less profitable but nonetheless courageous
newspapers? My guess is they cannot afford this kind
of legal protection. My guess is that becomes a factor
in how strong the press can be in defending its First
Amendment rights. And my further guess is that this
subtle but real threat could grow rather than lessen
unless the Supreme Court more clearly defines what
protection the First Am endment offers the public for
w hich it was intended.
This leads me to my final example of a Watergate
result which is that the concept of a free press has
been strengthened. W hen I talk about a free press I
am near being an absolutist. I believe that a
newspaper in this country, as set forth in the First
Am endm ent, should be free to publish whatever it
learns, limited only by the application of its own
standards of taste and fairness; the application of a
standard that it will not knowingly publish false
information; and, finally, that what it publishes will
not clearly endanger a human life. But even with these
thoughts in mind, it is the newspaper that should
decide.
The late Justice of the Supreme Court Hugo Black
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was without question the most eloquent exponent of
this absolutist view. And I would like to recall what he
had to say on the subject during the resolution of the
Pentagon Papers case before the C ourt:
In the First Amendment the Founding Fathers gave the
free press the protection it must have to fulfill its essential
role in our democracy. The press was to serve the
governed, not the governors. The government's power to
censor the press was abolished so that the press would
forever remain free to censure the government. The press
was protected so that it could bare the secrets of
government and inform the people. Only a free and
unrestrained press can effectively expose deception in
government. . . .

This kind of view gets editors and reporters into
trouble. But it is not the only thing that gets us into
trouble. Often we are incom plete. O ften we are less
than accurate. O ften we are captives of the pseudo
event staged for our benefit. O ften w e practice our
news coverage the way the State Departm ent
practices diplom acy— with a crisis mentality and a
crisis response. O ften, too, we reflect far too much of
the official view or statement or report. Some of these
practices are brought about by official limitations
imposed on us— people w ho know w ill not tell us;
people w h o th in k th e y know and w ill tell us only a part
of the story; people will lie; people w ill obfuscate.
O ther of these practices result from institutional
limitations of our ow n—tim e, energy, space in the
newspaper, deadlines, and as my colleague David
Broder w rote:
Far better would it be if we said publicly what we know
to be the case: That every day, we print a partial
incomplete version of selected things we have learned,
some of them inevitably erroneous, all of them inevitably
distorted by the need to abridge and by the force of our
own misconceptions and prejudices. . . .

At best, then, we catch history on the run.
Nonetheless, without what w e do, the citizen-voter
cannot intervene in the processes that determ ine his
or her livelihood and his or her life. And deception,
label it Watergate or Vietnam or Bay of Pigs, w ould
succeed.

national security
Finally, we have heard quite a bit lately about
national security. My view here is absolutist, too. If
there are secrets they should be safeguarded by those
who determ ine they are secrets, not by the press; that
is not our business. M oreover, it has been my
experience and that of a number of my colleagues that
a secrecy label, w hether applied by governm ent or
industry or another power structure, more often than
not serves to save the decision-m aker from
embarrassment rather than to maintain a national or a
corporate or an institutional security.
As Judge M urray G urfein of the U.S. District Court
said during the Pentagon Papers case:
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If there be some embarrassment to the government in
security aspects as remote as the general embarrassment
that flows from any security breach, we must learn to live
with it. The security of the nation is not at the ramparts of
the nation alone.
Security also lies in the value of our free institutions. A
cantankerous press, an obstinate press, a ubiquitous press
must be suffered by those in authority in order to preserve
the even greater values of freedom of expression and the
right of the people to know. . . .

Now, what is the meaning of Watergate? As more of
the story unfolds I get the hapless feeling that those
men closest to the President w ere evolving a unique
notion of how best to commemorate the bicentennial
in 1976—they w ere going to repeal the Bill of Rights.
O n reflection as a citizen, I think these men w ere
different in their attitudes about the Bill of Rights from
you and me. Essentially, I think, we believe in this
experim ent called the Republic. They, apparently,
were not as convinced. Rather, they seem to have felt
it necessary to manipulate, subvert, misuse and abuse
this still fragile political and social experim ent called
democracy.
Watergate and what it represents was no W hite
House version of a panty raid as some persons would
have us believe. It was not "as Am erican as apple p ie/'
as John Ehrlichm an told a nation-wide television
audience. This was no third-rate burglary as Ron
Ziegler characterized it. This was not overzealousness
on the part of patriots. And W atergate, itself, was the
least of it.
O ver the last four years some of the men closest to
the President had decided they had a better notion of
how to govern than anyone else in the historic past of
this country. So they substituted contempt for
com m unication; hubris for hum ility; power for
persuasion; condescension for compassion. W orse,
they took the law unto themselves, then broke it and
broke it and broke it.
The eminent Am erican historian Henry Steele
Commager recently noted some principles this
administration has im periled and w hich now must be
restored. They include respect for law and the
majestic concept of due process; respect for the
principle that the people set the limits of power;
respect for the Bill of Rights without w hich the
Republic cannot flourish; respect for the separation
of p o w e r; resp ect for the in te llig e n c e and
sensitiveness, for the honor, of the Am erican people.
M r. Commager said something else. He said
Watergate may prove to be that catalyst w hich will
transform thetissues of our national life by rallying the
Congress to its power and responsibility, by rallying
the public to the danger threatening to underm ine
the nation and by reinvigorating the principles the
Founding Fathers knew to be essential to the
Republic.
That is a hopeful note w hich I share.
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Experiences As a Writer
By D O R O T H Y

M .JOHNSON

This article is based on Miss Johnson's speech to the Montana
Interscholastic Editorial Association Conference Sept. 20, 1974, at
the University of Montana. Miss Johnson was an assistant professor
in the School of Journalism from 1953 to 1967 and secretarymanager of the Montana Press Association from 1952 to 1967. She
has completed the manuscript for her 15th book, a biography of
Charlie Russell, and is working on a novel about two Sioux women
in the 1800s.

I've been writing and learning about writing for
years and years, and in this one session I can't tell you
everything I've found out but I'm going to try awfully
hard.
There are two kinds of w riters—those who get
published and those who don't, and I grieve to say that
I was in the second category for altogether too many
years. I still don't sell everything I w rite. The files in my
basement are full of unpublished material. I call that
my Department of Lost Causes.
For many years I was on the staff of one magazine or
another and got paid a steady salary— not enough, of
course—and did free-lance fiction and article writing
in my spare time. I'm not w orking for a magazine any
more, but I'm still free-lancing and still complaining
because I've got too much to do. And it's my own
fault— I got myself into this mess—so I can't even
blame it on a boss.
If you're on the staff of a publication, you have to
meet deadlines. As a free lance, I do too. My next
book is due in June [1975]; I signed a contract for it last
Decem ber, giving myself a year and a half to w rite it.
Then I got into doing a series of articles about growing
up in W hitefish for M ontana— the M agazine o f
W estern History, which comes out four times a year.
And a publisher has expressed interest in a book of
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them , so things are piling up on me. W riters always
complain about something.
The first story I w orked very hard to w rite was about
a boy named Edward who was lost in the woods. I was
12 or 13 at the time, and so was Edward. He still is,
because I never finished the story, so he's still trying to
get out of the woods.
Edward represents one of the three major kinds of
conflict: Man against nature. The two others are man
against man and man against himself.
Suppose you don't want to w rite fiction. You want
to w ork on a newspaper. Most news stories concern
conflict, too, one or more of these three kinds. I
studied the stories on the front page of the M issoulian
for July 23 and found these:
Three stories about w hether impeachment
proceedings should be brought against the President.
Here the conflict is man against the law or society
against a man— but it boils down to man against man.
A story about fighting between the Greeks and the
Turks on Cyprus. Man against man again.
A potentially dangerous mental patient had
escaped from Warm Springs, and two armed men had
snatched a prisoner out of jail in Sand Point, Idaho.
Both are man against man.
A lot of people were mad at the Montana Power Co.
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about the proposed route of a power line, and there
was a fuss about a local zoning ordinance. These are
man against man.
Another news story told of the death of Sen. W ayne
Morse of Oregon. This was man against nature, and
sooner or later for every one of us, nature always wins.
Then there was a funny one, a picture of a fireman
sawing the steering wheel out of a car because a girl
had got her finger stuck in it. This was man against
nature, because she broke one of the laws of physics, I
suppose, when she stuck her finger in there.
None of the front-page stories concerned man
against himself. They seldom do, because this kind of
conflict goes on inside a person's mind and it usually
doesn't show. An example would be a witness who
lied during a trial or a congressional hearing, then
decided to tell the truth.
Of course not all newspaper material involves
conflict. The announcement of a meeting is just
information. But there may be loud and violent
disagreement during the meeting, and that w ill make
an interesting news story. The Sunday page of
weddings has no visible conflicts. They come later and
if all goes well don't get into the paper.
About meetings, I'm reminded of a time when I was
reporting for the W hitefish Pilot and I asked a girl what
happened at a certain meeting of her club. She
couldn't remember what the speaker said and it
sounded pretty dull. Then the fact came out that the
store below the meeting room had caught fire and a
couple of the ladies had trouble getting down the
narrow back staircase because they w ere pregnant.
But it didn't occur to my informant that this was worth
mentioning, because the fire was not on the agenda.
That fire, by the way, was man against nature, and it
may also involve man against man and even man
against himself. Surely a person w ho risks his life to
rescue someone from a burning building must have to
argue with himself a bit. But such arguments don't
show. Come to think of it, most heroism must involve
man against himself—and cowardice, too.
I used to have a woman boss who often said struggle
makes the story. This is a good thing to rem em ber. W e
often received magazine manuscripts about perfectly
wonderful people whom everybody simply adored,
but what they did that was so fascinating never was
quite clear. They w ere just good, good, good. And let
me assure you that w hile I admire good, good people,
they are not very exciting to read about if they are total
strangers. If a good, good woman does a lot of
volunteer w ork in a hospital, for instance, that's great
and we need more like her, but the story is likely to be
dull, dull, dull. There is no struggle.
However, read a biography of Florence Nightingale
and you'll see the sparks fly. She fought the old ways of
running hospitals. She shocked the w hole w orld. She
was most awfully disagreeable to everyone who
opposed her. She was absolutely ruthless in bringing
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about hospital re fo rm . She made n u rsin g a
respectable profession. Now there's somebody
exciting to read about. Struggle makes the story, and
she took on the top people in the British government
in her fights.
Florence Nightingale is known as the Lady with the
Lamp, but she did a w holelo t m orethan patter around
hospital wards smiling sympathetically at wounded
soldiers. By changing the whole system of caring for
them , she saved lives, and if the old fuddy duddies she
fought with hated her, she didn't care—as long as she
won the fights. Her life was a long series of
conflicts—and it was a long life. She was 90 when she
died. Struggle makes the story.

practice in using words
O ne of my English professors here at the
University— I think it was Dr. H. G. M erriam —told all
of us in his course to keep a notebook. I did this for
years. W e were to write down just about anything that
moved us, that meant something to us, things that
happened, things we thought about. Ideas for poems
or for stories, maybe just a sentence of description or a
couple of lines or a felicitous phrase. I suggest this to
you if you want to become writers. You get practice in
using words to record emotions and ideas and how
people look and act. Such a notebook should be
private, because nobody else will understand it.
Someone got hold of one of mine one time and it was
very embarrassing. I don't do this any more, but I still
have a stack of those old notebooks hidden away. I
never did look back inthem m uch, butthe business of
finding just the right words and writing them down
was important to me. It may be important to you,
because a w riter needs practice like a musician or an
artist.
I used to have a problem : I'd feel like writing and
find I had nothing to w rite about. This doesn't bother
me any more. I have more ideas than I know what to
do with. The solution to the problem of having
something to write about is tothink about it just about
all the time. Thinking doesn't take much time after it
becomes a habit. You keep looking consciously at
everything you see or learn or feel, and w ondering:
Now how can I use this? You are constantly adding to
your mental bank account. You think: W hy does that
person act that way? And you try to understand, to get
inside his mind.
A writer should cultivate empathy. Empathy is
intimate understanding. W hen you sympathize, you
feel sorry for someone else's misery. W hen you
empathize, you feel that misery yourself. W hen I write
a story, I don't just tell what's happening to some
imaginary characters way off there. I am those people.
They seem absolutely real to me, and sometimes what
they go through gives me actual duck bumps because
I'm going through it. That's empathy.
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I remember the first time I felt it. I was about 12.
After church a woman in the congregation started to
leave her pew with the hymnal in her hand. She
realized that it wasn't hers, it belonged to the church,
and she sort of froze, then turned back and put it
down. Suddenly I felt just as embarrassed as she did.
That was long before I ever heard of the word
empathy.
Empathy may be uncomfortable if you become a
reporter and cover events involving high em otion.
People do get into awful messes, and sometimes it's
their own fault. O nce when I was w orking for the
W hitefish Pilot, I covered an inquest; a hunter w ho
was out after elk shot another hunter by mistake and
killed him. W hen he testified, his heart was breaking
and so was mine.
But at another inquest I experienced no empathy at
all. I sat about 10 feet from a man named Morgan who
had shot and killed another man on purpose, in the
presence of his victim's wife and 16-year-old
daughter. The wife had been Morgan's mistress. The
murdered man was no loss to the com m unity. The
only one I felt sorry for was the policem an w ho
investigated the case, because he was so nervous
when he testified. But Morgan and the w idow and her
daughter w ere perfectly cool. I couldn't write a fiction
story about that lot because I simply can't understand
such people. But as news, that story was much easier
to write than the one about the hunter.
Don't expect anyone to hand you a ready-made
story. What you want is a germ of an idea, probably an
em otion, a flash of understanding or deep sympathy
or admiration. Then you invent a character, an
imaginary person w hosom ehow fits it, and from there
you develop the story. If it's really good and if you're
really lucky, your invented character w ill sort of take
over. Your imagination does the rest.
I'm going to refer to some stories of m ine—the
books are called Indian C ountry and The Hanging
Tree.
The first story in Indian C ountry is called “ Flame on
the Frontier," about an Indian massacre. There really
was such a massacre, at New Ulm , M inn. In reading a
history of it, I came across a footnote about a little boy
who saved his baby brother. In my story he's mentally
retarded, but I made that up. I made up the rest of it
too. It all could have happened. It was that footnote
that stirred m e, moved me. In the story that incident is
not awfully important, but that's w here the story came
from.
In the same book is “ The Man W ho Shot Liberty
Valance," which later became a movie. Liberty
Valance was played by Lee M arvin. John W ayne was
the man who shot him, but Jimmy Stewart thought he
did. This comes around on television every now and
then.
The idea for this was based on a technique that
fiction writers call “ the sw itch." You take a trite
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situation, change one element in it, and see what
happens. The trite situation is a very old one—two
men going to shoot it out on a dusty street. It has been
used hundreds of times. They're bold and brave and
they're both good shots. Now what I changed was
this: What if one of them is not a good shot. He's a
tenderfoot. And he's pretty darn scared. But he goes
out and faces the bad guy anyway. The tenderfoot was
Jimmy Stewart.
Another story in this book is “ A Man Called H orse."
That became a movie, too, starring Richard Harris as
an English nobleman captured by Indians. Here's
w here the idea came from : I read a serious,
informative book by an ethnologist named Robert
Lowie about how the C ro w I ndians used to live. Then I
read it again. And it made their customs so real that I
felt I could move into a C ro w village more than 100
years ago and understand what was going on.
And I thought: What if someone really had to do
that, someone w ho didn't understand, w ho couldn't
get away, who had to fit i nto these customs or die? The
story is about how a captive learned to fit in. My hero
was a young man from Boston; the movies made him
English. My Indians w ere Crow s; the movie made
them Sioux. I don't care. Incidentally, the publicity
about this film made much of how authentic the
I ndian scenes w ere. O ne news story said the producer
even rounded up 100 pounds of genuine buffalo
manure. I've seen the picture four or five times, and I
still don't know what they did with all that buffalo
manure.
In The Hanging Tree collection is a very short story
called “ The Last Boast." This has the best lead I ever
wrote:
When the time came for them to die, Pete Gossard
cursed and Knife Hilton cried, but Wolfer Joe Kennedy
yawned in the face of the hangman. What he wanted to do
was spit, to show he was not afraid, because he knew men
would talk about him later and describe the end he made.
But even Wolfer Joe could not raise enough saliva for
spitting when he had a noose around his neck. The yawn
was the next best thing.

That story was a direct result of my first visit to
Virginia City. It rained w hile I was there, so I read two
books about the Montana vigilantes, and I found out
how some real bad guys acted just before they swung.
The idea developed w hile I was on the plane going
back to New York, w here I was living then, and I could
hardly wait to get to a typewriter. It was easy, because
my head was full of hangings.

a 10-year project
The title story of this book was not so easy. I worked
on The Hanging Tree, off and on, for 10 years and then
had an awful time getting it published. Gary Cooper
starred in the movie based on this one. The villain was
Karl M alden, w ho now plays that nice policeman on
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television in "The Streets of San Francisco.” And here
is where the idea for this story came from :
I saw two movies about men lost and thirsty in the
desert. This seemed like a little too much—the movies
were getting into a rut. So I tried the technique of the
switch, which I mentioned earlier. Take a tired old
situation, change one element, and see what happens.
Instead of men lost in the desert, how about a girl? In
the movie, she is found half dead of thirst not in the
desert but in a nice green forest, because the film was
shot in the Yakima Valley. This never rang true with
me, because if she had just kept going down hill she
surely would have come to a stream, but I guess this
point never bothered anybody else. Anyway, it's a
cracking good movie.
Whatever kind of work you do after you finish the
formal part of your education, I wish you well and I
hope you will find true satisfaction in it, that you'll be
good at it and take pride in it.
It's a pleasure to watch a real professional at w ork. I
should add that sometimes in journalism you can't
even tell he's working. O nce in Canada I lectured on
fiction writing at a convention of historians. O ne man
in particular I found very interesting to talk to later. He
asked a lot of questions about fiction writing and I
enjoyed the conversation. Then a story about me
came out in a Canadian daily paper, and I discovered
that all that time he really had been interviewing me.
He got it all just about right, too, although he hadn't
written down a single thing w hile we w ere talking. I
hadn't suspected that he was a reporter. Sometimes I
must admit I'm just a naive kid from the country. It's a
good thing I had nothing to cover up.
This July I watched another professional at w ork,
and this time she didn't realize she was working. This
was Kathryn Wright of the Billings Gazette. She is

editor of the daily women's page and of the Gazette's
Sunday magazine, and she helps with the long-range
planning for the paper. We traveled together to a
convention of the Western Writers of America in Fort
W orth, Texas. We went by bus from the biggest airport
in the world to a bus station in Fort W orth, and I went
to see about a taxi to our motel w hile Kathryn stayed
with our baggage. When I came back, she was deep in
conversation with a black woman more than six feet
tall, had learned that the woman was a cook in an
institution in California and had been on vacation in
Texas to go fishing. With her was a young man who
looked about seven feet tall, and I peeked to see what
he was standing on, but it was just his own two feet. He
was the lady's son. The taxi was ready, but I couldn't
drag Kathryn off because she was asking the woman
how to cook catfish. Her bus was ready, too, but
Kathryn got that recipe because she wanted it for the
Gazette's women's page. I wasn't even aware that
Montana has catfish, but Kathryn said her readers had
a great need for that recipe. I thought this impromptu
interview in the turmoil of a bus station was pretty
funny, especially because Kathryn had kept saying
how nice it was to be on vacation. She actually didn't
know she was working when she wrote down that
recipe for frying catfish. And the lady who gave it to
her was pleased and flattered to be asked. They were
both professionals, good at their jobs.
The other day I got some interesting news. Sandy
Howard, who produced "A Man Called Horse,” is
planning to make a sequel, starring Richard Harris
again. I have nothing to do with it, but I'll get some
money anyway, because my Hollywood agent is smart
and included the rights to a sequel in the original
contract. I don't know how much, but if there is
anything nicer than money you get for work you did,
it's money you get for doing absolutely nothing.

The struggle is always between the individual and his
sacred right to express himself on the one hand, and on
the other, the power structure that seeks conformity,
suppression and obedience. At some desperate moment
in history, a great effort is made once more for the
renewal of individual dignity. And so it will be from now
to eternity.
—W illiam O . Douglas in The Early Years.
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Environmental Reporting
The following speeches were among those given at an
Environmental Reporting Seminar at the University of Montana
Dec. 13 and 14, 1974. The sessions, sponsored by the Missoula
(Mont.) Missoulian and the Montana School of Journalism, were
designed for environmental reporters on Montana newspapers.
The final three speeches, given by members of the journalism
faculty, were presented at the evening meeting Dec. 13. The
seminar was directed by Dale Burk, Missoulian columnist whose
articles about conservation and the environment have appeared in
numerous books and leading outdoors magazines.

Problems in News Coverage
By G E O R G E W. O ’C O N N O R
President, M ontana Power Com pany
I have to admit that I feel like a fish out of water
talking to you about your business. George O 'C o n n o r
telling you about the press is like Scotty Reston trying
to pontificate intelligently on w hether hen pheasants
should be fair game in M ontana's next hunting
season.
N e v e r t h e le s s , as a n e w s s o u r c e in th e
environmental story, perhaps I can lend some insight.
You have asked that we attempt to define the
environmental story in M ontana. I can only generalize
on that. It occurs to me that the one clear and present
danger in reporting the environm ental story is the
hazard of focusing too narrowly on the subject.
The environm ental story rightfully must contain
and emphasize the natural w orld. W hat happens to
the land, water, plant life and w ildlife as a result of
human activity well may be a measure of man's
longevity on this planet. But I think it's fair to say that
at times we have gone overboard on the general
environmental subject. I think it is clear that the D D T
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controversy sparked by Rachel Carson, on balance,
has been good for the nation. But the restrictions
placed on DDT initially w ere too extrem e. I suspect
that the coyote controversy, in tim e, w ill prove to be
another circumstance in w hich the reaction was too
severe.
The point here is that w e have been too prone to
emotionalism. W e have tended to neglect thorough
consideration of environmental subjects in a balanced
manner. W e failed to consider the people w ho were
hurt in our rush to elim inate the ill effects of D DT. W e
failed to give the sheepman adequate consideration
in our zeal to protect the coyote.
What all this boils down to is the fact that we have
not always considered the total environm ent before
we took action on specific environm ental matters. W e
have failed to give full consideration to the human
environment and the socio-econom ic environm ent
when we have taken action on other environmental
fronts.
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This may be a basic fault in the dem ocratic system.
Certainly it is a fault on all our parts— from
government to business to education to the media.
And I'm not certain anyone has all the answers. I am
convinced that part of the solution does lie in your
definition of the environm ental story, and I believe
that definition must attempt to encom pass every
conceivable part of the environm ent before you can
end the story.
The second question you've asked us to address is
how you can do a better job of reporting. I'm not
going to try to answer that question, but I w ould like
to point out some problem areas that seem to need
solutions. At the same tim e, I w ould not want my
remarks to be construed as criticism of the press— I am
aware of the terribly com plicated job you face in
trying to tell the environm ental story. I am aware of
econom ic limitations that prevent you from doing the
job you might like to do. I am aware of the constant
press of deadlines and other w ork that prevent you
from really homing in on the environm ental story.
But let me take an incom plete case study and talk
about some of the directions it seems to me the press
has taken regarding the debate over Colstrip 3 and 4.

So at this point, we have two genuine problems for
covering the environm ental story. First, simple lack of
coverage. Second, secondhand news.
The third problem arose after the third public
hearing. Simply put, the Associated Press inform ed us
that it would not carry our news releases on the
meeting because the other side was not represented.
I'm not critical of the AP for that decision. It doubtless
had pressure for covering just our side of the story and
the pressure was justified.
But a news blackout is not an acceptable solution.
Very legitimate news is being generated at the DNR
public hearings, and public opinion is being shaped
from the news coverage or lack of it. For M ontana
Power's part, at almost every meeting we have
demonstrated, clearly I think, some flaw in the DN R
report or we have emphasized some neglected part of
the report. Almost every one of those points is
important to the Colstrip 3 and 4 debate, but not all
the media are getting the full story. For instance, how
many of you are aware of the fact that at Anaconda we
demonstrated errors in the DNR statement that
discredit that agency's conclusion that it is cheaper to
ship coal than it is to transmit electricity?

O n November 25 the draft environm ental impact
statement of the Departm ent of Natural Resources
and Conservation was made available to the press and
the public. O n the same day the DN R held its first
public meeting on Colstrip 3 and 4. That meeting was
in P la in s, and it was c o v e re d by o n ly o n e
newsman— Doc Eggensperger of the Sanders County
Ledger [at Thompson Falls]. Doc gave the meeting full
and balanced coverage. But to my knowledge the rest
of the Montana press got nothing except a news
release Montana Power circulated to the media
before the meeting. The release was rather broadly
used, but the people of M ontana did not get the full
story.

I don't know the solution to the problem , but it's
clear to me that there is one. And I also think it's clear
that failure of coverage hurts M ontana Power's
adversaries as well as M ontana Power itself. But most
of all it hurts the people.

M eanw hile, the press also gave the summ ary of the
environm ental impact statement a q uick treatm ent.
The only problem with that treatm ent was the fact that
on many points the summary is not an accurate
reflection of the very detailed study the departm ent
made. In essence the press got its inform ation
secondhand. W ithout dwelling on the point, I w ould
just note that it is quite easy to conclude from the
summary and from the DNR public presentation that
500-kilovolt lines are excessively dangerous and
annoying when in fact the DNR pretty w ell concluded
that the effects are m inim al. But you w on't see that
conclusion in the summary statement.
That is a very real problem for reporters. A re you
expected to read the 2,000-page environm ental
statement? I don't know , but I do know that it's a
tremendously com plex job to analyze the statement
and that it is trem endously time consum ing even for
experts in the field.
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There's another problem area that concerns me.
For the past several months, Colstrip-area ranchers
and Montana Power have been conducting a running
feud about w hether coal developm ent is paying its
share of taxes in the Colstrip School District. This
question well may bear very fundam entally on the
econom ic and social impact of coal developm ent in
M ontana. But w here is the reporter who has
discovered the truth in this matter? I have facts and
figures from Rosebud County that indicate coal
developm ent is paying more than its share. But w here
is the story from an authoritative source? W here is the
story from Colstrip school authorities or from county
tax authorities? It seems to me the press has a role to
sort out the truth in areas w here an answer is readily
ascertainable.
I would mention briefly three more problem areas.
O ne is the credentials and credibility of news sources.
Are reporters asking for proof and docum entation of
some of the inflam matory statements made by parties
to environm ental conflicts?
Second, how much historical perspective has the
press given coal developm ent? How does the coal
operation of today compare with early-day mining
operations? What is the real econom ic story of Eastern
Montana since the 1920s and what w ill be the effect of
coal developm ent in that context?
Third, what are the human dim ensions of the
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Colstrip environmental story? The statistics we cite on
jobs and payrolls and taxes are cold, but there's a
human story behind those statistics. And it seems to
me there’s a need to give some balance to that human
story. I would ask some questions: How do you weigh
the interests of perhaps 3,000 people at Colstrip
against the interests of the smaller num ber of ranchers
in the area? Are the inconveniences of coal
development offset by the benefits to people? That,

too, seems to me to be part of the total environmental
story.
I suspect there are other questions I could raise, but
I’d like to ask just one more. I would like to solicit your
opinions on how we at Montana Power can better
help you tell the environmental story. And I suspect
that anything you can tell me in that regard w ill be far
more valuable than any of the points I have raised
here this afternoon.

The Need for Precise Reporting
By JO H N TA LB O T
Publisher, The M issoulian
I may be addressing this group as more of an
outsider than you realize. Though I have w orked in
newsrooms, I don’t think many newsmen would call
me a member of the flock, since I have a certain
contamination of concern about newspapers as a
business. And I never have been what you would call a
re a lly a ctive m em b er of a c o n s e rv a tio n o r
e n v iro n m e n ta l o rg a n iz a tio n . I guess I have
approached the environmental movement in recent
years more with the attitude that I have a lot to learn
than with a feeling that I had much to contribute. You
could say I have stayed rather com fortably on the
fringes of environm ental issues.
Also, I bring rather weak academ ic credentials to
such a discussion, coming from that era of Ivy League
education that concentrated on educating the "w ho le
man” and felt quite honestly that questions of making
a living w ere well outside its area of concern. I have a
bachelor’s degree in fine arts to show how well I fitted
into the system. It was a marvelous luxury.
And, if I am candid, I have to say that I am a rather
conservative person, and conservatives have a little
trouble dealing with revolutionary concepts.
I don’t think there is much doubt that our
awakening to the possibility of environm ental disaster
Is truly another revolution when we exam ine the
general view of the industrial revolution that has
prevailed since the mid-19th Century. I am not saying
that we have looked at the industrial revolution as a
completely unmixed blessing during the past 100
years. Industrial societies have had to deal with
problems such as children working in mines and mills,
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the physical dangers of technology, the social costs of
automation beginning with the steam engine, the
brutalities of m onopoly, and greed backed by power.
I think the real revolution—one that has occurred
probably in the past five years— is that W estern man
no longer sees the industrial revolution as a steady
march forward in man’s conquest over nature. I think
a surprising num ber of people in the industrialized
areas of the world now realize not only that man can
lose this battle of his own creation but also that it can
be a bloody and terrible victory for nature.
But back to this question of conservatism. I am not
really talking about people who always vote
Republican or who are necessarily the most privileged
in our society. I mean that I am certainly within that
very large group in W estern society that has been well
fed, comfortable, relatively secure and even happy
during the period of unprecedented freedom and
prosperity in the W estern world since W orld W ar II.
And if there is any doubt about how conservative the
American people can be in this context of reacting to
the unfam iliar, one needs to look only as far as the
country’s reaction to the 1972 national convention of
the Democratic party.
So I am talking to you not as a newsman, not as a
person who really would be claimed by any
environmental group, not with the kind of academic
credentials that are likely to shed light on our
problems and, to top it off, with the reaction of a
conservative w ho gets distinctly jum py when people
talk about profound changes in our life style. I
suppose I might be described as a part of the problem.
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But then isn't everyone, no matter how hard we try to
explain the issues or find solutions? W e are even a part
of the problem if w e are toiling in the environm ental
vineyards and trying to hit people on the head to wake
them up.
We are creatures of the industrial revolution and
our life style c o n trib u te s to e n v iro n m e n ta l
d eg rad atio n along w ith m a n u fa c tu rin g and
distribution, transportation, intensive agriculture, and
construction.
I most definitely do not mean to imply that the man
who buys three big cars for his fam ily and drives them
two years is making the same use of energy and the
same contribution to pollution as the fellow who
drives one small car and keeps it five years. Nor do I
mean that a society that learns to recycle some
resources does not help to solve our problems.
What I am saying is that we are discussing a matter of
degree, a question of relative pollution. If we travel,
like our homes warm , depend on cheap food (and I
assure you we have cheap food by any standard the
world ever has know n), support our fam ily with a
paycheck from a manufacturer of goods or services,
want modern medical care, then we are a big part of
the problem of coming to grips with the industrial
revolution or opening the post-industrial age.
Some intellectual honesty requires us to be careful
in saying he is dirty and I am clean. That factory ow ner
or that public utility is the problem , but I am
clean— I'm a carpenter or student or teacher or
housewife or newspaperman. Such an approach is not
honest, true, intelligent or fair— all the things a
newspaper tries to be.
If what I am saying makes some sense— if there is a
grain of truth in there som ewhere, then what does it
mean to a reporter? I think it means two things.
First, let us be careful w hen we identify the villains
and scoundrels of the environm ental battle. W e can
easily fall into a posture of appearing to condem n a
business or its management just for being there. W e
can jum p rather smoothly from explaining and
commenting on the environm ental impact of coal
mining to an im plication that coal mining has no social
benefit. I don't think many honest conservationists or
writers would say they see no real value in a m ine or
paper mill or oil tanker or electric transmission line,
but this can be strongly implied particularly in a
prolonged press campaign against a polluter.
There is, after all, quite a difference between a
person who does something in a bad way and a person
who is just no damn good. I am pleading, I guess, for
the type of reporting and comment that for the reader
or viewer distinguishes between alternatives available
in mining coal, making paper, transmitting energy or
refining copper—a certain precision, if you w ill, in our
approach to the issues.
I believe that writing that builds an all-or-nothing
image about an environm ental issue probably w ill
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produce much more heat than light and contribute
little toward building an understanding.
Second, when we become deeply concerned with
questions of energy and environm ent and when we
try to think through the interrelated problems, we can
conclude that we must turn off the industrial
revolution as we turn off a light—that this w ill end the
evils that we now can see more clearly in our
industrialized society.
As we know, a large number of young people have
embraced such a philosophy in recent years, and they
probably had the largest influence in swinging older
people in that direction—toward a radical denial of
W estern, industrial society. I think I was pulled pretty
far along this road, with a fair amount of kicking and
screaming. But something kept pulling me back
toward a rather blurred conviction based on history
that industrialization somehow has been inextricably
woven into the progress that the world has made in
lessening poverty, misery, drudgery, disease and
injustice. At the least, it seems fair to say that where
the industrial revolution failed to take root and grow,
mankind still suffers the greatest miseries and the
crud est kinds of life and death.
W e can dismiss large cars and electric toothbrushes
as the fruits of Western civilization, but it is harder to
dismiss food for ourselves and others, modern
m edicine, education, skills and enough affluence to
afford personal choice and personal freedom .
I think the clearest view of what is good and bad in
the Western world can be had from outside its
borders. The view for me has been particularly sharp
and valuable from two African countries— Algeria and
Senegal—the latter not really knowing how to begin
but reaching out for help from anyone who w ill guide
and pay its way into just the fringes of the industrial
revolution. Algeria, though, is the most interesting.
Algerians have tasted the fruits of industry under 100
years of French rule, but the French left them with no
ability to develop what had been begun or to run the
modest industrial economy that had been started.
W hen they left, the French took their education and
skills with them.
So Algeria is a nation scrambling at great expense
and with terrible mistakes to enter that privileged
world of industrial nations. It w ill take the benefits at
almost any price, with rapid depletion of natural
resources, with pollution, with human values pushed
to the bottom on the list of priorities. Many such
countries are willing to follow the Soviet model,
which certainly was the w orld's bloodiest and most
brutal push toward industrialized society. Algeria,
however, is a bit wary of that route and tries to utilize
the best techniques and methods employed by
Europe, America and the Comm unist countries.
And what do these Third W orld nations see when
they look at the industrialized parts of the world? They
see many of the things I have m entioned—full
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stomachs, much better health, education for vast
numbers, incredible skills and com petency spread
throughout the population, and a system that uses and
develops these talents mostly for the common good. I
believe they can say, and we can say, that the world
does not know how to get there w ithout industry.
So as we try to make our peace with the industrial
revolution and even back away a bit as we see its
dangers more clearly, I hope that as reporters we can
achieve a certain sophistication or precision in
explaining environmental issues and the social and
economic controversies that are involved.
Environmental concerns and lack of available
energy already have slowed the world's econom y, and
we begin to realize the price— high costs and
shortages. A nd, of course, the greater the shortages
the higher the costs. The level of rampant prosperity
we have enjoyed for the past 25 years obviously had to
end, but we should remember that it really was a
period of high production— over-production, if you

w ill—in which the seller could not be sure of selling
everything he made no matter what he charged. This
surely has ended for the time being, and with it has
ended many of the widely known benefits of
economic competition.
The environmental age (or the post-industrial age,
which as you can see scares me a lot more) has burst
on us with about the same revolutionary impact as the
industrial revolution did in the 19th Century
—probably much faster. Surely, w e do not see it all
clearly and with perfect understanding; if we did, that
would be a first in our history.
I think we need some caution and a lot of courage to
make the choices that lie ahead. O u r role as newsmen
has not changed: W e try to describe the choices as
fairly as possible.
In our leadership role, which I believe has been
strengthened recently, we probably can play the most
important part in the environm ental drama. And that
leadership will be only as honest, fair, intelligent and
complete as our writing.

A Plea to Halt Reckless Progress
By A. B: G U T H R IE JR.
Author
As men with short experience in newspapermaking
like to say, I used to be in the game. M y time wasn't
short, though. For more than 20 years I w orked on a
daily paper with a circulation of about 25,000, rising
eventually to the exalted position of executive editor.
Sometimes I could w eep over my sins.
Twenty-five years and more later my respect for
good newspapers has risen along with my anger that
many papers neglect or ignore their responsibilities.
Freedom of the press, that often-abused right, does
impose responsibilities. It involves the obligation to
report fairly, to recognize the perils of advocacy in
politics, to exam ine, to investigate, to tell the people
whom the press serves. Unless it meets its duties, it
may lose its freedom .
During the Watergate investigation I was yelling
hurrah for the free press. I still say hurrah but am
somewhat muted. Had it not been for just a couple of
able and determ ined reporters, had it not been for
one courageous publisher, N ixon, I fear, would still be
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our President. I know that other papers and
magazines joined and aided the investigation, but, so
far as I know, they w ere followers of the W ashington
Post and N ew sw eek. To those two, particularly the
first, goes the first credit. To the rest, in the beginning
at least, freedom of the press meant freedom not to
make waves. That kind of freedom may spell its own
doom.
The Watergate mess probably involved none of
you, so consider yourselves outside my criticism .
W hether the rest of what I have to say bears on you is
for you to decide.
If I am correctly inform ed— Dale Burk was a little
vague about this—you are all newspapermen or
possibly free lances, and my subject is environm ent,
particularly the environm ent of M ontana. Some of
you, maybe all of you, know more about it than I, but
none of you has stouter convictions.
Before I go on, I'd like to give a couple of pieces of
advice. Pay no great heed to chambers of com m erce.
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They're often wrong and their aims always short-term.
Be chary of corporations and their spokesmen. O n the
surface they'll always make a good case. I said on the
surface. I would like to tell publishers to beware of
that seduction called goodwill. O ld Robert Scripps
once said he could protect him self against his
enemies, but God save him from his friends. You
could call the M issoulian a controversial paper, yet in
Davenport, Iowa, last summer a Lee Enterprises
authority told me the M issoulian was one of the most
flourishing newspapers in the chain.
So much for goodwill.
You don't have to travel far in M ontana to see
evidences of waste and despoliation, to observe how
little attention developers pay to the consequences of
their endeavors.
Everywhere you see supermarkets and subdivisions.
You see the deaths of central cities and the
appropriation of land once productive. The 93 Strip in
Missoula is a disgrace. So is Tenth Avenue South in
Great Falls. Elsewhere the same thing is happening,
even in small towns. What is M ain Street anymore but
a way to get somewhere else, to markets and eating
places and bars and suburban homes.
Dale Burk knows more about Forest Service policy
and its results than ever I'll know. But I have visited the
areas of clear-cut and been outraged. W ill ever forests
grow there again? Not in my lifetim e or yours. W ill
rivers flow as they once did, measured and metered by
vegetation? Perhaps. Perhaps in some distant future
that your children or grandchildren w ill be privileged
to enjoy if we w ork hard and long at restoration and
call a halt to destructive practices.
Across the mountains there's stripm ining. It is a
word for ruin. That land, gouged and tumbled and
violated, won't and can't be reclaim ed, no matter the
promises. It was estimated optimistically years ago that
ground over-grazed into desert or needlessly
ploughed or cut over required half a century to
recover. How much longer for earth that's been
stripmined?
These abuses are just a few of many. Don't ignore
water. It is almost sure to be poisoned by stripm ining,
as elsewhere it is poisoned by erosion, herbicides and
pesticides. What w ill become of the Yellowstone
River? W ill it be a toxic trickle of w ater, a dry bed
below operations? W e don't know. W e can only
surmise. It is certain, though, the industrial demands
for water threaten the life of the river.
In a sense we have been trapped by history,
geography and tradition. All of us have. Not just
Montanans. W hen our infant nation purchased the
Louisiana Territory, Thomas Jefferson wanted fam ilies
to occupy it. The land west was unlim ited. Stake a
claim, you and you, and bear fam ilies to stake more.
The world was ours and open and free and vast
beyond measure. It was open and unoccupied, that is,
except for the Indian, who was given short shrift. W e
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would make a Christian and a farmer out of him. Here
I am not speaking so much for Jefferson as for the
prevalent mood. The poor Indian didn't even have
sense enough to know about individual property
rights. W e could put the land to a lot better use than
he did. O h , sure.
W ith enthusiasm, with young buoyancy, with faith,
without evil intent, we did just what Jefferson wanted'
W e occupied the land and produced sons and
daughters to occupy more of it. W e mined the ore.
There was plenty of it and plenty more to be found.
We felled the forests, for the supply was unlim ited.
We had biblical assurance, too, that the earth was
made for man. Let him do what he would with it then.
So we built cities and towns, for growth was the way of
life, growth in numbers and activities and production
and money. Bigger meant better and bigger yet meant
better yet. The notion of growth was in our bones. It
was in our hearts and minds. And as it was, so it very
much tends to be still.
Newspapers have been among the leaders of this
foolish parade. They have boosted their towns.
They've endorsed efforts for factories and payrolls
and what is falsely and euphem istically called an
increase in the tax base. Now papers are beginning to
wonder and question.
How long w ill we continue to equate quantity with
quality? How long w ill we think growth is strength?
Cancers grow, too. The jingle of the cash register can
be a requiem.
Today I wish I could see Thomas Jefferson. I wish he
could see us—that man who thought 10 people per
square mile about the right limit for human
congestion.
A book recently republished is called Topsoil and
Civilization. It lays the decay of once-great
civilizations those along the N ile, the Euphrates and
the M editerranean— it lays their decline and decay to
the waste of topsoil. It disappeared because of
ignorance, indifference, greed and wrong practice. So
long as it lay in those regions, so long could they
support vigorous life. Wars might destroy one regime
but another civilization rose if the fields were fruitful.
When they ceased to be, the great empires went
down.
O nly briefly and, I think, with too little emphasis
does the book take into account the factor of man in
his increasing numbers.
That's a subject I want to bring up, and it is touchy.
The brute fact is that there are too many people on
earth. As our health increases, as infant mortality is
reduced, as the life span is extended, so are our
numbers increased, and so is our distress.
By and large the press hasn't tackled this problem ,
though it does report the conclusions and warnings
given by students. I'm not sure that the time is right for
editorial position. By ill-timing the press might
diminish its influence in the protection and
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preservation of the environm ent. But soon, if not
quite yet, it must, as we say, bite the bullet.
That bullet is birth control, family limitation and
abortion on request during the first trimester at least.
To me it is ironic and wrong that men, some
celibate, have so much say on the question of
abortion. It's damn little of their business. Let the
women decide. Let the individual woman decide. It's
not abortion as against no abortion. It is abortion
against enforced pregnancy and the unwanted child.
Thousands are starving in Asia and Africa and
elsewhere, and we lay their sufferings and deaths to
climate and crop failure, to unsettled economics and
under-development. These are factors, of course, but
the first factor of all is that they've been too prolific.
A good many years ago I was asked to speak before a
national meeting of the Food for Peace people. I said
they wouldn't want me, because I'd insist that the gift
of food be accompanied by the gift of contraceptives
and birth-control information. They didn't want me.
O ur own laws promote procreation with their
special allowances for the presences of children. Aid
for Dependent C hild ren, noble in motive as it is,
encourages bastardy.
In protest against limitation of fam ilies, it has been
argued that birth control is a form of genocide. The
Pope recently said that control in famishing countries
would take from the poor the pleasure of having
children. Had he consulted the poor, I wonder? Did
he have a consensus from the wives of the poor?
W ould he impoverish us all to support the poor and
prolific? What did he know about the pleasure of
children? These questions are legitimate. They are
mine to ask honestly, without irreverence.
The Pope didn't say, either, that the poor breed
more children than those better off. N either did he
mention their much greater rate of infant mortality.
In his concern for the poor he might take into
consideration a fanciful suggestion made by a
scientist. Put severe limits on family size among the
poor but let the rich breed away. In time by that
process the poor would become the rich and the rich
become the poor.
O nly by recognizing that our planet has limited
resources and can support only so many people do we
get to the root of the problem. It must have occurred
to you that man is a parasite. He feeds on M other

Earth. And some of you must have the uneasy thought
that he's killing his host. In order to save her and
himself, he may finally have to resort to the extreme of
compulsory limitation on births, abhorrent as that
idea is to a free people.
The whole subject of the conservation and
preservation of the environm ent is abhorrent to the
pioneer ethic. That ethic, in some respects right, it
seems to me, emphasizes the independence of the
individual and the rights of property. What real rights
does the owner of a piece of land have? It is his to do
with as he w ill, regardless of damage to others? To
posterity? Some owners still think so, ignoring the fact
that they are mere trustees, appointed by providence
to a limited term. With equal reasons, I believe, it can
be asked w hether a couple has the right to unlimited
reproduction, thus reducing the space and resources
available to others.
You may ask what this general view has to do with
Montana. It has a great deal to do with us. It bears on
our situation. W hy do Californians want to come
here? W hy do people from the East and M idwest and
elsewhere? Because they're crowded w here they are,
that's why.
They would answer that they want to get away from
it all, the all created by human num bers and the
proliferation of things. They want space. They want
the freedom of space. They want a sequestered place
on the banks of a good trout stream.
That's what they want and what they w on't get if
they come as they'd like to. In getting away from it all,
they would bring it all with them. That would be the
end of us, the end of the Montana we know.
W e can't raise a wall against im migration, of course,
but by planning and zoning and careful restriction we
can guide and control our own growth to the limits
possible. W e can act against haphazard developm ent.
I haven't meant to diminish the environm ental role
of the press, no matter that it seems hardly ready to
confront the fundamental problem . I am heart and
soul in sympathy with efforts such as those of Dale
Burk, with whose work I am most fam iliar. I bless all of
you who strive for decent surroundings, for old and
real values that reckless progress w ould erase. And I
hope and believe that your efforts, dealing effectively
with the effects of human congestion, w ill make
readers think about congestion itself.
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The Disturbing Lack of Competition
By T O M FRA N CE
Northern Plains Resource C o un cil

I really had to w ork at the talk I am about to give.
After Dale Burk asked me to be here today, I realized
that I really didn't know what his feelings w ere about
the Montana press or even what my thoughts w ere on
the quality and fairness of coal-related stories I read
every day in the newspaper.
In our work at the Northern Plains Resource
Council, we have some dealings with some news
medium every day. Stories come quickly and are
forgotten just as fast. Some w e regard with horror,
others with joy, and most with the curiosity and
interest that come with the nature of our w ork. W hile
we do sometimes cry out with rage or com plim ent a
particular piece, the press to us is just one of the many
components with w hich we must w ork in the day-today, week-to-week course of events on the coal fields.
That is why Dale's request was tough. It forced me
and some of the other staff members to take an
analytical overview of something with w hich w e must
work regardless of the quality of reporting, editorial
or management. I hope that what this analysis
produced w ill be taken as a sincere desire on our part
to improve the quality of information on w hich the
public will make decisions affecting the future of all of
us.
First, our view of the press is somewhat m yopic. As
an organization, we basically concern ourselves only
with coal and environm ental reporting. This, I
suspect, gives us a rather poor perspective to judge
the press, but I do think that the same inadequacies
we perceive in coal reporting carry over into all
aspects of newspaper coverage, w hether it be
W orkmen's Compensation or the last election.
O ur view of the press also is biased: W e are a
grassroots citizens' organization concerned prim arily
with one subject, and we probably w ould not be
completely happy with any amount of coverage. We
see the media as something of a battleground—a
vehicle to present our ideas and concerns— and, I
hope, an arena where the opposition's arguments can
be diffused and destroyed.
I say these things because Dale said he wanted a
candid discussion— I hope this is true. In any case, this
dictates that we must recognize what the press means
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to each of us. Montana Power, Burlington Northern,
Northern Plains we all try to manipulate the press
and use it for our own purposes.
W e are all aware of the history of the press in
M ontana, and I am sure none of us is proud of it. The
control that the [Anaconda] Com pany newspapers
exerted has had a profound influence on the
development of the state and illustrates the value of
the sympathetic press. Thankfully, we are past those
days, but one element of the old Anaconda era
remains: The monopoly domination of the media in
this state. In saying this, I am not criticizing the Lee
Newspapers or Western Broadcasting for their
particular ownership or their policies. What I am
criticizing is the lack of competition that this has
fostered. I often am struck by the fact that most
reporters in this state do not care w hether they get a
story. There is little excitem ent in getting a scoop or in
doing a complete job of covering an issue. Very rarely
is one reporter in Montana upstaged by another who
shows how the story should have been written.
I am sure this is a problem in one-newspaper towns,
but this situation is greatly exaggerated when you
have, in effect, a one-newspaper state. Several times
in the past year we have issued a press release that we
thought was newsworthy. No one ever calls us— rarely
do reporters want a story over the phone— so we
troop down to the Billings G azette, where the release
is rewritten and put on the w ire.
This process usually takes aw hile, so other morning
papers in the state miss the story. M eanw hile, radio
and TV have picked up the story, doing their usual
two-paragraph report. Two days after the release,
when the other newspapers are ready to run the story,
it is old news, so our release is relegated to a short on
page 16. Readers have been denied the kind of indepth reporting that only the newspaper can provide.
What this leads to can best be illustrated by what
happened last summer with the W estmoreland's coal
shipment to Japan. W e'd heard rumors about the
Japanese deal last w inter, as did most capital reporters.
We kept our eyes open and examined the rate
schedule when Burlington Northern submitted it to
the Public Service Commission. A little more legwork,
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pulling out our W estmoreland files and finding out
where the Keugn Railroad siding was, confirm ed our
suspicions.
Aside from the fact that one reporter could have
done exactly what we did, we had a story that we
thought was pretty hot, and we had to decide whom
to give it to. There was simply no reporter in the state
who we thought would realize the significance of the
story and follow it up, so we reluctantly decided to
give it to Ben Franklin of the N ew York Times. W e
made calls to Oregon that completed the story and we
were front page the next morning, not only in
Montana but in New York. Franklin told us never to
send the story in the mail (he knew it was a great story).
The result was M itsui's complete capitulation on the
Westmoreland coal deal.
Let me return to this point about our relationship
with reporters and editors. Maybe it isn't completely
the lack of com petition— maybe some of it is just a
poor knowledge of news basics.
W e think we have a considerable amount of
expertise concerning coal developm ent. W e admit
our perspective is one-sided, but that doesn't dispose
of our expertise nor does it make us any less aware of
both sides of the issues. In many ways, I think we
provide a better report of what is happening with coal
development with our monthly newsletter, the Plains
Truth, than do any of the dailies. Yet rarely is anything
lifted from our newsletter or followed up, and we
know that's not because editors and reporters didn't
see it because every Montana newspaper is on our
mailing list.
It is an event when local or state reporters come into
our office to talk—yet, coal is a big story, perhaps the
big story in Montana. W e are a source that the local
media ignore. In the past year, we have had more
national media reporters— like Ben Franklin— in the
office than local ones. I find this a little backward. If a
reporter is going to w rite, it seems to me he always
needs background— I think we have at least part of
that background.
I once worked for a daily in D uluth, M inn. I was told
always to make sure I got both sides of the story. Last
September, M ontana Power Com pany officials
announced a $100,000 advertising campaign to
counteract the adverse publicity given to Colstrip 3
and 4 by the Northern Plains Resource C o u n cil. I
thought this was interesting—$100,000 to counteract
us, a small citizens' group. And so did most editors in
the state, since the story was carried with some
prom inence by all the dailies.
Maybe I'm biased or wrong, but it seems obvious
that the Northern Plains Resource Council would
have had something to say about that release— we are
definitely the other side of that story. Yet the day that
story broke, only two reporters in the w hole state
called us—a local radio man and Dale Burk. Not one
state bureau called even to find out our response. This
28
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brings to mind one of our problems—we have a small
staff. We thought we had to respond. W e spent eight
hours that day deciding what we were going to say,
writing it and mailing it.
Now I don't want to com plain, but that is a lot of
work. Montana Power and Burlington Northern have
whole departments that do the busy w ork associated
with a press release. W e don't. If the press is not going
to search out the story, we are at a disadvantage. This
was underscored three weeks ago when the state
opened the Colstrip hearings. The Montana Power
Company issued a daily press release on what it was
saying. AP picked them up—one result being the AP
misreported the hearings since Montana Power was
not saying anything at them. I admit it did a good job.
Returning to my analogy of the press as a
battleground, we followed suit this w eek. This
involved two of our staff working all day last Saturday
with the ranchers, then putting out the release.
Perhaps I am complaining too much. I realize that
the press has its difficulties. The Montana newspapers
are small, reporters are overworked and budgets are
small. But I feel strongly that this is no excuse for
sloppy reporting whether at the expense of Montana
Power or the Northern Plains Resource C ouncil. And
having worked for a newspaper, I think this is as much
the responsibility of the editors as the reporters.
This dilem ma—small newspapers owned by out-ofstate interests— is not an easy one to see through. Part
of it, I think, might be resolved by some changes by
management. I think the Lee State Bureau is
inadequate to the task. For the most part, state
reporters are confined to Helena, perhaps not so
much by desire as by the work load in the capital. I
know only one state bureau reporter who visited the
coal fields in the past year. I think he made the
unfortunate choice of talking to only one side. We
made a little noise about this and w ere assured a
balanced report would follow. That has not yet
happened.
I think management must make a greater effort to
move state reporters out into the field. If that is not
feasible, then more effort must be made to give
prom inence to articles done by Billings Gazette and
out-of-state reporters. I do not understand the
reluctance of editors to pick up the reports of other
papers. Unless the story is by-lined with Lee State
Bureau, local editors seem unable to recognize a story
of statewide significance. This applies as much to a
Don Schwennesen story about western Montana as it
does to an O ttenbreit story about Colstrip or Birney.
Another relationship that the Northern Plains
Resource Council w ould like to see improved is the
one between the w ire services and the Lee Bureau.
Frankly, we are befuddled by whom to go to when we
have a story. Lee papers have a reluctance toward
using wire-service stories—even when the wires are
there first. I have said that I think there is an unhealthy
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lack of competition in the media here. Competition
seems to exist between Lee and the w ires— but is it
beneficial? Editors, it seems to me, must recognize
stories when they occur, regardless of source. We
must admit that there is a lack of competition in
M o ntan a. T h e re fo re , w e m ust— the m edia
must—resolve to get the best story as quickly and as
accurately as possible.
Mr. George O 'C onnor [president of the Montana
Power Company] has mentioned the lack of in-depth
and comprehensive coverage on coal development.
Certainly the historical perspective is one idea, and
the shift from eastern deep mining to western strip
mining is another. I think the history of the Resource
Council is an excellent story in itself— a coalition of
conservative ranchers working with environ
mentalists. The story never has been told by a state
newspaper. The D enver Post told it. These ideas are
c o m p lic a t e d and w o u ld ta k e s o m e le g work—whether local editors must start assigning their
own reporters to do them or ask the state bureau to do
them, I don't know. But with only a few exceptions,
this was not done. And if citizens are going to make
informed decisions, they must have some perspective,

not just the reporting of day-to-day events. That
is and has b ee n — the re s p o n s ib ility of the
newspaper, and perhaps if Lee looked at this, it would
begin pushing the staffs of all its Montana dailies to
fulfill it.
Recognizing what are basically financial limitations
of the papers in M ontana, one idea that I had was the
development of a "M y Tu rn " column such as the one
in Newsweek. M r. O 'C onnor is an expert in certain
areas of utility operations and policies. We have our
expertise which we have acquired. W hy not ask both
of us to do a column on Colstrip? W e both work the
Colstrip issue every day and probably have a better
understanding of it than any reporter in the state. Why
don't the Montana papers use this expertise— not
only on Colstrip and environmental stories but on any
controversial issue? If it is balanced coverage, I think it
would be extremely informative for the public.
In closing I would like to thank Dale Burk for the
opportunity to speak here. I reiterate that these
comments were given in the hope they would be
helpful and that the criticism I have offered would
benefit not only the papers but the public.

Are We After the Fact?
By W ARREN J. BRIER
Dean, M ontana School of Journalism

In approaching an assignment such as this, I am
compelled to recall a story about W ill Rogers. It seems
that during W orld War I, M r. Rogers announced that
he had devised a plan to remove forever from the
Atlantic Ocean the pervasive and powerful Germ an
submarine fleet. The submarines were extracting a
terrible toll during the war, and W ill Rogers said he
had worked out an ingenious solution. Simply stated,
he advised the American military to heat up the entire
Atlantic Ocean to 212 degrees Fahrenheit. This, of
course, would force the Germ an submarines to the
surface, and Am erican battleships and cruisers then
could capture the crews and destroy the submarines.
Then W ill Rogers pointed out that he was a planner,
not a doer, and he would leave the details to others.
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W ell, I think Professors Hood, Holloron and I regard
ourselves this evening as planners, and it should be
understood at the outset that if we make certain
suggestions and recommendations, we w ill be only
too happy to leave the details to others— namely you.
I probably should point out that Professor Hood
now can be regarded as a seasoned veteran at the
University. Professor Holloron, in contrast, is now
completing his third month as a full-time professor of
journalism . You may recall that last year M r. Holloron
referred to professors—and I quote—as "fuzzyminded theorists, the possessors of book learning
who never could make it if they had to meet a payroll.
They have grass growing out of their ears—the type of
grass depending on their age and life-style." W ell, we
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hired M r. Holloron despite that statement, and we
made him promise that in the future he would try to
temper his descriptions of those who labor in the
groves of academe. He agreed to retract the statement
about grass, but he was adamant about the adjective
fuzzy-m inded.
M y two colleagues and I met last w eek and
discussed how to handle this presentation, and we
agreed that one approach might be to consider
environmental reporting and “ the story behind the
story” in terms of the past, present and future. I was
assigned the task of commenting on the past. Perhaps
I should note that I have taught a course on the History
of Journalism for 16 years, and one out of every three
or four students says that on some days early in the
week I appear to know what I am talking about.
In considering the heritage of environm ental
reporting in M ontana, I want to present a thesis and
support it with three examples. I am not a prophet or
the son of a prophet, and I expect that some— perhaps
many— of you will disagree with me. But I want to set
forth this thesis with the expectation that you might
want to debate it in the discussion that follows and
that my colleagues' remarks might tend to amplify and
expand my central argument.
It is, in simple terms, this: I contend that w hile
Montana's environmental reporters are in many
resp ects
d oin g
an
a d e q u a te — o c c a s io n a lly
impressive—job at present, they have historically
been after the fact. It is my central point this evening.
Rightly or wrongly, I am going to pass over the
obvious examples such as air pollution, land-use
management, energy, stripmining, etc., and give you
three specific examples.
The first concerns the M iddle Fork of the Flathead
River, and I suggest that you can fill in the blanks for
“ M iddle” and “ Flathead” to suit your particular area
of Montana. For the past six years, I have backpacked
and fished and camped along a 25-mile stretch of the
M iddle Fork, and I am anguished, angry and
depressed by what is happening there. M y anguish
and my despair can be reduced to two words:
M otorbikes and roads. I don't have to tell you how
motorbikes upset the natural scheme of things in a
primitive area. They are alien; they are like cancers
with carburetors. Last summer, as I, two friends and
several children were staying at the Granite Camp on
the M iddle Fork, deep in the w ilderness, eight young
men on motorbikes descended on us, each with a
pistol on his hip. Eight pistols. It was a kind of detente
with the black bear.
As if motorbikes weren't enough cause for concern,
we also have witnessed the steady extension of roads
toward the M iddle Fork. As some of you know,
excellent roadways now reach to w ithin six or seven
miles of this wild river at the Granite and Twenty-Five
M ile campsites. And there actually has been
talk— reported in the press—of extending a road to
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the river. The point here, of course, is that motorbikes
and roads are upsetting and changing the natural
environment of the M iddle Fork region. In a sense, we
actually are watching the destruction of a wilderness
area. It is a sad observation that only one journalistic
voice, Dale Burk's, has addressed itself consistently
and vigorously to this compelling need to preserve
the M iddle Fork. And I suggest that even M r.
Burk—with all his zest and expertise— may be too late.
There are clear signs that the M iddle Fork already is
becoming a dead river and that the mechanical
invasion of this wilderness already has done
irreparable harm.
My second example concerns the grizzly bear. I
have read volum inously about the grizzly—to use the
trite expression, I read everything I can get my hands
on. I am em inently familiar with the w ork of the
Craigheads. I am totally familiar with M r. Burk's
columns on this subject. And I again suggest that we
all are after the fact. I ask: W hy in God's name don't
the authorities order a stop— or, at the least, a
suspension— in th e killing of the grizzly bear, and why
in God's name doesn't the press of Montana seem
concerned, even alarmed? Here is a magnificent
w ildlife species that consistently has been forced
north and now seems endangered. Yet, we continue
to permit hunters to kill the grizzly. Why? The black
bear is not endangered. The deer and the elk are not
endangered. W hy must we continue to permit
hunters to kill the grizzly? I don't know, and it bothers
me. And it bothers me even more that the M ontana
press does not provide me with substantial answers. I
suggest again that we are after the fact. W e may be too
late. In our ivory towers, we actually may be
witnessing the demise of this great creature. And the
press, with rare exception, is not doing much about it.
My third and final example is water. It differs from
the two others, for the press may not be after the fact
yet concerning water. The warnings have been issued
down through the decades, but no one— including
the press—seems to get very excited about them. To
be sure, the press has given publicity to the effect of
stripmining on water levels. And recently we have
seen a good deal of material on the quality of drinking
water. But those are isolated examples. I am thinking
here of the over-all water supply for the entire planet.
I remember a professor at the University of
Washington some 25 years ago predicting that
eventually the world's major problem would be
water. No one took him or others very seriously then,
for water appeared abundant.
Now, however, the warnings have become more
precise. In the officialese of the day, we might say that
certain parameters are being established. W e
understand now that pollution, stripm ining, nuclear
waste and even supersonic jetliners can or could
adversely affect the water resources of the planet. My
point is simply this: There are indications that the
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press and specifically its environmental reporters are
concentrating so diligently on certain subjects that
other potential and even more serious problems are
being slighted. It seems as if the press tends to react
well to crisis situations. But I wonder if it is doing the
best possible job in anticipating those crises.
The press as well as all the rest of us should heed
Tennyson's counsel about dipping into the future as
far as human eye can see. We need to be aware
constantly of the tunnel vision that can result when we
become totally preoccupied with reporting the crises
of the moment. By "w e ” I most certainly am including
journalism educators and others in higher education.
Indeed, my thesis this evening could be applied to the
universities as well as the press.
A Life magazine editor once envisioned a day when
every inch of every highway and roadway in America
would be filled by automobiles and no one could
move. He carried his vision a step further and asked,
what would America do then? His answer was that we
would build a whole new system of highways on top of
the rusting hulks of the automobiles.
In my most frightening nightmare, I envision a
polluted, dead M iddle Fork with every inch of every
trail to it filled with motorbikes. M eanw hile, the last
two grizzlies on earth are being flown to the San
Diego Zoo in a final attempt to save the species.
If I haven't irritated you sufficiently already, let me
insert another needle. Some of you w ill recall that
during the Korean War a daily newspaper conducted
a unique experiment in readership. It ran the same
story about the war on page one for five successive
days. It was exactly the same story, word for word. And
only three or four persons called to ask what was
going on. Obviously, the readers were not reading the
stories about the war, and the reason—the editors
said probably was the similarity of the stories day
after day after day.
I at least want to raise the specter of the Korean War
Syndrome concerning environmental stories. There is
a curious similarity. Depending on your viewpoint,
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there are the good guys and the bad guys. First, the
good guys say something and the bad guys respond.
Then there is a rejoinder by the good guys, the bad
guys, the good guys. And so it goes. As you are well
aware, a kind of philosophical, environmental war has
been declared. Perhaps you will agree with me that
the stories tend to be alike. And what I fear most is that
th e r e a d e r m ay b e c o m e b o re d and
disinterested— may become caught up in the Korean
War Syndrome. If this happens, then both sides in this
current conflict will indeed be defeated. Like the
stereotyped fuzzy-minded theorist, I have presented
the problem but I do not have the solution. Surely, we
do not want to jazz up environmental stories—we do
not want to overwrite them, to inject false color into
them. Perhaps the answers rest with you who are
actively involved with environmental reporting.
O ne final observation: It is easy to criticize the
press, to contend that you are not doing all that you
could do. Those of us at the University can sit in a
warm room, light up a Bering Imperial and
pontificate. But we are aware of our limitations, and I
hastily point out that most journalism professors are
eminently familiar with the realities of the newsroom.
So I think we have a significant advantage over critics
in other fields—we have been in the profession and
we periodically return to the profession. O ur
pedantry is a constructive, qualified kind, in which we
can sympathize with those who still cope with
reluctant sources and deadline pressures.
I began with W ill Rogers, so I probably should end
with him. In his last syndicated colum n, sent from
Fairbanks, Alaska, and published the day after his
death in an airplane crash in 1935, he observed that
"there is a lot of difference in pioneering for gold and
pioneering for spinach." That, I believe, is a homily
with special significance for environmental reporters
and editorial writers. And, of course, M r. Rogers said
"all I know is what I read in the papers." To those of
you who are covering environmental matters, that
suggests an awesome responsibility to your readers.
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Ending Newsroom Traditions
By CH A RLES E. H O O D JR.
Assistant Professor,
M ontana School of Journalism

W e don't have an environm ental-reporting
problem. W e have a reporting problem. It extends to
coverage of every area of public affairs. If w e are to
improve this coverage, newsroom leadership must
move away from some traditional notions about how
the news should be covered.
Most newspapers continue to operate under the
outdated journalistic convention that it is enough
merely to sit back as passive observers and record
events as they occur. W e taught this idea in journalism
schools not too many years ago. Most of us have heard
the metaphor about a newspaper being society's
mirror, reflecting only what it sees. The metaphor still
has some validity. But it doesn't go nearly far enough
in describing a newspaper's job in a dem ocratic
society, especially one that faces the com plex
p ro b lem s of to d ay. O n e of th e m e tap h o r s
sh o rtco m in g s is that th e m irro r d o e sn 't do
anything— it just hangs on the w all, above it all,
uninvolved.
This is a comfortable position for an editor, because
he has no direct responsibility for taking action to help
solve public problems. If you ask a typical editor what
he thinks are the most crucial issues in his society, you
will receive an intelligent response, but the editor w ill
consider your question academic. It simply is not part
of his job, he believes, to define his community's
problems though he is one of its most competent and
impartial observers. Instead, he relies on community
leaders, politicians, bureaucrats, special interests and
other "new sm akers" to do that important job.
The m irror concept depends on an event-oriented
interpretation of the news. If you m erely sit back and
report events as they occur, you have committed
yourself to the conf usi ng, fragmented, uneven, eventdominated coverage most newspapers provide each
day.
Event-oriented journalism encourages us to
demand news pegs for our reporting. It is the notion
that something is not newsworthy until it becomes an
e v e n t . W e a l l k n o w t h e r e a r e l o t s of
nonevents—situations, trends, conditions that are
more important than any number of single events. Yet
it took strikers at Warm Springs to make an event out
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of a disgraceful situation in our state institutions
before the press decided to pay some attention.
M o st M o n t a n a e d i t o r s p r o b a b l y w o u l d
acknowledge that several environm ental problems
are crucial to this state, but few w ould be w illing to
assign reporters to investigate them without some
kind of news peg. They might make a mental note to
give "n ice display" to the declarations of public
officials if they should complain about the problems.
But if no official makes a fuss, chances are the issues
won't be raised in the press.
Instead of tying reporters to event assignments that
require daily copy production, editors should be
taking steps to free reporters to spend w eeks, even
months, if necessary, researching stories of crucial
public concern. Reporters need time to interview all
the people concerned with an issue, to sift through all
the relevant inform ation, to present all points of view,
showing their weaknesses and strengths. They need
time, because they should become experts on the
problems they investigate—experts who can put the
problems and the solutions, if any, in terms that
readers can understand.
This does not mean that newspapers should
abandon daily coverage of important public affairs or
the reporting of information that readers ought to
know about immediately. It does mean that editors
should be taking hard looks at the amount of time
their reporters are spending on hastily w ritten,
lengthy reports of public meetings that have only
passing significance and could be handled quickly in a
few paragraphs for the following day. It does mean
that editors should be encouraging their reporters to
be thinking more about problems and less about
events.
To be problem -oriented, a newspaper must have
some problems to solve. That means editors must sit
down and set news-coverage priorities. W hat broad
issues are of most importance to the reader and how
can they best be examined and explained?
O nce priorities have been established, an
aggressive editor (there should be no other kind)
should start acting more like a field general and less
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like an innocent bystander. He should plan his
strategy, and marshal his newsroom forces to meet his
objectives. O nce he starts to do this, it w ill be apparent
that many of his reporters have been spending their
time in pursuits that have little to do with the
important issues facing the paper's readers.
Changing the habits of a newsroom w ill not be easy
or popular. It probably will mean breaking up the
traditional newsroom organization, with all its
independent principalities, so that every reporter,

whatever his specialty, would be available to the
editor for assignments geared to meeting the
newsroom's objectives.
It might mean adding to the news staff to provide
enough competent reporters to do the kind of depth
reporting needed to help solve tough problems.
It certainly will mean sacrificing some coverage of
day-to-day events to allow reporters the time to
research and write stories that will help readers make
sense out of the perplexing problems of the day.

Dullness and Crisis-Oriented Reporting
By JERRY H O L L O R O N
Assistant Professor,
Montana School of Journalism

I'll preface my remarks by noting that the criticisms
or suggestions I'm about to make spring at least in part
from a hindsight look at what I did— or did not
do—when I was a reporter covering environmental
issues. In other words, my remarks probably can be
classified as a “ do as I say, not as I d id " speech.
I am probably a lot different from a lot of
environmentalists and a lot of you. I do not hunt. I do
not fish. I do not ski. I do not hike. I do not often look
at Montana's scenic wonders and consciously say to
myself, “ That's beautiful." But like a lot of M ontanans,
I feel a certain special kinship to the land and the
environment and rage at those who abuse them.
I think there are many Montanans like me— people
w ho are not in the fo re fro n t of th e state
environmental movement but people who care a lot
about the environment. And I think it is these
people—and they probably constitute a majority of
Montanans—whom your reporting should reach.
Frankly, I doubt whether you are reaching them as
well as you could—or whether I reached them when I
was a reporter. I think environmental reporting
suffers from two main faults.
First, it sometimes is just plain dull. The main point
of a story is so obvious to the reporter that he fails to
make it clear in the story. The interested reader may
be able to glean the meaning out of the debate about
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the installation of an electrostatic precipitator or the
increase in parts per million of a certain gas— but what
about the average reader? What will the change mean
in terms of smell? What will it mean in terms of fishing
and hunting?
I am not suggesting that you should not report on
the technical aspects of pollution control or other
environmental problems. Obviously you have to. But I
am suggesting that some environmental reporting in
Montana is aimed at a very small group—the cardcarrying environmentalists. Sometimes I suspect that
all of the card carriers and environmental reporters
meet in convention once a week and congratulate
each other for their latest efforts. In short, some
environmental reporting is like an inside joke: If you
understand it, great; if you don't, it's insulting.
My second major complaint is that environmental
reporting is crisis oriented. We hear about Hoerner
Waldorf when it wants to expand. We hear about
Rocky Mountain Phosphate when the state brings
suit. We hear about Colstrip when the Montana
Power Company asks to build two more plants there.
But what about the rest of the time?
Take the phosphate plant, for example. That plant
was in the news constantly about five years ago when
the state was actively—and formally—out after it. But
the past couple of years, I've heard little about it.
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Now—bang! I learn that the plant, according to the
state, has been polluting like mad. I had assumed the
plant was being a good industrial citizen. Apparently
not.
What I'm talking about is the need for follow-up
stories, even when there is no crying news peg such as
a law suit or a request for expansion. I think we need
more day-to-day follow-up of what's going on. That is
particularly true on the state level w here it appears
that executive reorganization has permitted decision
making to retreat even further behind closed doors in
agencies such as the State Department of Health and
Environmental Sciences.
Also, I think we need better perspective in
environmental reporting. For exam ple, when
Hoerner W aldorf makes promises today about what
its proposed expansion will or will not mean, I'd like to
know something about Hoerner W aldorf's track
record. What promises— if any— did the company
make when it first moved to the Missoula Valley?
What promises did it make concerning the results
from its last major overhaul? W ere those promises
kept?
And a few more words about perspective:
I'd like to know a lot more about the decision
makers on pollution issues. That means personality
sketches in part— but mainly it means just basic
reporting about them. For exam ple, take the Board of
Natural Resources, w hich is about ready to pass
judgment on whether we will be blessed with Colstrip
plants 3 and 4. W ho are these board members? What
do they do for a living? What are they like? W hat are
their views on environm ental issues? W ere they
appointed because of their politics or because of their
knowledge?
I know a lot more about my legislators and my other
elected public officials than I know about these board
members. Yet the appointed members of the Board of

Natural Resources are about to make a decision that
will affect the life of every M ontanan. W ho are they?
I'll readily admit that I too did a poor job in this area
when I was a reporter.
Another point: I think we are preoccupied with the
passage of laws, at the expense of being concerned
about funding the enforcem ent of those laws. M iles of
copy probably have been written about proposed
stripmining bills, proposed air-pollution-control bills,
proposed forestry management and wilderness
legislation and so forth. But obviously, passage of a
law, by itself, doesn't do anything in terms of solving
environmental problems. The question comes in
enforcem ent, and enforcem ent costs money. Do your
local environm ental-control agencies have adequate
budgets? O r are local and state legislative bodies
thwarting environmental law by refusing to provide
adequate staff and resources for enforcing that law?
Finally, I can't resist putting in a plug for my pet
cause—a cause that I am beginning to feel is a losing
one. To report adequately on the environm ent— if for
no other reason (and God knows there are plenty of
other reasons)—the Lee papers have got to establish a
Washington bureau.
Here we sit in Montana with millions of federally
owned or federally operated acres. There the
Congress and bureaucrats sit in W ashington, D .C .,
making decisions on that land— decisions that affect
each of us and decisions inadequately reported by the
wire services. And there Lee Enterprises, Inc., sits in
Davenport, Iowa, with net income of more than $5.5
million for the past fiscal year.
It seems to me not beyond the realm of reason that
Lee's net income could be cut from $5.5 m illion to a
measly $5.4 m illion to establish a Washington bureau.
But maybe I'm just beating a dead horse— or at least
a fat cow.

All the News That's Fit to Print

Hank Lieberman spent five weeks in Alaska, California and the
national capital working up a definitive study of the Prudhoe Bay
oilfield, the Alaska oil pipeline and the controversial natural-gas
line. His three-part series told readers everything they need to
know about the whole project.
— From the New York Times' Winners & Sinners, June 7, 1974.
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Fact and Fancy in Hemingway
By L E O N K. L E NZ

This article is based on Mr. Lenz* Senior Seminar report. The writer
is a 1974 graduate of the Montana School of Journalism.

Ernest Hemingway did not like journalism . To say
that he despised it probably would not be stretching
the truth. He evidently felt that journalism 's
contributions to his life w ere secondary—journalism
trained him for a higher achievem ent, writing fiction,
and provided him with experiences from which he
drew many of his short stories.
Hemingway's low opinion of journalism is curious,
however. He was a master of both journalism and
fiction and a writer famous for utilizing the
relationships between the two. He wrote good fiction
and good journalism. And he drew on his experiences
and put them into fiction in a manner that created a
hazy area difficult to define—an area neither
completely fact nor completely fiction but an area of
interaction between the two.
W hile in Paris in 1921, Hemingway became a close
friend of Gertrude Stein. According to biographer
Charles Fenton, Stein contributed to Hemingway's
distaste for news reporting. She believed that
journalism was a profession of “ artificial supports"
that weakened w riters": “ Newspapers want to do
something, they want to tell what is happening as if it
were just then happening."
Stein believed that journalism relied too much on
timeliness and that the timeliness gave news writing a
false sense of importance. Hemingway agreed with
her, and he also believed that writing journalism
drained his creativity. Years after he left Paris, he said
that Stein had told him “ to get out of journalism and
write, as she said that the one would use up the juice I
needed for the other. She was quite right, and that was
the best advice she gave m e."
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O n another occasion, he said, “ This newspaper stuff
is gradually ruining me. I found I would put my own
stuff into it and then, once w ritten, it would be gone."
His dislike of journalism was mentioned many
times. In commenting about some of Chekov's
writings, he said that “ there were some stories that
seemed to be only journalism . But there were some
wonderful ones too."
In a letter to Louis Henry Cohn, a compiler of his
works, Hemingway wrote in 1931:
It is the height of silliness to go into newspaper stuff I
have written, which has nothing to do with the other writ
ing which is entirely apart and starts with the first In Our
Time. Have written thousands of columns in newspapers.
Also sent much in condensed cable-ese to be rewritten in
U.S. and Canada. This has nothing to do with signed and
published writing in books or magazines and it is a hell of a
trick on a man to dig it up and confuse the matter of
judging the work he has published. If anyone wants to do
that after a man is dead, he can't defend himself, but while
he is alive, he can, at least, take no part in it and oppose it as
far as possible. The first right that a man writing has is the
choice of what he will publish. If you have made your living
as a newspaperman, learning your trade, writing against
deadlines, writing to make stuff timely rather than
permanent, no one has the right to dig this stuff up and use
it against the stuff you have written to write the best you
can.

So, Hemingway felt limited by journalism :
Journalism was a superficial medium that could not
tell as much about the human condition as fiction
could. In other words, journalism is a craft that
presents the surface of events. But truth goes beyond
the facts and the real truth lies beneath the surface,
according to Hemingway, and fiction was the best
35
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medium through w hich to reach beneath the surface.
Hemingway conscientiously tried to convey his sense
of truth in his fiction. Describing his w ork habits, he
said:
Sometimes when I was starting on a news story and could
not get it goi ng. . . I would . . . think, "Do not worry. You
have always written before and you will write now.” So
finally I could write one true sentence, and then go on
from there. It was easy then because there was always one
true sentence that I knew or had seen or had heard
someone say. If I started to write elaborately, or like
someone introducing or presenting something, I found
that I could cut that scrollwork or amend out and throw it
away and start with the first true simple declarative
sentence I had written.

O ne reason that writers w rite is to fill a need for
expression or creation. For Hemingway, news writing
did not fill the need but destroyed it and left an
emptiness:
On a newspaper you have to sponge your memory clean
like a slate every day. . . . In newspaper work, you have to
learn to forget every day what happened the day before.
. . . Newspaper work is valuable up until the point it
forcibly begins to destroy your memory. A writer must
leave it before that point.

Hemingway also was concerned with the idea that
p eo p le a cce p te d jo u rn a lis m b ecau se of its
timeliness—that is, people are interested in the news
and will read it because it is current; the timeliness
lent to journalism a sense of false or undeserving
importance.
“ W hen you describe som ething/' he said, “ the
timeliness makes people see it in their own
imaginations. A month later that elem ent of time is
gone and your account would be flat and they w ould
not see it in their minds nor remember it.”
Hemingway did not want to w ork with such a
falsehood, and the answer for him was to write fiction:
“ But if you make it up instead of describe it, you can
make it round and w hole and solid and give it life. You
create it, for good or bad. It is made, not described.”
O ne quote of Hemingway's seems to sum up his
attitudes:
I was trying to write then [1922?] and I found the greatest
difficulty, aside from knowing what you really felt, rather
than what you were supposed to feel, and had been taught
to feel, was to put down what really happened in action;
what the actual things were which produced the emotion
that you experienced. In writing for a newspaper you told
what happened and, with one trick and another, you
communicated the emotion aided by the element of
timeliness which gives a certain emotion to any account of
something that has happened on that day; but the real
thing, the sequence of motion and fact which made the
emotion and which would be as valid in a year or in ten
years, or with luck and if you stated it purely enough,
always, was beyond me and I was working very hard to try
to get it.

Hemingway, then, had definite ideas about the
place of journalism and the place of fiction. How ever,
the fact is that there is a great deal of interaction
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between the two—they cannot be separated entirely.
Hemingway's writings abound with material taken
from his life and from his news writing.
O ne Hemingway fiction story had its beginnings in a
newspaper. For the Jan. 20, 1918, issue of the Kansas
City Star, Hemingway wrote a 1,000-w ord feature
headlined “ At the End of the Am bulance R un.'' The
article dealt with the routine of the Kansas City
General Hospital.
Several patients are described. O n e , the victim of a
street brawl, dies of a head injury. He had just
purchased a new home. Another is a robber shot by
his intended victims. His main complaints are that he
did not succeed in shooting his intended victims and
that his clothes are being soiled by the blood from his
wounds. Another is a Negro who had been assaulted.
After being released, the Negro kills his assailant.
Finally, Hemingway tells the story of a printer forced
to have his thumb amputated (and his livelihood
deprived) because of lead poisoning.

the reader as observer
The article examines the way life and death can
become routine and the way the participants of the
hospital routine have become calloused against
feeling. Hemingway uses comments such as “ It's all in
a night's w ork'' and “ And so the w ork goes on'' to set
the atmosphere. The reader hardly can help but feel
remorse, indignation or repulsion. But at the same
tim e, the reader is powerless; he is an observer,
removed from the action without any way to help.
This remorse-yet-powerless attitude is the basis for
Hemingway's fictional short story “ God Rest You
M erry, G entlem en/' set in a Kansas City hospital. The
protagonist is a 16-year-old boy w ho comes to the
hospital and asks to be castrated. (He thinks that “ that
awful lust'' is “ a sin, a constant sin against purity.'') The
youth is turned away rudely by two doctors and so
castrates him self; he is back in the hospital Christmas
day facing death from loss of blood.
Neither doctor has enough of a grasp on life to be in
any condition to help anyone. The two quibble
among themselves constantly. The younger doctor
relies on a reference book to make medical decisions.
The older physician has more intelligence but has
become calloused and cynical. He hides behind big
words and sarcasm, and he cannot com m unicate
effectively.
The story is told in the first person; the narrator is a
young man named Horace. Fie views the story from
the same perspective as any reader of the newspaper
account “ At the End of the Am bulance R un.'' Horace
is removed from the action. He sees the pessimism
and the injustices, but he cannot do anything about
them or does not know what to do.
“ God Rest Y o u /' like the “ Am bulance R u n /' deals
with both callousness and the inability to improve
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poor conditions. Both stories explore the idea that
hospitals and the medical profession are superficial
institutions that treat only the symptoms and results of
disease but are incapable of offering counsel for the
causes.
In a sense, the story supports Hemingway's
contention that fiction is a better medium than
journalism. “ God Rest Y o u " is more hard-hitting than
“ Ambulance R u n ." The doctors in “ God Rest Yo u"
are concerned with the wrong things (themselves)
and therefore cannot do anything about the right
things (relieving suffering). It may be that Hemingway
felt that way while writing “ Am bulance R u n " but
could not put his feelings in a journalistic article. Still,
the debt to journalism is apparent.

a silent, ghastly procession
In other cases, the debt is more direct. W hile
covering the fighting between G reece and Turkey in
1922, Hemingway cabled the following dispatch
describing the evacuation of the Greeks from Thrace.
The story, headlined “ A Silent, Ghastly Procession,"
was printed in the Toronto Daily Star O ct. 22, 1922:
In a never ending, staggering march the Christian
population of Eastern Thrace is jamming the roads toward
Macedonia. The main column crossing the Maritza River at
Adrianople is twenty miles long. Twenty miles of carts
drawn by cows, bullocks, and muddy-flanked water
buffalo, with exhausted, staggering men, women and
children, blankets over their heads, walking blindly along
in the rain beside their worldly goods. The main stream is
being swelled from all the back country. They don't know
where they are going. They left their farms, villages and
ripe, brown fields and joined the main stream of refugees
when they heard the Turk was coming. Now they can only
keep their places in the ghastly procession while mudsplashed Greek cavalry herd them along like cowpunchers driving steers.
It is a silent procession. Nobody even grunts. It is all they
can do to keep moving. Their brilliant peasant costumes
are soaked and draggled. Chickens dangle by their feet
from the cars. Calves nuzzle at the draught cattle wherever
a jam halts the stream. An old man marches bent under a
young pig, a scythe and a gun, with a chicken tied to his
scythe. A husband spreads a blanket over a woman in labor
in one of the carts to keep off the driving rain. She is the
only person making a sound. Her little daughter looks at
her in horror and begins to cry. And the procession keeps
moving. At Adrianople where the main stream moves
through, there is no Near East relief at all. They are doing
very good work at Rodosto on the coast, but can only
touch the fringe. There are 250,000 Christian refugees to be
evacuated from Eastern Thrace alone. The Bulgarian
frontier is shut against them. There is only Macedonia and
Western Thrace to receive the fruit of the Turk's return to
Europe. Nearly half a million refugees are in Macedonia
now. How they are to be fed nobody knows, but in the next
month all the Christian world will hear the cry: "Come
over into Macedonia and help us!”

In 1925 Hemingway published 15 short stories in a
book called In O ur Time. He inserted a paragraph or
vignette to serve as an interchapter between each
short story. The second interchapter reads:
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Minarets stuck up in the rain out of Adrianople across
the mud flats. The carts were jammed for thirty miles along
the Karagatch road. Water buffalo and cattle were hauling
carts through the mud. There was no end and no
beginning. Just carts loaded with everything they owned.
The old men and women, soaked through, walked along
keeping the cattle moving. The Maritza was running
yellow almost up to the bridge. Carts were jammed solid
on the bridge with camels bobbing along through them.
Greek cavalry herded along the procession. The women
and children were in the carts, crouched with mattresses,
mirrors, sewing machines, bundles. There was a woman
having a baby with a young girl holding a blanket over her
and crying. Scared sick looking at it. It rained all through
the evacuation.

Another edition of In O ur Time was printed in 1930
with an introduction, a short story called “ O n the
Quai at Sm yrna." The last paragraph of that story
reads:
The Greeks were nice chaps too. When they evacuated
they had all their baggage animals they could take off with
them into the shallow water. All those mules with their
forelegs broken pushed over into the shallow water. It was
all a pleasant business. My word yes a most pleasant
business.

With the frequent use of personal experiences in his
writing and the thin, hazy dividing line between his
fact and his fiction, Hemingway's low regard for
journalism is difficult to understand. W hile he
attempted often to justify his attitudes, Hemingway
nonetheless left the basic question unanswered:
What exactly is the difference between fiction and
journalism? Hemingway complained of reliance on
timeliness, false importance, wasted creativity and
lack of truth. However, in trying to elaborate on those
characteristics, he raised more questions. He accused
journalism of superficiality; at the same time, many of
his criticisms are superficial.
For some reason, Hemingway felt comfortable
viewing journalism and fiction somehow separated
from each other. The two are actually more similar
than Hemingway cared to acknowledge. His
separation-consciousness appears in many of his
comments. But w hile defending his position, other
positions are ignored. Hemingway oversimplifies, and
in simplifying complicates. In many arguments he
misses the point, avoids subjects and understates,
much of the time for the sake of building up the
distinction between journalism and fiction, a
distinction that is largely artificial.
Hemingway complained of the shortcomings of
timeliness and description. But fiction also requires
d e sc rip tio n .
A ny
co m m u n ica tio n
req u ire s
description. Fiction may not be a description of an
actual scene, but it still requires the ability to relate
what is going on inside the writer's head. The fiction
writer is trying to tell the reader something, and his
success depends on his description skills.
Hemingway said that journalism is successful for the
brief time it is successful because the timeliness
activates the imagination. Imagination, then, is
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essential for the reading of description. Imagination is
an essential tool when writing or reading fiction as
w ell. Hemingway said that “ if you make it up . . . you
can make it round and whole and solid and give it
life.” W hat, then, prevents the reader of journalism
from using his imagination to give journalism “ life” ?
Hemingway doesn't say.
Hemingway believed that writers are born with
certain qualities and talents:
A good writer should know as near everything as
possible. Naturally he will not. A great enough writer
seems to be born with knowledge. But he really is not; he
has only been born with the ability to learn in a quicker
ratio to the passage of time than other men and without
conscious application, and with an intelligence to accept
or reject what is already presented as knowledge.

The qualities are largely innate—the w riter is “ born
w ith” and “ intelligence to accept or reject” and with
“ the ability to learn in a quicker ratio . . . w ithout
conscious application.” Again, how ever, Hemingway
does not explain why a person with such qualities
could not express them through journalism .
Speaking of Stephen Crane's “ The Red Badge of
Courage,” Hemingway said that “ Crane w rote that
great boy's dream of war that was to be truer to how
war is than any war the boy who w rote it w ould ever
live to see. It is one of the finest books of our
literature. . . .”
In another w ork, Hemingway w rote: “ Tolstoi made
the writing of Stephen Crane on the Civil War seem
like the brilliant imagining of a sick boy who had never
seen war but had only read the battles and chronicles
and seen the Brady photographs that I had read and
seen at my grandparents' house.”
Tho se c o n tra d ic to ry statem ents seem to
acknowledge that even great works are great by
degree. Hemingway admired the works of both Crane
and Tolstoi. Both men's works w ere classics w hen
viewed in their own context, although one may still be
s u p e rio r in q u a lity . M an y of H e m in g w a y's
observations indicate that greatness runs in degrees;
the relevance and value of any piece of writing
depend on the situation and the medium. W ith such a
tolerant attitude, Hemingway's disdain of journalism
again becomes curious. W hy cannot journalistic
writings, viewed in their context, be effective?
Hemingway never explains.
Hemingway believed that journalism drained his
creativity. He believed that once he used the material
and the emotion needed to write journalism , most
often those factors w ere not available to him again.
Hemingway's creativity was very vulnerable,
apparently. He felt the need to protect his creativity
when he was writing fiction as well as w hen he was
writing journalism . He w rote:
I learned not to think about anything that I was writing
from the time I stopped writing until I started again the
next day. That way my subconscious would be working on
it and at the same time I would be listeningto other people
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and noticing everything, I hoped; and I would read so that
I would not think about my work and make myself
impotent to do it.

A contemporary was M orley Callaghan, a Canadian
whom Hemingway met while working for the Toronto
Daily Star. The two later spent some time together in
Paris in the late 1920s. Discussing Hemingway's
creativity, Callaghan w rote:
If Hemingway was working on a story, he was almost
superstitious in his refusal to talk about it. He believed that
if you talked about it before doing it, something was lost in
the talking that would have gone into the writing.

C re a tiv ity , of c o u rs e , is a v e ry in d iv id u a l
quality—each man writes in his own way and is
affected and drained by different influences. The
point with Hemingway is that he was overly harsh on
journalism . His creativity was tenuous, threatened by
simple things such as reading and talking. In such an
atmosphere, it would seem more equitable to blame
Hemingway's personality rather than the nature of
journalism for his lapses of creativity.

the rifle club
O ther examples of the interactions between
Hemingway's fact and fiction bring his separationconsciousness into greater question. O ne of
Hemingway's earliest mixtures of fiction and
journalism was his creation of the mythical Boys' Rifle
Club w hile attending high school in O ak Park, III. At
the time, Hemingway was an editor of the school's
w eekly student newspaper. W hen faced with an
empty column and no news to fill it, editor
Hemingway made up the Boys' Rifle C lub and
concocted a story describing the team's recent
victory.
According to Hemingway's accounts, the club
comprised Hemingway and five friends. Exhibiting
little modesty, Hemingway endowed the team
members with considerable skill, making them
unbeatable week after w eek as they rallied to near
perfect scores. Readers followed closely for several
weeks the contests of the fictitious club.
To add to the masquerade, Hemingway borrowed
shotguns for his friends and they posed for a picture
for the school yearbook. None of his friends owned a
gun; none even had fired one.
During the last few years of his life, Hemingway
worked on a series of stories dealing with his
memories of life in Paris during the 1920s. The book, A
M oveable Feast, was published in 1964, three years
after his death. It contained accounts of Hemingway's
development as a w riter and an individual, his harsh
views of the short-lived friendship with Scott and
Zelda Fitzgerald, and his recollections of the
relationships he established with other writers,
including G ertrude Stein.
In the preface, Hemingway w rote: “ If the reader
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prefers, this book may be regarded as fiction. But
there is always the chance that such a book of fiction
may throw some light on what has been written as
fact."
Hemingway evidently didn't want his work to be
remembered as simply a collection of memoirs. He
wanted it to be useful in the same way his fiction was
useful— he wanted his readers to go beyond the facts
he had written. He wanted his readers to find some
meaning to their lives from reading about the lives of
the people he presented in A M oveable Feast.
He has a good point. Certainly much of the appeal
of the book rests with the glamour of the era. Anyone
interested in Hemingway or in writing probably could
not help being at least a little thunderstruck at the
thought of the accumulation of talent in Paris during
the 1920s— Hemingway, F. Scott Fitzgerald, Gertrude
Stein, Ezra Pound, Ford Madox Ford, James Joyce,
Sherwood Anderson, John Dos Passos, Lincoln
Steffens. Hemingway wanted to portray them as
people and did not want their value as human beings
to get lost in the spotlight.
But the appeal of the figures is that they are people.
They may be talent incarnate, but they still are actual
human beings, and the book's strength is that they are
portrayed as such. The message a writer is conveying is
often more effective if the reader knows the events
actually occurred, as in A M oveable Feast.
In all fairness, much can be said in defense of
Hemingway's ideas. Many of his criticisms were
justifiable in his time and, unfortunately, in modern
times as well. The nature of journalism is one of
separation—objectivity and facts only, with opinion
and color removed from the straight news.

a unified approach
Hemingway believed that the truth could best be
reached not through separation but through a more
unified approach, a balance between objectivity and
subjectivity, facts and opinions, with fiction added if
necessary. In his quest for unification, Hemingway
was carried full circle. At the beginning of his career,
he tried to pass off fiction as fact (the Boys' Rifle Club),
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while at the end he was trying to pass off fact as fiction
(A M oveable Feast).
This is not to say that journalism and fiction ever
should be exactly the same. The two are different
media and therefore have some fundamental
dissimilarities; their natures and immediate objectives
are different. But the total separation of the two is
wrong—some of their differences are inherent, but
others are unnecessary, artificial and damaging. By
stressing the differences and promoting contempt,
neither fiction nor journalism can be beneficial to its
fullest capacity. Perhaps it is better to stress
similarities, for journalism and fiction still are
professions that require the same skills and outlook
and, I hop e, have the same o v e r-a ll
objective— helping the reader understand his world.
In coping with the differences between journalism
and fiction, it must be recognized that a writer's talent
is an individual matter. Hemingway's criticism of
journalism often was unfounded, but the point
remains that he was more comfortable working with
fiction, just as many other writers are more
co m fo rta b le and can co n trib u te m ore w ith
journalism. The world has room for both.
M orley Callaghan wrote:
In the hotel one day I remember encountering a British
author, a nice middle-aged grey-haired man. And in no
time I was telling him firmly that writing had to do with the
right relationship between the words and the thing or
person being described; the words should be transparent
as glass, and every time a writer used a brilliant phrase to
prove himself witty or clever he merely took the mind of
the reader away from the object . . . he simply became a
performer.

Hemingway did not want to be simply a performer,
as he thought—correctly or not— reporters were. He
wanted to originate ideas and contribute as a writer of
fiction, not just record as a reporter. His attitude is a
healthy one for writers of both media— neither should
be satisfied being simply performers, and both have
the capacity for something more. Despite the
differences between the two media, they should be
approached in the same manner, with the same
unified consciousness.
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Covering the Nixon Resignation
By

ROBERT

H.

JOHNSON

JR.

Mr. Johnson, managing editor of the Associated Press, gave this
speech Aug. 17, 1974, at the annual convention of the Montana
Press Association. Mr. Johnson became managing editor in 1973,
having served since 1969 as AP general sports editor. As chief of
bureau in Dallas, Tex., in 1963, he got out the first bulletin about the
shooting of President Kennedy and directed coverage of Jack
Ruby's killing of Lee Harvey Oswald. He also was in charge of AP's
Olympic coverage at Munich in 1972 when Arab commandos killed
several Israeli athletes. Johnson, who joined the AP in 1946, has
headed bureaus in Indiana, Utah and Idaho.

Last w eek, for the second time in little more than 10
years, destiny put me in an AP newsroom w orking at
top speed to record transcendent history. Ten years
ago— the Kennedy assassination. Now—the Nixon
resignation.
It almost seemed that I again was watching the
death of a President—this time by his own hand.
I had been chief of the AP bureau in Dallas when
President Kennedy was assassinated. Now I was in
New York, in charge of the AP's national news report
as it recounted the final hours of Richard Nixon's
presidency.
The d eath of K e n n e d y was su d d en and
shocking— conceived in secrecy and executed in
stealth, striking the public consciousness like a
thunderbolt and bringing grief and w orldw ide
sympathy for both the nation and the victim .
The death knell of the Nixon Adm inistration had
been tolling for 18 months, softly at first, then with
contin uing loud insistence—so that the final outcome
could be seen in advance and only one question
rem ained: W hen w ould the curtain fall?
As a nation, in the past decade, or a little m ore, we
40
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have been accustomed and, I suppose, numbed to
continuing shocks to our system— both our individual
emotional systems and our constitutional system of
government.
If you w ill think back with me to the fall of 1963,
though, you w ill recall that we w ere a nation looking
with hope to the em ergence of a new and confident
leader, John F. Kennedy. There already had been
plenty of troubles in the short time he had been
President, and Kennedy had been at the center of
them : The Bay of Pigs disaster, for w hich he took the
blame; his calling the bluff of the Russians when they
began installing missiles in C uba; our weakness in
space and Kennedy's call for Am erica to put a man on
the moon before the decade ended.
W e were still deep in the cold w ar, looking for
conspiracies, on both left and right.
But if you could characterize the beginning of the
Kennedy Administration with one w ord, I think it
w ould be hope, or promise. The hope and the
promise w ere shattered by the assassin's bullets in
Dallas Nov. 22, 1963. Am erica reeled. There was
disbelief that the assassination could have been the
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result of anything but a communist plot or a neofascist plot—take your choice.
The press was given a great deal of credit then for
keeping the nation on an even keel. Americans
seemed confident that they w ere being told as fully
and quickly as possible what was going on in the
i m m e d i a t e a f t e r m a t h of t h e k i l l i n g of a
President— and later in the epidem ic of assassinations
that followed. And the driving force of that
understanding was the press.
By contrast, the Nixon tragedy developed against a
background of widespread distrust of the press. The
catch phrase was credibility gap. I suppose it’s ironic
that the term was coined by the press itself to describe
the wide differences between some of the things the
Administration of President Johnson said it was doing
and what it actually was doing.
Then it was turned on us by our critics, led by form er
Vice President Agnew and other members of the
Nixon Administration. The President himself on
several occasions attacked the press in general for
vicious reporting. And people believed him.
So it was against this background that we covered
the agonizing demise of the Nixon Adm inistration.
Remember that the Nixon Administration began,
like the Kennedy Adm inistration, with hope and
promise. President Johnson had given up the idea of
reelection because he could not end the war in
Vietnam.
President Nixon had time to fulfill much of the
promise with which his administration began. He did
end the war in Vietnam. He did achieve diplomatic
contact and exchange with China. He did bring us
closer to genuine cooperation with the Soviet Union.
As a result, his second term began on a note of
triumph. And Watergate was only a small shadow in
the background.
Then the agony began. The President made several
speeches, in each one promising that he was telling
the full story. After the first such speech, in April, 1973,
he went into the W hite House press room and told
reporters: "I hope I am worthy of your trust.” In
November, he went before the Associated Press
Managing Editors convention and said: “ I am not a
crook.”
He began what he called “ Operation C andor.” And
each speech was followed by new revelations. He
promised Republican leaders there would be no more
bombshells, but landmines kept exploding all around
him.
To me, the final act began April 29, when the
President went on television to address the nation.
That night he said he was releasing to the public the
transcripts of taped conversations in his office. They
would give, he said, all the evidence anyone needed
to know about Watergate—and to find him innocent
of any wrongdoing.
As I sat at my desk and watched the President on
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television that Monday night, a series of thoughts
went something like this: Releasing the transcripts to
the public really means releasing them to the press. If
we don't transmit them and a lot of newspapers don't
publish them, I can hear it now—Ziegler and W arren
and Haig and then the President himself coming out
and saying: We tried to give all the evidence to the
people but the press refused to publish it—or the
press cut it down so much that it distorted what the
transcripts really mean. Again the press has attacked
the presidency. Of course I had another thought as
w ell: We really do have an obligation tothe people to
distributeand publish these transcripts. And of course
there was never any possibility that we would not
transmit them or that many newspapers would not
publish them.

sending the transcripts
So w hile we still were moving the spot news stories
on the speech for morning papers, I started to work on
arrangements for transmitting the transcripts, with
telephone calls to other editors and communications
department executives.
We set up special editing and punching teams in
Washington and New York. It was like nothing we had
ever undertaken before. First we transmitted excerpts
from the transcripts totaling about 75,000 words of
conversation from the key dates. These moved in
Dataspeed at 1,050 words a minute and at slow speed
on regional wires.
Then we transmitted the full transcripts in
Dataspeed—all 350,000 words—twice, first in
unjustified tape, then in justified tape. And, as you
probably remember, we offered to make special
arrangements to get the tape of either the partial
transcripts or the full transcripts to any member,
whether or not he had Dataspeed. And of course
many newspapers met the challenge to publish the
transcripts.
But that was by no means the end; it was not, as the
President had promised, the whole story.
There came the House Judiciary Committee's
release of its evidence, volume after volume. Again
special teams of writers and editors had to digest it,
write news stories from it, h an d le the text
transmissions.
We worked literally around the clock.
After working day and night for weeks, Marvin
Arrowsmith, our chief of bureau in Washington,
suddenly realized that it was his birthday. Then he
remembered that he had been supervising coverage
of the Republican National Convention when Nixon
was nominated for the presidency in 1968. And
tonight, exactly six years later, Nixon was resigning.
The night we learned we were about to receive the
first volumes of House evidence, I worked until after
midnight. Then I went back to the office at 5:30 a.m.
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and w orked until 9 a.m . the follow ing day. T here
wasn't anything unusual or heroic about this. O th e r
news executives, editors and reporters w ere doing it,
too, in both W ashington and N ew York. And of course
the most intense pressure of all was on the
W ashington staff.
M uch of the m aterial in the House volum es was
repetitive— but it was the evid ence that w ould be
presented for argum ent. The first volum es totaled
a b o u t 2 m i ll io n w o rd s . T h e c o m m itte e had
sum m arized this evid ence in 30,000 w ords. W e
transmitted the 30,000-word sum m ary.
And then, to put it in m anageable form for small
newspapers, w e assigned four editors to reduce the
sum m ary to 10,000 w ords— w ithout d istortion,
w ithout om itting key points either for or against the
President. Imagine taking a 30,000-word sum m ary of a
2-m illion-w ord volum e of evid ence and reducing it to
10,000 words against severe pressures of both integrity
and tim e. The jo b took the four editors eight hours.
W e long since had developed a sort of W atergate
task force in W ashington. Staffers had been covering
the story so long, and so intensely, that they
developed expertise in special aspects of it. For
exam ple, Brooks Jackson was the num ber-o ne expert
on ITT and the m ilk fund. H arry Rosenthal had
covered all the trials and had becom e friend ly w ith
defendants, prosecutors and judges. Ed Lebreton and
D o n R o th b e rg s p e c ia liz e d in th e ju d ic ia r y
proceedings. Carl
Leubsdorf follow ed Senate
repercussions. D ick Pyle was our expert on spying and
dirty tricks. Frank C o rm ie r and G aylo rd Shaw w ere
our specialists on the presidency. A nd they w ere
backed up by other m em bers of the H ouse, Senate,
Justice Departm ent and general reporting staffs w h o
sought interview s, contributed details, knew w h ere to
look for background, and so on.
So w hen some clim actic turn arrived , w e could
sim ply pull together a dozen or so of these staffers and
blanket the story— as for exam ple w ith the release of
the judiciary's version of the W h ite House tapes versus
the N ixon transcripts.
W e put a dozen "re a d e rs" to w ork on these versions
of the tapes. Each w ent through one volu m e. They
dug out significant discrepancies and m ade notes for
the lead w riters—the assistant bureau ch ie f in
W ashington, W alter M ears, and others.
W e w ere able to move stories q u ickly and
authoritatively with this p roced ure. This was
im portant because, as you w ill recall, the com m ittee
had put a tim e em bargo on release of this
m aterial— and som ebody, som ew h ere, violated the
em bargo daily so that the m aterial had to be released
im m ediately.
Then the Judiciary C om m ittee argum ents began.
Again w e faced the dual problem s of w riting clearly
focused stories and handling large am ounts of text,
w hile keeping everything in perspective. O u r team of
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editors and w riters in W ashington and N ew York went
to w ork again. Editors in both W ashington and New
York m onitored every w ord to make certain we
missed nothing.
In the midst of the hearings, the Suprem e C o urt
ruled 8 to 0 that N ixon must hand over the tapes
s u b p o e n a e d by Le o n J a w o r s k y , th e s p e c ia l
prosecutor.
The Judiciary C om m ittee voted to im peach the
President on three articles.
He was losing House support rapidly and
im peachm ent becam e a foregone co n clu sio n , as even
the President acknow ledged.
But was there enough support in the Senate to save
him from conviction? This was the key question— and
one w hose answer eluded us.
Back in D ecem b er, w e had assigned preparedness
stories coveri ng every aspect of the President's caree r:
N ixon the politician ; N ixon and the w a r; N ixon and
the econom y and so on. N ow these stories w ere
mostly d o ne, except for editing.
W e had been under some pressure to release them
earlier but had resisted. T here was a delicate sense of
tim ing in this. If the Associated Press distributed a
w hole series of stories w ritten for use w ith the
President's resignation or im peachm ent, w asn't that
in a sense forecasting what w ould happen? W o uld n 't
that alone be a kind of news, influencing o p in io n ,
suggesting w e kn ew som ething w e did not kn o w ,
putting a new kind of pressure on the President?
So w e w ithheld these stories, and the m em bers w ith
w hom w e had discussed them agreed that w e w ere
right.
But in the w eek after the Judiciary C om m ittee vote,
it seemed to us that events w ere m oving too rapidly
toward a trial in the Senate to w ithhold the
preparedness copy any I onger. After tw o or three days
of discussion, w e decided that w e w ould start moving
these stories on a hold-for-release basis the follow ing
w eek.
O n Sunday, President N ixon retreated to Cam p
David w ith his advisers and speech w rite rs; was he
w riting his resignation speech?
No, the w ord cam e out, the President w ould fight
on.

tapes released
O n M onday afternoon, August 5, the President's
attorney, James St. C la ir, made an announcem ent for
N ixon: The President was releasing im m ediately three
of the 64 subpoenaed tapes. They show ed that he
kn ew about W hite House invo lvem ent in the
W atergate burglary less than a w eek after it o ccu rred ;
that he had ordered the lid kept o n ; that he had
w ithheld this evid ence from his own law yer, the
Congress and the peop le. The President said he still
believed the over-all context of the evidence w ould
show him innocent of any im peachable offense. It
M ontana Journalism R eview
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came out later that Nixon had agreed to release these
tapes at the insistence of St. C lair and two other
advisers, Alexander Haig and Fred Buzhardt. If he did
not, they threatened to walk out.
And those three tapes w ere devastating. U nlike the
previous flood of Watergate tapes and evidence, they
were clear; there was no ambiguity in them. Almost
instantly, the reaction became more important than
the substance of the disclosure.
It was as if the President w ere piloting a bobsled
running out of control down an icy chute.
It became imperative to move the preparedness
material even more rapidly than we had intended. W e
put on extra editors and operators to handle it, and
fitted it in among the spot news on the A A A w ire, in
Dataspeed and on regional wires.
The President's remaining supporters in the House
quickly turned from him. Rep. Charles W iggins, his
strongest defender on the Judiciary Com m ittee,
almost immediately called for his resignation, and
every other supporter on the committee follow ed. By
Tuesday, every Republican in the House said he
would vote for impeachment if the President did not
resign—every one, that is, except Rep. Landgrebe of
Indiana, who still w ore a Nixon lapel button and
vowed he never would desert the President even if the
two of them w ere dragged out and shot.
As an upstate New York congressm an, Barber
Conable, put it, the new tapes w ere the smoking gun
in evidence.
Rumors rustled through W ashington like leaves on
gusts of w ind, impossible to grasp, to pin dow n, to
confirm .
The key question rem ained: What would the Senate
do? What would the Senate Republican leaders advise
Nixon to do?
Senators Scott and G oldw ater, with Rep. John
Rhodes of Arizona, the House m inority leader, visited
the President at his request. Leaving, they w ould say
nothing except that the President was in good spirits.
But that night, Goldwater made a conference call to
Arizona news media. He said he was angry at the
Washington press but w ould answer questions from
the Arizona press. And in answer to one question, he
said the Republican leadership had advised the
President that he could count on no more than 15
Senate votes against conviction.
And then the clim actic day.
Secretary of State Kissinger had spent most of the
evening with Nixon, not leaving the W hite House
until after midnight.
O n Thursday morning, Nixon summoned Vice
President Ford to a private meeting.
An AP reporter asked a W hite House aide close to
the Oval O ffice: Is he telling the Vice President that
he will resign?
“ Yes,” came the answer, crisply, grimly from stiff
lips in an immobile face.
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Bulletin.
A few minutes later, Peggy Simpson of our
Washington staff found herself walking with
Representative Rhodes and one of his aides. She had
been following the minority leader for days; he had
been avoiding her. But now, perhaps in the relaxation
of knowing that the end was at hand, he greeted her
and she walked with him from his office to the House
chamber.
He confirm ed to Peggy that the reports of Nixon's
impending resignation were correct. He said that
Nixon would announce it before the end of the day.
He said he looked forward with optimism to the
future, that he did not know what Ford w ould do
about choosing a vice president.
Bulletin.
The story was ending; we knew it w ould end today.
The W hite House announced a request for air time
on all networks at 9 p.m.
W e released our preparedness material for use at
will.
And now occurred one of those incidents that
illustrate the many frustrations of covering the
Watergate story.
When Rhodes reached the House floor, other
reporters descended on him, asking him about
Peggy's interview. He confirm ed it to the first one, an
A B C reporter, but then he began to back off. Perhaps
he realized that he was now the center of national
attention, perhaps he was dubious about having been
the first one to confirm specifically and on the record
what the President was going to do that day.
He finally called a press conference and issued a
statement in which he did not really deny what he had
told Peggy but said he meant to say only that he was
sure the President's speech would make his intentions
clear to the public.
W e had been right; Rhodes' aide confirm ed
privately that we had been right, and we stood on our
story. By now, anyway, the rush of events had swept by
so rapidly that what Rhodes said was no longer
important. The President was resigning, and
everybody knew it.
And he did, at 9 p.m. in a television address in which
he made only passing references to Watergate and
admitted being guilty only of lapses in judgment. He
said he was quitting only because he had lost political
support in the Congress.

flash or bulletin?
History was made. For the first time, a President of
the United States had resigned. Surely such historic
news deserved a “ flash” —the newsman's tool for
getting attention, for transmitting transcendent news
in the quickest possible form.
But we didn't write a flash on President Nixon's
resignation. W e hadn't written a flash when President
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Kennedy was shot, either. W e did send flashes when
he died—but not when the first news of the
assassination broke.
At each crucial moment, we had a different reason
for not using a flash.
Although a flash is the highest news priority, it is not
publishable as such. It gives only the barest sketch of
what has happened. I discarded the idea of a flash
when President Kennedy was shot in favor of a
bulletin because of the enormity of the news. I did not
want it to be misunderstood or questioned; I wanted
it to be as specific and informative as possible in the
first words that w ere transmitted.
As the end of the Nixon Administration drew near,
we decided that we would signal it with a flash when
Nixon himself uttered the historic w ords: I resign.
But as the final day went on and we received
confirm ation after confirm ation—first from a Nixon
aide, then from Rhodes, then from others— we
changed our minds.
The scenario, as it might once have been called in
the W hite House, was w ritten. It w ould not change.
We decided against a flash. So it came down to this:
W e sent a bulletin instead of a flash on the shooting
of President Kennedy because the news was so
unexpected that we wanted it to be unchallenged.
W e sent a bulletin instead of a flash on the
resignation of President Nixon because his words,
when they finally came, w ere anticlim actic.
The last of the Nixon Adm inistration's relations with
the press also w ere anticlim actic.
At 6:18 p.m ., in the hours before Nixon was to make
his resignation speech, a W hite House aide named
Mort A llin strode through the crowded W hite House
press room. A llin was the man who wrote the daily
news summaries for Nixon. He told the reporters: " I
hope you guys are having fun. . . . I hope you're
getting drunk and celebrating tonight, you— ." W ell,
let's delete one more expletive.
Also on Thursday, reporters asked Dan Rather of
CBS w hether the W hite House had asked for air tim e.
“ No, not officially," Rather said. What happened
was that the W hite House requested the 9 p.m. time
from top n e tw o rk o ffic ia ls but em b a rg o ed
it— preventing them from telling even their own
reporters down the line. All that they could be told
was to stand by.
This was typical of press relations and arrangements
of the years past. We almost never got an advance of
an important Nixon text. W e did receive an advance
text of President Ford's address to the joint session of
Congress Monday night—and we expect to receive
others in the future.
You'll recall that the W hite House director of
com m unication, Ken Claw son, was renowned for his
toughness and his intensive political m aneuvering.
President Ford's new press secretary, Jerry terHorst,
a long-time Washington reporter for the D etroit
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News, told reporters: “ All of the political activity over
there [in Clawson's office, that is] has ceased from the
moment I stepped aboard. Political chores handled by
the director of communications w ill be handled by
the Republican National Com m ittee."
Press Secretary Ron Ziegler gave his final briefing to
reporters at 11 p.m. Thursday. He ran through the next
day's schedule for N ixon, then he said goodby.
“ This is the last time we'll meet under these
circum stances," he said. He hoped he'd see some of
the reporters again. “ I have tried to be a professional. I
have come away wit h a d eep respect for a free press."
Then he walked out of the crowded room. There
was no reaction. He walked out in total silence.
Another AP staffer who covered Nixon's final days,
Peggy Simpson, also had been with me in Dallas when
Kennedy was assassinated. She helped cover the
Kennedy motorcade and was the AP reporter in the
basement of the city jail when Jack Ruby killed Lee
Harvey Oswald. As I have already told you, she was the
first reporter to obtain confirm ation on the record, by
name, that President Nixon would resign on Thursday.

a reporter's thoughts
I asked her about her feelings about having been an
important part of the coverage of the end of two such
contrasting administrations, and she said:
I don't think I can be profound. I was moved because I
had been dealing with some of the people who had been
deceived by President Nixon. . . . Therehad been so many
more dimensions of human tragedy.
While Nixon was saying his farewell to his staff, I went to
the ellipse, where l could watch his helicopter take off. I
listened to his words on a transistor radio. I came unglued
as I thought he came unglued. My god, I thought, he still
can't break through into reality and reach out and touch
people and understand that he did anything wrong. He still
can't seem to have the kind of catharsis that would cleanse
him.

As for me, I was more intimately involved in
covering the Kennedy assassination than in covering
the Nixon demise. In Dallas I was in charge of the
bureau and was in charge at the scene—editing,
writing, calling signals. As managing editor, I was
somewhat more remote from the Nixon story. O ur
Washington executives and editors and reporters
were the ones at the center. But I was in daily touch
with it, making plans, monitoring speeches, studying
evidence, criticizing our stories, spending countless
hours engaged in trying to tell the story of Watergate
with scrupulous honesty and accuracy.
I had no time for emotion when President Kennedy
was assassinated. I was too busy in the headlong rush
of events. O n the day of President Kennedy's funeral,
we still w ere busy. W hen his casket was lowered into
the grave, the AP wires went silent for three minutes
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and the Dallas staff gathered around a television set to
watch. The bugler played taps, broke on the high
note, then went on sweetly to the end. We wept.
When President Nixon bade farewell to his
staff—a Imost, it seemed, a man tryi ng to fi nd words for
his own eulogy—there was sadness but no tears. It was
a feeling of sadness for the nation and for his family
and even for the man who until the end apparently
could see only that he had been guilty of lapses in

judgment. Win some, lose some—in his words. But
there was no reason for tears.
O ne of the Watergate burglars, James M cC ord, had
said that before the scandal was over "all the trees in
the forest will fall.”
Now the tallest tree had fallen. It fell not with a
crash but with a pathetic sigh. There was only relief
that, as President Ford said on being sworn in, the long
national nightmare was over.

A Funny Thing Happened
On the Way to a
Public Meeting
By Vic Reinem er*
I noticed this little item, deep within the
Congressional Record, that the President's and
G o v e rn o r Love's new Energy R ese arch and
Development Advisory Council was about to conduct
its first meeting. Members of the public would be
admitted, it said, up to the capacity of the room. I've
been especially interested in energy ever since the gas
furnace went on the blink, so I called the Council and
said I was coming.
The secretary said sorry, but there wasn't any room.
That sounded odd; the meeting was not due to start
for 20 minutes. I decided to attend. So did my friend
W in. He's a lawyer and a big fellow. Maybe he could
hulk around and quote statutes w hile I backed in with
a glass of water for the chairm an. You have to use
imagination to get into public meetings in this town.
We sped by cab from the Hill to the meeting place,
the old Executive O ffice Building next to the W hite
House, and showed the policemen our Senate
credentials. Sorry, they said, your name isn't on our
list.
I called the Council's secretary again. She said she
would check and call back. A few minutes later the
secretary's secretary called one of the cops, to relay
the message that the meeting had been adjourned, 10
minutes after it was due to start.
That sounded odd too, so W in got on the phone to
Mr. Hawley, the lone ranger in the O ffice of
Management and Budget who rides herd on
hundreds of advisory committees. He agreed to come
help. W hile we waited, Sergeant Fioramanti of the
Executive Protective Service questioned us closely
about bothering those secretaries with phone calls.
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W hile a plainclothesman loaded a revolver beneath
the picture of the President, Sergeant Fioramanti
emphasized that we were in the one place in town
where there aren't any public meetings. If anybody
scheduled one there, he said, they meant to keep the
public out. Win and I hastily agreed.
Through M r. Hawley's intercession, we did get into
the meeting room by noon. There were seats; the
p ro cee d in g s o b v io u sly had not a d jo u rn e d .
Government officials were making presentations to
the presidents or vice presidents of IBM , General
Motors, Consolidation Coal, Consolidated Edison,
Esso, Bell Telephone and other members of this new
Council. They talked about more and more fossil fuel
and nuclear power, and their interest in weakening
patent and antitrust law and enforcement. And they
laughed and laughed when a scientist talked about
producing energy from the sun, the wind and sewage.
The last item on the agenda was discussion of the
President's long-range $10 billion energy research
and development proposal. I'll bet that was
interesting. We public observers—who had been
quiet and orderly—may never know. Dr. Stever, the
President's science adviser, who presided over the
Council, kicked us out before that discussion began.
After all, such discussions might deal with monopoly
security. That is even more sensitive than national
security.
^Reprinted from the November, 1973, Montana Rural Electric
News. Mr. Reinemer, a 1948 graduate of the Montana School of
Journalism, is staff director of Sen. Lee Metcalf's Budgeting,
Management and Expenditures Subcommittee of the Senate
Committee on Government Operations.
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The Great Falls Strike
By R O B E R T C .

GIBSON

The writer, a 1975 graduate of the Montana School o f Journalism,
served as publication manager of the Pennant, a weekly newspaper
issued in Great Falls during a Newspaper Guild strike against the
Tribune. He was working as a Tribune reporter when the strike
began. Mr. Gibson, a native of Lewistown, M ont., served as
associate editor and managing editor of the University's student
daily, the Montana Kaimin.

After negotiating 10 months w ithout a contract, the
Great Falls Newspaper G uild on Sept. 12,1974, voted
to strike. Five weeks later, picket lines form ed at the
Great Falls Tribune Building and the jo b printing shop
in the second G uild strike in M ontana history.
The impact of the strike on Great Falls, a thriving
central M ontana city of 80,000, was not im m ediately
realized by most residents. O n Sunday m orning,
O ctober 20, the second day of the strike, the
subscribers' im m ediate concern was for television
guides and com ics.
A neighbor of one Tribune reporter asked to
borrow the reporter's newspaper since he did not get
one because of the strike.
Disbelieving residents and curious onlookers drove
slowly around the Trib u ne Building in cars packed
w ith kids leaning out the window s for a better look at
the pickets. Some shouted obscenities at “ ya bum s" to
get back to w o rk. O thers shouted encouragem ent.
O n Saturday afternoon, O ctob er 19, w hen picket
lines had gone up, cam eram en from both local
television stations recorded the event for the 5 p.m .
and 10 p.m . newscasts. Later that evening, television
cameram en shot yards of film of a scuffle between
pickets and police. W ire services, radio stations,
television stations and other state newspapers w ere
kept abreast of the news by telephoned press releases
from the G uild.
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Yet the Tribune switchboard was swamped Sunday
m orning w ith calls from people com plaining that the
newspaper had not been delivered. Later in the day,
callers wanted to know sports scores, how long the
strike w ould last, what w ould happen to pre-paid
subscriptions and what had happened to Rick O 'Shay.
Not until businesses started opening M onday
m orning did Great Falls feel the real effects of the
strike. The local K-M art store had “ nearly $100,000
w o rth " of Halloween candy it had planned to put on
sale and advertise in the Tribune. The advertisement
was not printed; the candy did not sell. Boy Scouts and
other groups d elivered , door to door, departmentstore inserts that w ere to have been stuffed into the
Tribune. About 150 few er Great Falls fam ilies had
payroll checks.
W ith the Christmas season nearing, Great Falls
merchants became aware of the possibility of not
being able to advertise in a newspaper.
The off-year elections w ere scheduled in two
w eeks. Politicians w ho flocked to the radio and
television stations to buy advertising tim e learned that
it all had been scheduled.
O ne man called and said he had heard a friend had
died— he wanted to know if it was true. A shoe store
that gives free samples to new mothers called to say it
got their names and addresses from the Tribune vitalstatistics colum n.
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Attendance at public meetings and lectures
declined sharply. News of fires and crim e was
exaggerated as it passed from person to person.
Carla Beck, president of the Guild local, and Dick
Pattison, a representative from the international
G uild , had foreseen the problems and had prepared
plans for an interim strike newspaper. How ever, the
first issue was postponed until almost two weeks after
the strike had begun.
The walkout by G uild members followed the
lengthy negotiations without a contract, four
meetings of Guild members and four rejections of
Tribune management proposals.
Issues involved were higher wages (especially in the
lower categories), higher pay for mileage on personal
automobiles used for Tribune w o rk, and concrete
proof of a suitable pension plan. The Tribune
management had not budged from its original offer.
The Guild had revised its demands several times.
The original strike vote passed by an overwhelm ing
margin. W eighing heavy on members who voted to
strike, however, was the fact they had been told there
was little chance of progress in negotiations unless an
international representative, with new ideas, was
called to Great Falls and that one w ould not be sent
unless a strike was called. No date was set for the
strike.
About two weeks later, after more negotiations, the
management offer was rejected again and committees
were appointed to set up a headquarters, open and
run a commissary, make picket assignments, resolve
legal problems, help financially troubled fam ilies,
write press releases and start a newspaper.
Several votes w ere changed at the third Guild
m eetin g . T h o u g h th e m o tio n to re je c t th e
management offer passed, several advertising
salesmen, including the two who had made and
seconded the original strike m otion, voted to accept
the offer and avert a strike.
The Guild executive board chose O ctober 19 as the
strike date. A meeting was called for 3 p.m. that day in
the Odd Fellows Building, across the street from the
Tribune Building. Before leaving w ork for the
meeting, each Guild member removed personal
belongings from his desk. Cam eras, coffee cups,
carbon copies for years of stories, notes, negatives,
pens and pencils all went into sacks and boxes and
were carried out at 3 p.m . O nly management
personnel, the print shop day shift and Bruce Bartley,
a sports writer opposed to unions and strikes, stayed in
the building.
A motion to reject the management offer and set up
picket lines immediately was passed. Each member
was given a picket sign. A few who cast dissenting
votes went home.
It was a warm , sunny Saturday afternoon. Most of
the management people were golfing at the country
club, fishing or at home. Picket lines were formed
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between the day and night shifts so only two
typesetters—who had lagged behind or were at work
early—were in the building.
The publisher, managing editor and other
management people subsequently straggled in. The
crafts unions did not try to cross the picket lines until
later that evening.
The local Guild comprises newsroom, advertising,
business office and circulation employes, telephone
operators, photoengraving personnel and several
secretaries. The typesetters, pressmen, mailers and
book binders have their own unions. O nly the Guild
was on strike; other unions honored the picket lines
or considered themselves locked out.

crossing the line
On Saturday night, management was busy editing
and dummying a Sunday newspaper— in spite of the
strike—when three typesetters decided to cross the
picket line. The police were called to escort them into
the building.
Television floodlights were turned on. Com ptroller
Joel Koppang opened the door from the inside, and
pickets (plus 20 paperboys who had come to join the
fun) crowded against it. Police and printers pushed.
Pickets pushed harder. The police and printers gave
up and went home. Koppang locked the door.
By 9 p.m ., when the pressmen were scheduled to go
to w ork, management had decided not to print a
Sunday newspaper. It was the first time in the
Tribune's history that a Sunday issue was not
published.
The first Guild strike in M ontana, in the early 1930s,
also was against the Tribune, the only Guild
newspaper in the state. It lasted five minutes and was
meant to gain recognition for the newly formed
Guild. O ther strikes had been called against Montana
newspapers by crafts unions.
A picket line was maintained continuously. O ften,
during the early hours, the line comprised only a few
persons who sat in a cam per, watched the front door
of the building, drank beer and played poker. O ther
union members would not cross the line, no matter
how skimpy it was, and if a large num ber of persons
decided to cross it, they could not be stopped.
Cooperation of other unions from the Great Falls
area generally was good. During the first 48 hours,
members of the International Brotherhood of
Electrical W orkers, Com m unications W orkers of
Am erica, Operating Engineers, Pipe Fitters Union,
Hotel and Restaurant W orkers, Montana Education
Association, Montana Federation of Teachers,
Teamsters and other unions joined the picket line,
brought food to the commissary or donated cash to
the G uild. Vince Bosh, head of the Cascade County
Trades and Labor Assembly, was available for help at
any hour and stopped daily to talk with pickets.
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Throughout the strike, shipments by trucking firms
employing Teamsters Union drivers w ere halted atthe
picket line. The teamsters refused to cross the line, so
trucking-com pany managers drove the trucks
through the line and unloaded them w hile the
teamsters drank coffee and talked with pickets.
Newspaper G uilds throughout the United States
sent $25, $50, $100 and $200 checks to the Great Falls
G uild.
The G uild 's only trouble with other unions came
from crafts unions associated with the Tribune.
The International Typographical Union and the
Pressmen's Union com prise em ployes from the
newspaper and from the Tribune job shop about two
miles from the Tribune Building. The job shop
building also housed the circulation departm ent.
Pickets w ere sent to the job shop, for G uild leaders
wanted it shut down so the Tribune w ould have no
incom e.
ITU members and pressmen at the job shop said
they wanted to go back to w o rk , since the G uild had
nothing to do with th e sh o p . T h e T rib u n e
management put in the circulation-departm ent
windows signs announcing that the departm ent had
been moved to the Tribu ne Building. The pickets
rem ained. Job-shop em ployes then started schem ing
to break the picket lines. Bernie Kem pa, president of
the ITU local, led this group.
Kempa refused to make decisions. He delegated
few responsibilities and was d ifficult to find. W hen he
was forced to make a decision, he called an ITU
international representative w ho could be reached
about every other day by telephone.
Kempa forbade ITU m em bers from w orking on an
interim strike newspaper. He said if the newspaper
was not printed in a union shop, ITU m em bers w ould
cross the picket line and go back to w o rk. W hen a
union shop agreed to print the paper at a reasonable
price, Kempa dem anded that the newspaper carry an
Allied bug. (The bug means that the shop em ploys
members of both the ITU and Pressmen's U n io n. In
some shops, ITU m em bers run the presses.)
W hen an Allied shop signed a contract to print the
newspaper, ITU volunteers w ere needed to help print
it. Kempa refused to call m em bers and ask for
volunteers: “ I've been talking on the phone all w eek
and my ear is sore. If you'll w rite up w hat you w ant, I'll
post it and anyone that sees it can call y o u ."
After more than a w eek of harassing the pickets,
members of the IT U , Pressmen's Union and
Bookbinders Union rammed the picket line at the job
shop and w ent to w o rk. They w ere encouraged by a
few display-advertising salesmen w ho had crossed the
line at the Tribune Building.
Dick Pattison met with county labor leaders that
morning and agreed to rem ove the picket line from
the job shop if employes w ould agree not to set type
or prepare material for an issue of the Tribune.
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O nly two pickets stayed next to the door of the
circulation departm ent from 8 a.m . to 5 p .m ., M onday
through Friday.
After the job-shop em ployes returned to w o rk,
Kem pa, w ho w orked there, was even harder to find
than the elusive ITU international representative.
W hen Kempa was available, he did little more than
call secret ITU executive board meetings without
notifying board members w ho sympathized with
Guild views.
Several G uild members also caused trouble. Jerry
Coonse, the G uild m em ber w ho had made the
original strike m otion, and Butch Kum m er— both
display-advertising salesmen— put on picket signs one
morning and joined the line. W hen they w ere alone
near an unlocked door, they sneaked into the
building. Coonse did not even bother to leave his sign
outside. O ne by o ne, other advertising salesmen
entered the building as did an editorial w riter and
both members of the Tribune State Bureau in Helena.
A total of 15 G uild members eventually crossed the
picket line. O ne switchboard operator said she
crossed because her husband had told her to cross it
or find another job. Rum ors floated freely about
pressures to cross the line or spouses, w orking
elsew here, w ould be fired. None was substantiated.

line bolstered
As news of persons crossing the picket line reached
other unions in Great Falls, husky operating engineers
and smelter w orkers began to reinforce the line.
W hen a showdown finally cam e, how ever, they w ere
of little help.
O ne morning G uild pickets decided to refuse to let
anyone into the building. Police w ere called to escort
the advertising salesmen through the line. Each group
just stared at the other until Jerry Coonse punched a
picket in the face. The police started knocking down
pickets and shoving advertising salesmen into the
building over pickets sprawled in the parking lot.
O ne picket was taken to a hospital. Four w ere
arrested, including G uild President Carla Beck. An
assault charge was filed against Coonse. The scuffle
was recorded for television and newspapers by G uild
photographers.
Because of the fighting, the Tribune management
asked the court to ban pickets from the parking lot
owned by the Tribune. The next day Carla Beck was
handed an injunction prohibiting pickets from
standing on Tribune property. Thereafter, em ployes
had no trouble crossing the picket line. They simply
drove through, some at high speed, and w alked from
the parking lot into the Tribune Building.
Because so many persons crossed the line, the G uild
set up a trial board to deal with each dissenting
member. It planned to use as a guideline the G uild
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international constitution, which says punishm ent for
crossing a Guild picket line can be loss of wages
earned w hile w orking inside the line, fines up to
$1,000 or loss of Guild membership (in a closed shop,
loss of membership would mean loss of a job).
The trial board wrote to each member who had
crossed the line, outlining charges and asking for a
written reply. The letters said a trial date would be set
later. But the board decided to postpone trials until
after the strike so Guild internal problems would not
hinder contract negotiations.
As each person crossed the picket line, morale
among Guild members declined. M ore and more
pickets called in sick and the line became thinner.
Ron Rice, the veteran and colorful courthouse
reporter and picket-line chairm an, limped into the
strike headquarters daily on a knee injured in "the
war” and again in a scuffle with police and persons
trying to cross the picket line. He was a good indicator
of morale. Each time he learned another m ember had
crossed the line, his expression showed his
displeasure. He got more and more grouchy as pickets
missed more and more shifts.
W hen the injunction ordered pickets out of the
parking lot, Rice's mood hit a low. It was one of the
few places where pickets could get out of the w ind.
And without pickets there, the line was ineffective.
Three weeks into the strike, Rich H ill, a young copy
editor, was fired by the Tribune management. He has
a w ife, several children, a home and a new car.
Management alleged he had been fired for
incompetence. The Guild regarded the firing as a
tactic to scare other young strikers with fam ilies and
bills. Neither argument was proved.
The dismissal was expected to drive morale even
lower. Rice's mood, how ever, reflected what most
Guild members really thought. He called for a
renewed effort on the picket line and at the
bargaining table. Pickets started showing up more
often for assignments, and apathy became less
apparent.
The weather, if nothing else, was on the Guild's
side. It remained unseasonably warm through the
middle of November. The winds continued and rain
fell occasionally. There was no snow until late in the
strike.
Jake Beck, husband of Guild President Carla Beck
and an Episcopalian m inister, observed that "G od
must be a Guild m em ber” because He held off the
inclement weather as long as possible.
W hen the weather became cold, pickets were
alternated often so they could retreat to the
commissary in strike headquarters across the street
from the Tribune Building. There Guild members
consumed daily dozens of cookies, sandwiches and
doughnuts and gallons of coffee. The commissary
became a favorite gathering place not only for pickets
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but for off-duty Guild members, late-night visitors
and visitors from other unions in Great Falls.
During the strike, pickets and others consumed
hundreds of gallons of coffee, thousands of cookies,
dozens of rolls and doughnuts, gallons of chile, soup
and casseroles, a bushel of fresh fruit and thousands of
sandwiches—ham, turkey, egg salad, corn beef,
salami, bologna and cheese.
A few weeks after the strike started, a Guild member
donated a refrigerator to the commissary. Two big
coffee pots, hot plates, pots and pans and plastic
flatware were donated by Guild members.
With the exception of several meals provided by
other unions and food donated by Guild members, all
food, paper plates and styrofoam cups were
purchased by the G uild. Total commissary costs
amounted to only $515.
A special committee, comprising mainly older
women and Guild members who were physically
unable to picket, was formed to run the commissary,
which always was staffed by at least one person. It
originally was in the same room with the other
headquarters offices, but it was moved to a larger
room when the strike newspaper started publication.

press releases issued
During the first w eek, the Publications Com m ittee,
h e a d e d by W a y n e A r n s t , a r e p o r t e r and
photographer, had little time to think about a strike
newspaper. Committee members w ere needed to fill
vacancies in the picket line and w ere expected to
write at least tw o, sometimes as many as six, press
releases a day and read them by phone to all radio and
television stations in the area as well as other state
newspapers and the w ire services.
Each day the Publications Com m ittee also was
expected to prepare a Guild newsletter called the
Bread and Butter, distributed to Great Falls Guild
members and mailed to all Guild locals in the United
States. The single-sheet newsletter was stenciled and
mimeographed by Jake Beck every evening at his
church. The Guild paid for the paper and ink.
In an informal meeting of the Publications
Com m ittee, I was named publication manager of the
proposed strike newspaper. Arnst was named to head
the news side, and Mary Grant, an advertising
saleswoman, to run the advertising. The committee
decided to print the first issue the following Friday,
N o vem b er 1— fo u r days b e fo re the off-year
congressional and local election.
The T rib u n e had p rin te d little abo ut the
forthcoming election, and the Great Falls public was
generally uninformed about the candidates and
issues. Grant hoped candidates would flock to the
strike newspaper to buy advertisements.
Arnst and I discussed names for the newspaper and
laughed at and rejected the W ildcat, the Star and the
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Tribunal. I was looking at the vertical blue sign on the
corner of the Trib u ne Building. A sim ilar sign across
the street carried the w ord "P e n n a n t/' for the
Pennant Bar on the ground floor of the building that
housed the second-story offices of the G u ild strike
headquarters. The Pennant Bar was know n as "th e bar
the Trib b u ilt" because form er and present Tribu ne
em ployes gathered there nightly to quaff pitchers of
beer and solve the w orld's problem s.
Arnst and I agreed that the new spaper should be
called the G u ild Pennant. This later was changed to
the Great Falls Pennant, at the request of D ick
Pattison, so it w ould not appear to be a m outhpiece
for the G u ild .
O n Friday m orning, O cto b er 25, I started looking
for a place to get the newspaper set and printed.
Pattison suggested renting or leasing typesetting
equipm ent and asking unem ployed ITU m em bers to
help set type. Then only an available press w ould have
to be located.
W hen Bernie Kem pa heard this suggestion, he told
his ITU members not to help w ith the Pennant, and he
dem anded that the Pennant be printed in a union
shop. If G uild m em bers tried to set the type or if the
newspaper did not carry a union bug, Kem pa said he
w ould order his m em bers to return to w o rk at the
Tribune.
O w ing to these and other p roblem s, new s
gathering and advertising activities w ere curtailed
until a print shop could be located and a publication
date set.
During contract negotiations several years e arlie r,
the G uild had threatened to strike. C ity Editor Ralph
Bidw ell, who had since joined the m anagem ent, had
headed the Publications C om m ittee. Though a strike
was not called, Bidwell had studied the possibility of
publishing a strike new spaper.
He said the Livingston En terp rise had agreed to
print the newspaper then. Shelby and Kalispell
newspapers also had been cooperative.
W e called those newspapers. The Kalispell Daily
In ter Lake said its em ployes w ere too busy to take on
another w eekly. The Sh elb y P ro m o ter and the
Livingston new spaper, ho w ever, agreed to print the
Pennant. It later was learned that the P ro m o ter was
com pletely nonunion and was ruled out. The
Livingston newspaper agreed to print the first issue of
the Pennant the follow ing Friday, N ovem ber 1.
W hen Kem pa, w ho did not like the idea of a strike
newspaper, heard about the agreem ent, he called a
meeting to dem and that the Pennant carry an A llied
bug. The Livingston En terp rise em ployed ITU
members and carried only an ITU bug.
It was late Saturday afterno on, O cto b er 26, w hen I
learned about Kem pa's new dem ands. The Livingston
shop and the known Allied shops w ere closed. Kem pa
refused to give the G uild a list of the A llied shops in
M ontana. Several other ITU m em bers, h o w ever, listed
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as many as they could rem em ber. The only one in
Great Falls, other than the T ribu n e, was Electric C ity
Printing, run by Bob Bennetts.
Early M onday m orning, O cto b er 28, I called
Bennetts, w ho at first refused to have anything to do
with the Pennant. It later was theorized that Bennetts
might have feared that his paper supply w ould be cut
off if he printed the strike newspaper.
Finally, Bennetts agreed to print 15,000 sixteen-page
tabloid copies for an estimated $5,000. The Pennant
had received a $1,000 loan from the G uild and
expected about $500 in advertising revenue. Pattison
said the G uild w ould cover expenses up to $2,000 for
the first issue. Electric C ity Printing's fee obviously was
too high for us.
Allied shops in M issoula, Bozem an and Helena said
they w ere too busy to print the newspaper for at least
several w eeks. They all estimated that the cost w ould
not exceed $1,700. Each also noted that a new sprint
shortage w ould not allow it to print the Pennant on a
regular schedule.
Every know n A llied print shop in M ontana was
called— including the state-owned print shop at the
U niversity of M ontana in M issoula. The manager
there said he w ould not print the newspaper because
he did not think it w ould be good politics to choose
sides in the strike.
No A llied shop could be found to print the Pennant
at a reasonable cost. Pattison suggested, how ever, that
news gathering and advertising sales be resum ed. He
said he w ould help find a print shop before Friday.
Reporters talked to the persons on their regular
beats. Since most of the display-advertising salesmen
w ere inside the Trib u ne Building , classifiedadvertising clerks sold display advertisem ents. A
Pennant nam eplate was designed.

license obtained
The G uild 's attorneys arranged to get a business
license for the Pennant. It was paid for and stamped
"paid under protest" because som eone com plained
that if the Pennant had not purchased it, the city could
close the new spaper, violating freedom of the press.
The chairm an of the C ity-C o unty Planning Board
asked that linage be reserved for legal advertising.
Since the Tribu ne had halted p ub lication, all legal
advertising had gone to the Cascade C o u rie r, the only
other newspaper in the county. The Pay D irt, a local
t h r o w a w a y a d v e r t i s e r , did not get legal
advertisem ents because it contained no news and
attorneys said it did not qualify as a newspaper.
City and county attorneys finally approved legal
advertisem ents in the Pennant after a long discussion
about its status as a newspaper that never had been
published. The law says legal advertising cannot
appear in a newspaper that does not have an
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established circulation. The attorneys assumed that
the Pennant's circulation w ould be about the same as
the Tribune's, for I had told them w e w ould use
Tribune delivery boys.
Advertising salesmen called the local Republican
and Dem ocratic party headquarters, w hich called
each candidate. W ithin an hour, candidates started
streaming into the Pennant offices— in one corner of
the strike headquarters— to buy advertisements.
Advertising salesmen tried to call every store that
had advertised with the Tribune. The rate was
arbitrarily set at $3.25 a colum n inch with hopes of
selling at least 250 inches.
Reporters w rote stories that tried to tell the public
what had happened since the strike had begun.
Television schedules w ere obtained.

pickets make suggestions
Arnst and I took part of the evening to visit the
picket line and ask employes what they thought was
wrong with the Tribune and what they wanted in the
Pennant. Several suggested that the Pennant, unlike
the Tribune, should have folios outside the copy area,
kickers on headlines, sharp pictures with a fine screen
and a floating nameplate. O thers thought it should
allow for lead between paragraphs to make the
columns even at the bottom of the page— a practice
the Tribune discourages.
The Pennant had no billing system, so advertisers
were required to pay in advance. Some of the larger
advertisers later w ere allowed to pay as long as a w eek
after the advertisement had run. The salesmen w ere
responsible for collecting the money.
Th e G r e a t Falls b in g o p a r lo r s b o u g h t
advertisements, because the Pennant, w hich was not
mailed, did not have to w orry about postal laws.
T h e P en n a n t soon e n c o u n te re d its first
com petition. The Pay Dirt had expanded to almost five
times its usual size w hen the strike started. Some
advertisers com plained that it had raised its rates soon
after the strike began. O thers said they had spent their
entire advertising budget in the Pay Dirt because they
did not think other space w ould be available. Some
bought advertising in the Pennant but told salesmen
to pick up slicks and art at the Pay Dirt o ffice, w hich
lost every slick the Pennant needed. In some cases, the
Pennant had to use Pay Dirt clippings to paste up as
artwork in advertisements.
Some advertisers wanted to buy flex-form
advertisements or five-colum n, one-inch ads they
could not buy in the Tribune or Pay Dirt. They refused
to advertise when told they w ould have to buy more
conventional advertisements.
Pattison and I called print shop owners for two days,
but none would print the Pennant. Finally, w e talked
with Bennetts again and he agreed to print the
newspaper at Electric City Printing, even if he had to
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put on a night shift of unem ployed Tribune
typesetters and pressmen. He reduced his price to the
$2,000 range but said the paper w ould have to be
printed on a flat-bed press. That w ould mean 120,000
impressions and three inserts for a 16-page
newspaper. Bennetts, the only available printer, was
hired. He agreed to pick up the copy at 5 p.m.
Wednesday and start w ork im mediately.
I dummied all the advertising—about 75 per cent
political—and the copy editors hurried to dummy the
already-edited news stories before the 5 p.m .
deadline.
W hen the page dummies w ere nearly com pleted, a
copy editor noticed that there w ere no photographs.
W e scurried home and sorted through old photo files
for pictures. Glossy prints of scenery and w ildlife w ere
brought to the office. The last page was being
completed when Bennetts walked in.
The first issue of the Pennant, w e thought, w ould be
on the streets Saturday m orning. M any pitchers of
beer were emptied at the Pennant Bar, and the staff
promised to start the second issue the next m orning.
I awoke early the next morning and rem em bered
that the folios had not been with the copy I had given
Bennetts. After a cup of coffee at the commissary, I
typed the folios and took them to Electric City Printing
when it opened at 8 a.m.
Bennetts put the folios on top of the box of copy he
had been given the previous evening and handed the
whole thing to me. He said he had decided not to print
the Pennant. He gave no reason and refused to talk
about it.
Pattison agreed to talk to Bennetts and, if nothing
else, find out w hy he would not print the newspaper.
Pattison had not abandoned hope of getting a
newspaper on the streets before the election— five
days away.
As Pattison stepped into the print shop, he was
called to the phone and told that the Tribune
advertising em ployes, with a police escort, had
crossed the picket line. He hurried back to the
Tribune Building.
Later, no amount of pleading could make Bennetts
change his mind. He still refused to give a reason for
not printing the Pennant.
O n Friday m orning, November 1, the day the first
issue would have been put on the press, I got one
refusal after another from print shops that w ere too
busy to print the newspaper before the election.
O n Saturday m orning, the Pennant advertising
salesmen stayed home. They had had trouble
c o n v in c in g b u sin e ssm e n that a re sp e c ta b le
newspaper would be printed. Those they had
convinced bought advertising reluctantly. Threefourths of the advertisements had been sold to
political hopefuls. The advertising side wanted to put
off, as long as possible, the task of returning money to
advertisers.
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O n Saturday afternoon, over a pitcher of beer in the
Pennant Bar, a printer asked if I had called Reporter
Printing and Supply in Billings. He noted it was an
Allied shop and printed several w eekly newspapers,
including the M ontana Livestock R e p o rte r and the
Roundup newspaper. Reporter Printing had not been
on our list of Allied shops. O n M onday m orning, I
called Reporter Printing every hour and left a message
for its manager, Frank Cross, to call as soon as he
arrived at his office.
M eanw hile, Arnst called print shops in Lethbridge
and M ed icine Hat, Alberta. He also called the Border
Patrol and the Custom s Service to determ ine w hat
taxes or tariffs w ould have to be paid on newspapers
printed in Canada. Arnst was turned down by every
Allied shop he called in Canada.
Early M onday afternoon, Cross called the Pennant. I
asked if he could print 15,000 sixteen-page tabloid
newspapers Friday. Cross said he co uld . I asked if
Reporter Printing could set the type before then.
Cross said he w ould have to look into that and call
back.
He called three hours later and said his shop was
booked for w eeks in advance. I suggested he put on a
night shift of unem ployed G reat Falls ITU m em bers. I
also agreed to pay overtim e to a R eporter Printing
shop foreman at night. Cross again had to consult his
shop forem an. W hen he called back at 5 p.m .
M onday, arrangem ents w ere made to send two
typesetters to Billings W ednesday night to begin
w ork. Tw o m ore printers w ould be sent Thursday to
help finish setting the type and paste up the pages.
Cross said his day shift could handle everything after
the pages w ere cam era-ready. I agreed to go to
Billings Thursday to proofread the pages and pay the
printing bill.
Cross said he could not print the Pennant on a
regular schedule because of the new sprint shortage. I
said we w ould w orry about that later.

deadline set
A 9 a.m. W ednesday deadline was set for news and
advertising copy, w hich had to be edited and
dummied before noon w hen the printers w ould leave
for Billings. That left 24 hours to assemble a
newspaper.
O n Tuesday m orning, I started looking for four
printers to go to Billings. Kem pa refused to help,
saying he did not w ant any of his ITU m em bers
w orking for a strike newspaper.
Tom W ard, vice president of the ITU lo cal, said he
could not go to Billings, but he w ould try to help find
some printers to go.
By m id-afternoon he had called m ore than half of
the ITU m em bers and had no volunteers. M ost w ere
afraid the Tribune m anagem ent w ould be unhappy
with them. O thers noted that for each shift they
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w orked in Billings they w ould lose one-fifth of their
lockout payments (about $21 a shift). If they w orked
more than one shift, they w ould be ineligible for
unem ploym ent com pensation. They explained that
they could make more m oney sitting at hom e.
The Pennant had to agree to pay any p rinter w ho
went to Billings the difference between what he made
by w orking and what he could have collected by
staying hom e. The printers also dem anded $10 a
person as an incentive to w ork for the Pennant. This
amounted to about $30 a person in addition to their
wages from Reporter Printing. They also w ould be
paid for their hotel, meals and mileage.
Two printers agreed to that offer. Danny Berg, an
experienced key-puncher and paste-up m an, and
Don Lander, a paste-up man w ho knew the codes to
mark on the copy, also agreed to use their pickup
trucks to bring the newspapers to G reat Falls. The
Pennant offered to pay them 12 cents a m ile— the
amount the G uild was asking in contract negotiations.
Berg and Lander agreed to help find two more
printers. Late that evening, D ick Eide, a paste-up m an,
and Jim T ru n kle, a p unch er, said they w ould go to
Billings. They met at the Pennant and I explained how
they w ould be paid. Berg was named forem an of the
crew .
Cross had said his equipm ent was older than the
Tribune's and the codes w ere d ifferent. Berg
suggested that three printers be sent to Billings
W ednesday—to w ork two shifts— and the rem aining
printer be sent Thursday with me to w ork only the
Thursday shift. Eide said he w ould go Thursday.
By m idnight Tuesday, only about half of the
advertising copy had been turned in and dum m ied.
News was p lentiful, but it could not be dum m ied until
advertisem ents w ere on the pages.
Copy editors w orked until 2 a.m . A page and a half
of television schedules w ere dum m ied. M ore than a
full page of births, deaths and vital statistics— dating to
the first day of the strike— w ould appear in the first
issue.
Post-election pictures w ere taken, developed and
printed, and Carla Beck w orked into the early hours
com piling election results.
By 10 a.m . W ednesday, N ovem ber 6, Berg, Lander
and Tru nkle w ere ready to leave for Billings, but most
of the copy still needed w o rk. I suggested that Berg
and Lander leave in Berg's truck w ithout the copy.
Tru nkle and the copy w ould leave at about 2 p.m . on a
flight to Billings. The copy was ready to go at 1 :30 p.m .
At 2 a.m . Thursday, Berg called from Billings to say
that Reporter Printing's equipm ent was older and
harder to use than had been expected and the codes
w ere much different from the Tribune's. Berg said
they had gone to w ork at 5 p.m . and had set only the
television schedules and several advertisem ents. He
said they w ould w ork as long as possible that night and
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plan to work until dawn the following night, if
necessary.
Eide and I took Lander's truck to Billings Thursday.
The pages were camera-ready by 1 a.m. Friday. Page
negatives and plates would be made the next
morning, and at 3 p.m. the presses w ould start printing
the first Pennant.
The next day, I remembered that a union bug had
not been pasted onto any of the pages. I ran to a
telephone and told Cross. The last plates w ere just
being put on the offset press. A bug was stripped into
the negative and the page was replated. The presses
rolled at 3 p.m.
I went to Reporter Printing just as the presses
started. Cross said he had ordered 17,500 copies
because that would use two rolls of newsprint and not
leave large roll-ends for which the Pennant w ould be
charged. He reminded me that he had enough paper
in stock to print only one more issue.
I picked up a handful of Pennants and went to the
Northern Lounge and gave copies to Lander, Berg and
the bartender.
At 4:30 p.m ., the papers were loaded on the trucks.
Four and a half hours later, the Pennant arrived in
Great Falls.
The M ailers Union volunteered to insert into the
Pennant a mimeographed sheet explaining the
Guild's position in the strike.
By 11 p.m ., newsboys who norm ally sold the
Tribune w ere selling the Pennant in downtown bars as
fast as they could make change. O n Saturday,
November 9, boys w ere lined up at the office at 7 a.m.
to pick up copies to sell door to door, on the streets
and in the shopping centers.
The newspapers w ere sold in bundles of 50.
N ew sboys and w h o le s a le rs — w ho sold the ir
newspapers to stores and newsstands— bought the
bundles for $5. Stores that wanted to buy bundles
were charged $6. Individual copies cost 15 cents. Each
boy was told he could return unsold newspapers for a
refund.
By noon most of the copies w ere on the street. O ne
enterprising boy had reserved 2,000 to sell that
evening at a high school football game between cross
town rivals.
By Sunday evening, how ever, about 3,000 unsold
copies had been returned. G uild members assigned
the task of circulating the Pennant promised to
double their efforts the following w eek.
A few thousand unsold newspapers did not bother
me. What I really cared about was becoming a reality.
Great Falls had its first printed news and advertising in
three weeks. Residents started calling in news tips.
Lan d lo rd s and p ro sp e c tiv e rente rs c a lle d in
advertising. KM O N radio announced several times
hourly that newspapers again w ere available in the
Electric City. Local television stations led their
newscasts with stories about the Pennant. Advertising
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salesmen and reporters were met more cordially
when they resumed their duties M onday morning.
O ne member of the Tribune management was seen
trying to hide several copies of the Pennant under his
arm as he walked into the Tribune Building. The
Montana State Historical Society asked for copies of
each issue.
Although the first issue contained only local news
and feature pictures, the public liked it because it was
the only printed news available. M ajor newspapers
elsewhere in Montana refused to increase the
number of copies sent to Great Falls.

the second issue
On Monday m orning, November 11, advertising
salesm en and re p o rte rs began w o r k with a
Wednesday noon deadline for the second issue.
Advertising sales appeared up, so I told Cross to
expect 18 to 24 pages. He said again that he had
enough paper to print only one more issue. I jokingly
suggested that Cross call the Tribune, which no longer
needed so much paper. He did not laugh.
Dick Pattison assured me that more newsprint
would be made available. He called friends on the East
Coast and in California, telling them Reporter Printing
needed 35-inch rolls of 30-pound newsprint.
Pattison's friends w ere unable to find surplus
newsprint of the correct size, but a California source
could supply 10 tons in 29-inch rolls.
I told this to Cross, who said one of his weeklies and
some of his jobs w ere printed on 29-inch rolls. If the
Guild would provide him with 10 tons of 29-inch rolls,
he would continue to print the Pennant on 35-inch
rolls and order his full quota of 35-inch rolls at the first
of the year.
Salvatore Parotta, the head of the Los Angeles
County Trades and Labor Assembly, was to supply the
newsprint. The transaction was to be handled through
the G uild , and the newsprint would be shipped
directly to Reporter Printing in Billings. Cross agreed
that if the strike ended and the Pennant was
discontinued before the 10 tons had been used, he
would buy the rem ainder at $350 a ton. Later, I learned
that Pattison had bought the newsprint for $340 a ton.
O ther problems arose. Several groceries and some
large department stores did not want to advertise
because they thought the Pennant came out too late
in the week. They pointed out that potential
customers would not see the advertising until about
noon Saturday. Stores were closed Sunday, so
shoppers had only five or six hours to decide to go to a
store after reading the advertisements. They said
weekend advertising did not help M onday business,
and the newspaper would have to be on the streets by
Friday morning before they would advertise.
That would require printing the Pennant Thursday
afternoon. A M onday deadline would be needed for
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news and advertising copy. Cross said his day crew
could not help set type to allow 12 m ore hours a w eek
for advertising sales and news gathering.
The Pennant also had a problem com m on to many
w eeklies—w eek-old sports scores and w eek-and-ahalf-old election tabulations filled some of the inside
pages of the second issue. The television stations
reported Thursday night that suspects had been
arrested in an attempted m urder. The front page
Saturday m orning reported only that the shooting had
taken place.
In an informal m eeting, A rnst, Pattison and I
decided to try to move the printing day to W ednesday
afternoon arid consider publishing tw ice w eekly.
M ary G rant announced that after the second issue
she no longer w ould be the advertising d irecto r.
H ow ever, she continued to w alk the picket line
several hours each day.
Gary Sullivan, vice president of the G u ild , took over
the advertising post. He lasted one w e e k, saying he
quit because of “ outside pressures.”
Tom Johnson then was appointed to head the
advertising side. During the planning of the
newspaper, Johnson had refused to sell advertising.
He had said selling advertising to som eone else's
accounts, strike or not, was a mortal sin in the
advertising business— he just assumed he w ould lose
his job at the Tribune if he sold advertising for the
Pennant.
A w eek later, several advertising salesmen w ho had
vigorously supported the strike crossed the picket
line. Johnson's attitude changed. He literally ran from
business to business selling advertisem ents. And he
sold the first advertisem ent to a large departm ent
store.
W hile in Billings with the third issue of the Pennant,
I talked with Cross about an earlier press tim e. He
agreed but noted that the newspaper w ould have to
be printed W ednesday afternoon the next w e e k,
because Thursday was Thanksgiving and his pressmen
would not be w orking . I told the Pennant office to
move the deadlines to M onday m orning so the
printers could start setting type M onday night.
T h o u g h th e f o u r t h is s u e w o u ld a p p e a r
Thanksgiving Day, Arnst suggested it be dated Friday,
November 29.
“ If the Reader's Digest can send out its D ecem ber
issue in the m iddle of N ovem ber, w e can d eliver the
November 29 Pennant on Thanksgiving,” he said.
It was done.
Before the strike, I had asked the Tribu ne
management for a leave from D ecem b er 1, 1974, to
m id-M arch, 1975. W illiam (Scotty) Jam es, Tribu ne
editor, and Terry D w yer, Tribu ne managing editor,
approved the leave verbally and prom ised to confirm
it in w riting. N either did before the strike started.
I decided to leave the Pennant D ecem ber 1, and I
was assured by Tribune m anagem ent, by telep ho n e,
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that my leave still w ould be valid if the strike ended
w hile I was taking it.

manager named
Barbara M ittal, a copy editor w ho had been
balancing the Pennant's books, was the Publications
Com m ittee's unanim ous choice to fill my post as
manager.
M itta l p ro c e e d e d w ith p la n s to m ake the
newspaper a sem iw eekly. The printing day was moved
to W ednesday, but large businesses still did not buy
advertisem ents. Not until the seventh issue did the
Great Falls theaters decide to advertise. W ith the
exception of two small neighborhood m arkets, none
of the groceries bought ads.
W ith Christm as season in full swing, advertising
money was p lentiful, but the big stores w ere not
w illing to spend it in the Pennant. The reason finally
became apparent.
The Tribune m anagem ent had told advertisers that
there w ould be a Tribune before Christm as. Salesmen
who had crossed the picket line w ere selling
advertising for the Tribune but could not promise
when it w ould be printed.
Several G uild officials learned that the Tribune was
trying to teach two advertising salesmen w ho had
crossed the picket line to run the presses. They had
been stereotypers before the Tribu ne changed to cold
type and bought a new press. W hen their jobs w ere
elim inated, they w ere prom oted to advertising
salesmen. The press forem an, w ho considered him self
a m em ber of the m anagem ent, was teaching the
salesmen to run the presses.
Also, the Tribune had installed IBM electric
typewriters with carbon ribbons and was expecting to
receive scanners to set local stories typed by
managem ent. Associated Press w ire copy came with
six-level tape ready for the com puter.
The possibility of a Tribu ne before Christm as
suddenly becam e a reality. Printers and pressmen
became less friendly and talked constantly about
losing their jobs to m achines. They accused Tribune
management of extending the strike to elim inate jobs.
O n e Pennant reporter said som eone from the
Tribune had been visiting the m ortuaries and writing
obituaries. M anagem ent personnel began showing
up at city commission meetings and news events.
O n e afternoon pickets heard the w arning bell when
the presses start. That evening it was learned that the
comics had been printed.
M ittal and several Pennant staff m em bers w ent to
Billings D ecem ber 16 w ith three printers. They had
arranged to print the newspaper tw ice a w eek. As they
w orked, the final sections of a Tribu ne w ere finished,
and it was sold on the streets D ecem ber 19.
The ITU members met im m ediately and decided by
a two-vote margin to cross the picket line the next day
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and go to work before they lost their jobs. The three
printers in Billings were not given a chance to vote,
but they said they would have voted to continue the
strike. If ITU President Kempa would have let them
vote by telephone, the strike would not have been
broken.
With the printers and pressmen inside the picket
line, the Guild had no muscle. The Tribune could
return to daily publication without the G uild . The
seventh and final issue of the Pennant went on the
street December 19. That evening the Guild members
met in the commissary and decided to continue the
strike p end ing w ord from the international
organization. At 4 p.m. Friday, Decem ber 20, it said to
discontinue picketing and sign the offer on the
negotiating table as soon as possible. The offer had
not been changed since the strike started. The strike
had gained the Guild nothing. A party, with Santa
Claus, was held for children of Guild members, but
the adults did not celebrate.
The contract the Guild negotiating committee
signed included:
—A $19-a-week raise starting Decem ber 1, 1973,
until the start of the strike and a $21-a-week raise
effective with the signing of the contract. Those
increases were for “ full exp erience" reporters,
advertising salesmen and copy editors—from $212 to
$252 a week. Those in the lower wage categories
received smaller raises. A “ full experience"
advertising employe would receive only $120 a w eek.
Other contract terms:
—Thirteen cents a mile for travel within Great Falls
and 11 cents out of town—a penny less than the Guild
request.
—A day's pay for employes missing work for
bereavement purposes.
—Several improvements in the health and welfare
provisions, including revision of fees charged under
the dental-insurance plan.
—Language changes in a pension plan and an
explanation of the actuarial costs to the Tribune of
more than $300,000. Assurance that the Tribune
program would comply with the federal pension law.
The striking employes slowly were called back to
work. Advertising and newsroom employes returned
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December 21, circulation department and business
office employes a few days later.
The G uild ’s problems had not ended, however.
Four members lost their jobs—three as a direct result
of the strike. Rich Hill was the only newsroom
employe dismissed. Three circulation district
managers lost their jobs because non-Guild persons
were hired when the Tribune printed the issue that
broke the strike. One photoengraving employe
immediately applied for a leave because of the
pressure after the strike ended. My leave was
forgotten and at this writing the management has not
decided whether to honor its promise.
When the Guild signed the contract, the Tribune
management refused to sign. Editor W illiam James
said the Tribune would not sign until the Guild would
guarantee that the 15 members who crossed the
picket line would not be penalized. The Guild refused
to put this clause in the contract because, in effect, it
would make the Tribune an open shop. At this writing,
the contract was still before the National Labor
Relations Board. The Guild trial board decided to take
no action against members who crossed the picket
line until the contract was signed.

a costly strike
The strike was costly to both sides. James estimated
the Tribune lost about $1 million.
The Guild initially was given $25,000 by the
international organization for strike benefits to
members. Another $5,000 was donated by other
Guilds and unions. An estimated $27,000 was paid in
benefits.
Other expenses included $790 in telephone bills,
$515 for the commissary, $148.50 for postage, $250 for
office rent, $4,100 to maintain insurance benefits and
other miscellaneous items, and a $1,000 loan to the
Pennant
The newspaper had estimated expenses of about
$20,000 and income from advertising and circulation
of about $19,000. No wages were paid to reporters,
editors or advertising salesmen.
Probably the largest loss was the $21,000 in wages to
Guild members, who considered the strike a failure.
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The Weeklies and
the Constitutional Convention
By L O R N A

THACKERAY

Miss Thackeray, news editor of the Hardin (M ont.) Herald,
examined 45 Montana weekly newspapers in 1972 to determine
their coverage of the state's Constitutional Convention. This article
is a summary of her report for independent-study credit in the
School of Journalism. Miss Thackeray, a native of Havre, earned a
B.A. in journalism in 1974.

A lt h o u g h M o n t a n a a p p ro ve d a new state
constitution in 1972, nearly half of the voters opposed
it. Twelve of 56 counties voted for the docum ent.
Most of the 44 others w ere rural districts served by
w eekly newspapers.
O pposition to the new constitution was more easily
detectable in w eekly newspapers than in dailies.
Perhaps the w eeklies w ere reflecting the negative
viewpoint of their rural readers.
Five weeklies of the 45 exam ined in this survey
endorsed the constitution.1 O nly three openly
opposed it,2 although many tacitly did. Sometimes
news colum ns reflected what editorial colum ns did
not:
. . . the present constitution is not as outdated as might
be inferred by calling it the “ 1889 document." It has been
amended 34 times and the people have rejected many
opportunities to make other changes. In fact, the
amendments proposed in the legislature have averaged 30
for the last several sessions. In one recent election three
proposed amendments were all rejected, including one
1Columbia Falls Hungry Horse News, Livingston Park County
News, Eureka Tobacco Valley News, Hamilton Western News,
Libby Western News.
2White Sulphur Springs Meagher County News, Shelby Times,
Townsend Star.
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that would have allowed more than three changes at a
time.3

That excerpt was part of an article w ritten by Robert E.
M iller, then secretary-manager of the M ontana Press
Association. But the Baker Fallon C ounty Times did
not print a byline or dateline on the story. It was not
labeled an editorial or analysis.
The Fallon C ounty Times had other interesting ways
of presenting Con Con news. In a Sept. 9,1971, front
page story about the primary election for convention
delegates, the newspaper devoted the first two
paragraphs to the fact that Fallon County had voted
against calling a Constitutional C onvention. The
primary results w ere announced in the second
colum n.
In an editorial about the new constitution, the D eer
Lodge Silver State Post said:
The feeling is rampant at the grassroots that little of value
can be salvaged from this noble effort and half-milliondollar investment. Fortunate indeed is the state that it was
not plagued by a hoard of special interest lobbyists when
the original constitution was written.4

}Baker Fallon County Times, June 1, 1972, p. 4.
4Deer Lodge Silver State Post, March 24, 1972, p. 1.
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Two major front-page stories provided in-depth
coverage of speeches by opponents, w hile several
small stories reported remarks by proponents. The
Deer Lodge newspaper, as well as most of the state's
weeklies and many of its dailies, printed a long letter
that vigorously attacked the new constitution. The
w riter, state Rep. D. L. Knutson of Glasgow, said, in
part:
The entire constitution is one gigantic urban-renewal
program and if I lived in Great Falls or Billings I would be
the first one in the voting booth. But what distresses me
even more about this document is the fact that it puts more
distance between government and the people.5

That seemed to summarize the rural view.
Many weeklies expressed concern about attempts
by convention delegates to get state money to “ sell"
the proposed document. The C ulbertson Searchlight,
under the headline “ East End State Troubles Sellers of
Constitution," began its May 11, 1972, lead story:
Proponents of the new constitution seem to be grasping
at straws in their efforts to "sell” it to Montana voters
before the primary election on June 6. Such was the
impression given Friday of last week at a meeting of the
Committee for Constitutional Improvement in Helena.6

The story had no byline and was not labeled a news
analysis or editorial.
In a May 18, 1972, editorial, the Big Sandy
M ountaineer said it was not “ endorsing either a yes or
no vote on the new docum ent." Then it added:
While it may be said that a “ no” vote on the document in
the June 6 primary would be a vote in favor of wasting the
many millions of dollars already spent preparing the new
document— I feel it only fair to ask the taxpayer what the
new document would cost him if adopted.
With only interpretive limits on state spending, taxation
and state debt, it just appears that he could name any
figure he chose—and theoretically have a chance at being
correct.
And while the taxation and judicial sections may not
weigh heavy enough to merit rejection of the whole, the
interpretation in my book— does!
The residents and taxpayers can interpret the new
document as they see fit at this time, but what about after it
has passed?7

The M ountaineer, like many other w eeklies,
seemed to be trying to present a guise of neutrality
and avoid openly opposing the constitution. An
editorial in the Harlowton Times did the same thing:
The C onstitutional C o nven tio n has co n clu d ed
deliberations and now we will be exposed to a couple of
months of explanation and salesmanship. Personally, we
remain open to being convinced the 1972 document is
enough better than 1889's to deserve our support. We still
have an open mind, despite some misgivings.8

Many weeklies did not take a stand on the new
slbid., June 2, 1972, p. 12.
6Culbertson Searchlight, May 11, 1972, p. 1.
7B\g Sandy Mountaineer, May 18, 1972, p. 2.
aHarlowton Times, March 30, 1972, p. 2.
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constitution but let others do it for them by printing
guest editorials from opposition groups like the
Montana Taxpayers Association and county farm
organizations. Most provided at least minimal
coverage of the convention. H ow ever, the Rohan
Pioneer and the Fairview News totally ignored the fact
that a new constitution was being drafted. In contrast,
some w eeklies, including the Libby W estern News,
Livingston Park County News and the Hamilton
W estern News, provided impressive coverage.
O nly 20 of the 45 newspapers printed information
about convention candidates in the primary or
general elections. Seven provided partial coverage of
candidates in their districts.9
Candidates frequently used advertisements to
convey ideas and qualifications. The ads, generally
well done, were at times the only source of
information about candidates.
The Hysham Echo provided the best coverage of
convention candidates. Before both the primary and
general elections, the Echo printed a series of
questions and answers telling how the candidates
vie we d
constitutional
issues.
Profiles and
photographs were used. Times and places of meetings
and debates were reported, although the actual
sessions did not receive much coverage.
Coverage increased after the convention began
(only 10 w eeklies failed to print w eekly summaries by
delegates) and after the constitution had been
written. Many w eeklies printed letters to the editor
about the docum ent, and 20 carried M iller's colum n,
which explained each article of the constitution and
compared it with the old constitution.
The most extensive coverage appeared in the
Hamilton W estern News, Livingston Park C ounty
News and the Libby W estern News.

romney's western news
M iles Romney Jr., editor of the Hamilton
newspaper, was a convention delegate, and his
W e ste rn N ew s d evo te d m ore sp ace to the
proceedings than did any other w eekly. Romney took
advantage of his access to a newspaper: He set forth
his opinions supporting the new constitution in half
page editorials during and after the convention. Not
surprisingly, Ravalli County was one of the 12 that
voted for the document.
The Libby W estern News also supported the new
constitution, and Lincoln County also voted for it. The
W estern News printed M iller's column and one by
Wesley W ertz, a Helena attorney and form er
president of the Montana Bar Association. Reports
9The Libby Western News carried only one profile of a candidate.
The Choteau Acantha covered only two candidates of the 25 in its
district. The Lewistown News-Argus offered candidates space to
describe their opinions and qualifications.
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from delegates were given considerable space as w ere
convention staff reports.
The Park C ounty News offered the best cross
section of information. It was one of two w eeklies that
used some AP stories, and it printed editorials from
the Helena In dep en den t R e co rd , statements by
convention delegates and letters from Livingston-area
residents. It also printed a colum n, “ Yellowstone
Notebook,” by W illiam H. Hornby, executive editor
of the D enver Post and vice president of the Eastern
Montana Publishing Co. at M iles City. A series of AP
reports explaining each article of the constitution was
printed. Guest editorials and columns all favored the

new constitution, which lost by 100 votes in Park
County.
In general, the coverage in the w eeklies was a
refreshing change from coverage in the dailies. The
latter relied heavily on the AP and presented a cherry
cheeked optimism that got old quickly. M any of the
w ee kl ie s v ie w e d the ne w co ns tit ut io n with
considerable skepticism—they simply were not
convinced that it was desirable.10
10See also Donald E. Larson, “ Press Coverage of the Montana
Constitutional Convention,” Montana Journalism Review, 1973,
p. 46, and Charles S. Johnson, “The Press and the Constitutional
Convention,” Montana Journalism Review, 1974, pp. 53-58.

Same to You, Ehrlichman!

W ell, I think he would have maybe a
better chance of getting a judge in a
different venue— concerning
the
witnesses— than he would certainly
here in W ashington w ho would feel
the political heat of letting the Senate
go on. I don't know how to calculate
that. That's— It's a good question. I
m ean, you would have to have it in a
place like M issoula, M ontana.
—John D. Ehrlichm an, discussing
ideal sites for a trial of John
M itchell.
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Crumbling O ff for A While
By Nicholas von Hoffman*

Writing a newspaper column is an unnatural occupation. A
columnist is paid for his opinions, and if that's not unnatural, it's
certainly a job that calls for the developing of faculties of mind and
disposition which are a positive handicap in most other lines of
work. Nobody wants an opinionated person around, and yet we
newspaper columnists are recompensed for cultivating this nasty
trait.
7
Still, it's unnatural to have an opinion about everything and
everybody. It’s probably a species of insanity. Forty or 50 wellthought-out, studied opinions are all a sane and healthy person
needs. Any more than that and he risks exhaustion and
derangement. It's very tiring summoning up an opinion about
everything one sees and hears, and it's crazy, too, for if man is made
to inquire, probe, search and question, he's not made to do so in
regard to everything; sometimes he's better off accepting with a
nod and grunt, just flowing with it, not removing himself to size it up
and pass judgment.
Even people who're paid for their opinions should leave off
sometime, and spend a while nodding and grunting and accepting.
It s either that or the nut house, so this column won't appear for the
next month or so because the man who writes it is going off to take
life as it is and not argue back.
While I'm gone I'm going to think on why this society should pay
people to write newspaper columns. It’s a very special and
privileged position, a very satisfying one for column writers, but, a
little entertainment aside, what can society hope to get in return?
Surely not just any old kind of opinion. There are plenty of them
around without having to pay for more. The pages of every
newspaper every morning are loaded with quotations from leaders
of business, politics, religion, athletics and every other field of
endeavor letting go with what they think.
If column writing has any utility, then, it must arise from the
writers not being leaders, not being part of any definable group that
puts special lenses on people's eyes so that they perceive according
to some kind of collective a priori. The columnist has got to be a
loner, a detached and unattached person, because he has nothing
else to offer except an opinion which isn't the ex parte argument of
one group or another. All he's got to sell are his own opinions; they
should be informed and researched, but above all they must be
personal, and not the views of others for whom he’s but the mouth.
That s never been easy to do, least of all in newspapering where
the publishers and senior editors have a long tradition of
compromising personal associations with businessmen and
politicians. However that may be, it's become customary with them
to urge their employes to stay neutral, to stay unencumbered, and,
by and large, the better news people of this era have done that.
Now this is beginning to change. Some of the leading figures in
American journalism are throwing off the old clothes of skepticism
and are putting on uniforms and enlisting in a variety of causes. This
is usually called the new journalism and it is usually justified by
saying the times are so bad, the issues so crucial that the old norms
are a luxury we can t afford. The new journalists are impervious to
the counterargument that it is exactly in the worst of times, when
partisanship is most irrational and unseeing, that we most need
people speaking and writing who are free of its claims.
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When a newspaper man joins up with the cause, he risks serving
higher loyalties than his work and his own opinions; he is in danger
of becoming a spokesman: That is a person who no longer
conceives of his duty to tell all there is to tell, but to make his side
look good, to emphasize what's alluring and skip over what's hard
to explain.
The other day an editor of a New York publication remarked that
she was disturbed to hear that one of her writers had conducted an
interview with George Jackson, the gifted, black, writer/convict
who was killed in what the authorities described as an escape
attempt from San Quentin and his friends called a murder. What
disturbed the editor was that the interview was never written up,
and when she asked the writer why, he replied that Jackson had told
him things that would hurt "The Movement" if they got out.
Once upon a time such incidents were common in American
journalism. Publications were practically all the avowed spokesmen
for various political groupings. Under the circumstances, a
newspaper could be expected to suppress unfavorable information
just as a newsletter from the Republican National Committee
would. But for several generations now, general circulation
publications have been trying to establish themselves as public
trusts. They've been trying to persuade people that they operate
under a different rubric and don't trifle with the information they
collect to make it come out right for their side. . . .
The people who flit back and forth between making the news and
commenting on it display a weak allegiance to journalism as a
calling. Indeed, they seem to regard it as a resting place for when
you re tossed out of office, but because they are in politics, they
must subject their ideas and opinions to the discipline of other
people's approval. They must answer to somebody.
But the columnist who joins up in an informal way doesn't have
that restraint. In most cases he himself isn't aware when he's
enlisted in a faction, when he's stopped answering to himself and
commenced to write what his group expects from him. Because,
unlike the self-acknowledged politician, he can't be sure who his
constituency is or what it may think, he's more liable to fall into
gross exaggerations and fairy-tale fancies. That's what comes of
trying to write to an ill-defined, putative audience whose
preferences can only be known by supposition.
Let's hope this hasn't happened to the columnists who've chosen
the way of personal engagement, but once caught up in action, it's
difficult to resist. And, when it happens, it's a shame. The society has
created very few positions of great independence, relatively large
immunity from pressure and access to a vast audience. When one of
the few holding these positions joins up, even with the army of
right, truth and progress, a special opportunity for providing people
with views and opinions they can't possibly get from organized
factions is lost.
The newspaper columnist, even more than the reporter, has an
obligation to be a grouchy, suspicious, nasty, introspective monk, a
horrid, raggedy thing no faction would care to capture. That being
the case, this monk will grumble off to his anchorite cell for a while.
*Excerpts from a column by Mr. Von Hoffman. Reprinted by
permission.
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Hot Nights Have Been in Montana
By O b ad iah O ’M aggoty*

It is night; night it is, and perched somewhere up a tree a gloomy
hoot owl sits and hoots;
Hoots at the majesty and mystery of night. The hoot of an owl is to
the night what the bray of an ass is to the day.
When the jackass lifts up his voice, he offers a free and running
commentary of scorn at the universe and all things in it, with refrains
and prolongations that are terrible.
It is a voice that reviles all human endeavor, quenches sentiment,
dissipates festivity, scatters reverie, paralyzes action.
As an impassioned orator, excelling particularly in vituperation
and invective, the owl was never in it with the ass.
The hoot of the owl is a short, compact, saturnine nocturne of
derision and contempt at everybody and everything, itself
included. Paradoxically it is an utterance of unutterable disgust.
Hot nights have been in Montana. Hot mornings, hot afternoons,
hot times of all kinds have been in Montana. Years ago, many years
ago, millions and millions of years ago, it was hot in Montana
morning, noon and night. Montana was a molten mass; Montana
was hot stuff every inch of her.
Montana had no monopoly of the heat. All the world was on fire;
all the world was all-fired hot.
Later on it cooled down sufficiently for protoplasm and things to
appear in Montana.
Birds, beasts and snakes came to Montana. Great snakes! The
Reptilian Age was prolific of incredible wonders; mud turtles as big
as a washtub and bullfrogs the size of a barrel; winged serpents that
flew licketysplit through the heavens; serpents, 100 feet long and a
yard wide, that stood on their heads and spiraled themselves aloft
like corkscrews; snakes of all colors, red, blue, green, yellow, all the
hues of the rainbow and then some; some the rainbow never
dreamed of in its most iridescent dreams. Great snakes have been in
Montana!
There were serpents of an extraordinary character, too, in
California, Oklahoma, New Jersey, Europe, Asia, Africa and the
Garden of Eden.
Some scientists of limited research assert that those old heprodigies of the Reptilian Age are extinct; that they vanished from
the earth with the advent of the Eocene period, when mammals first
arrived and set up in business. These scientists are in error.
All the awe-inspiring monsters, all the bizarre phenomena of the
Reptilian Age have been seen by men in comparatively recent
times; by many men; by men now living in Montana; by many who
croaked in Montana.
In the Barroom Age these huge and eccentric creeping, crawling,
flying things presented themselves to human vision along about
midnight.
Often they were accompanied by the more exotic specimens of
the Tertiary Epoch. All were exceedingly vivacious, performing with
one another fantastic feats of strength and skill.
Monkeys danced jigs on the backs of the mud turtles as big as
washtubs, and the bullfrogs the size of barrels leaped up into the
zenith and came down astride the flying alligators. Now and then a
giraffe of an inquiring turn of mind would stick his head down into
the spiral of a snake that reared itself aloft like a corkscrew; the
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snake entwined itself around a few yards of the giraffe's neck and
loved him to death.
Hot nights have been in Montana, I'll tell the world!
Beasts fought in Montana; cave men fought in Montana; red
men, white men, black men, yellow men have fought in Montana;
Custer fought in Montana; General Miles fought in Montana;
Dempsey and Gibbons fought in Montana; republicans, democrats
and La Follettites fought in Montana; precious few men, if they
thought there was anything in it for them, have been too proud to
fight in Montana.
Hot fights as well as hot nights have been in Montana.
Montana raises horses, hogs, cows, hens, cats, dogs, children,
ores, antes, voices, roofs, taxes, rows, rackets, hell and, in the spring
of the year, high water.
Also under certain conditions all the leading species of the
Reptilian Age are raised from the dead in Montana.
There are men of vision in Montana.
O n the whole, however, it must be admitted that, as compared
with its Barroom predecessor, the Bootlegging Age is more
conducive to last sad rites and silent tombs and less to great and
gorgeous snakes.
Hot nights are still in Montana.
There are bootleggers in Montana. There are bootleggers in
Butte, Helena, Great Falls, Bozeman, Livingston and Anaconda.
There are bootleggers in Deer Lodge, Missoula, Havre, Billings,
Miles City, Garrison, Silver Bow, Shelby and all intermediate points,
stopover privileges allowed within limit.
Anywhere in Montana a man has only to give the high sign to find
bootleggers to right of him, bootleggers to left of him, bootleggers
in front and behind him. They surround him, they close in upon
him; now he has bootleggers on top of him. He's the under man in a
furious football scrimmage, every bootlegger in the squirming
bunch desperately struggling to force booze onto him and take his
roll away from him.
In the good old days of the Barroom Age a man could take his
snakes and other startling zoology straight and pure; now his mud
turtles and monkeys and crocodiles and boa constrictors are
fearfully and wonderfully adulterated with a strong infusion of
skulls, crossbones, shrouds, morgues, golgothas, coffins, coroner's
inquests, applications for the probate of last wills and testaments.
Earth to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to dust, hell to hell.
Hot nights have been and hot nights are still in Montana.
As a general proposition, the hotter the night, the colder the
corpse the morning after.
Good night, hot night!
Sunrise and the fading star and one quick telephone call for the
undertaker.
And the voices of Nature's two supreme pessimists are heard in
the land.
The jackass brays by day and the hoot owl hoots by night.
*0'Maggoty was a pseudonym for Charles H. Eggleston, an editor
and an editorial writer for the Anaconda (Mont.) Standard from
1889 to 1933. This column appeared in the Feb. 22,1925, Standard.
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B.A., M.A., University of Montana. As an undergraduate in the School of Journalism, Professor Hood
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bureau of United Press International. He was graduated in 1961 and joined the staff of the Missoula
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Professor

A.B., Princeton University; M.A., Ohio State University. Professor McGiffert taught journalism at
Ohio State for four years before joining the University of Montana faculty in 1966. He worked for the
Easton (Pa.) Daily Express for 16 years as reporter and city editor. During the summers of 1967,1972 and
1974, he worked as an editor at the Washington (D.C.) Post. Professor McGiffert has been active in
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Columbia University in 1965.
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$2 Poem*

As an y re a d e r k n o w s , a n e w s so u rc e can
ch a rg e , d e c la re , a ffirm , re la te ,
re c a ll, a v e r, re ite ra te ,
a lle g e , c o n c lu d e , e x p la in , p o in t o u t,
a n s w e r, n o te , reto rt o r sh o u t,
re jo in , d e m a n d , re p e a t, re p ly ,
a sk, e xp o stu la te o r sig h ,
b lu rt, suggest, re p o rt o r m u m b le ,
a d d , sho o t b a c k , b u rst o u t o r g ru m b le ,
w h is p e r, c a ll, assert o r state ,
v o u c h s a fe , c ry , a sse v e ra te ,
sn o rt, re c o u n t, h a rru m p h , o p in e ,
w h im p e r, s im p e r, w h e e d le , w h in e ,
m u tte r, m u rm u r, b e llo w , b ra y ,
w h in n y o r . . . let's see n o w
. . .S A Y !

Robert C. McGiffert
*So entitled because Professor McGiffert, a member of the faculty
of the Montana School of Journalism, received $2 from Editor &
Publisher when it published the poem in 1964.

The University of Montana School of Journalism, founded in 1914, is one of 65 schools
and departments of journalism with accredited sequences. It offers programs leading to
the B.A. and M.A. in journalism and the B.A. in radio-television.
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